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INTRODUCTION

The study of atomic physics with highly-charged ions is an area of

intense activity at the present time because of a convergence of theoretical

interest and advances in experimental techniques.

Precision measurements of the atomic structure of highly-charged

few-electron ions are possible using a variety of techniques. For the one-

and two-electron systems, one can test relativistic quantum theory and quantum

electrodynamics by making precise measurements of energy splittings and

lifetimes. It is important to make such measurements over a wide range of

nuclear charge (Z) in order to test the Z-dependence of the calculations. For

two- and three-electron ions the electron correlations become important and

measurements of transition energies over a wide range of nuclear charge are

necessary. In addition to the precise measurements of atomic structure, it is

of great interest to measure the cross sections for collisions of highly-

stripped ions with neutral gases, other ions, electrons, and photons. These

are extremely important in modeling laboratory and interstellar plasmas as

well as for the fundamental physics involved in these processes.

The normal method of producing very highly-charged ions is to

accelerate ions with lower charge states (obtained from a conventional ion

source) to high velocity and pass them through a stripper foil to obtain a

high-charge state. This method has some disadvantages from the point of view

of experiments, however, because the velocities of the ions produced are often

too high to conduct the experiments of interest. There are several ways

around this problem which have recently become available. These methods

include the use of advanced Ion sources, accel-decel techniques in

conventional accelerators, storage rings, the technique of recoil ions, and

the use of ion traps.

The purpose of the Argonne "Workshop on Opportunities for Atomic

Physics Using Slow, Highly-Charged Ions" was to bring together atomic,

nuclear, and accelerator physicists in order to identify what new facilities

would be most useful for the atomic physics community. The program included
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discussion of existing once-through machines, advanced ion sources, recoil ion

techniques, ion traps, and cooler rings. One of the topics of the Workshop

was to discuss possible Improvement to the ANL Tandem-Llnac facility (ATLAS)

to enhance the capability for slowing down ions after they are stripped to a

high-charge state (the Accel/Decel technique). Another topic v/as the

opportunity for atomic physics provided by the ECR ion source which is being

built for the Uranium Upgrade of ATLAS.

The Workshop was held on January 12 and 13, 1987 in the Physics

Division at Argonne. About 50 physicists from this country and abroad

participated. There were 21 Invited talks, plus a general discussion period

and lab visits. The invited speakers were asked to prepare camera-ready text

and diagrams to be published in these proceedings. These contributions are

Included here with minimal editing.

We wish to thank the speakers, the session chairmen, and the members

of the panel discussion for a most informative and stimulating workshop. The

conference secretary, Jarbara Weller, did an excellent job in handling

countless administrative details, as well as planning the social events. We

also wish to acknowledge the financial support of the University of Chicago.

H. G. Berry

R. W. Dunford

D. S. Gemmell

E. P. Kanter
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STATUS OF QED IN ATOMIC PHYSICS

J. Sapirstein
University of Notre Dame, ' '

In this brief overview of the status of Quantum Electrodynamics(QED) in

atomic physics I would like to emphasize the aspects of the theory that are

particularly well probed by the study of highly ionized few electron atoms, in

which the relativistic and QED effects that are seen only as tiny

perturbations in atoms like hydrogen are significantly enhanced due to the

intense nuclear Coulomb field. While only six subjects will be discussed here,

I should emphasize that the field is extraordinarily rich, in principal

covering all aspects of atomic physics, so that what is covered here is only a

small fraction of the field. The first subject to be discussed will be the

precise definition of what is meant by QED effects, and the ambiguity of such

definitions for atoms with more than one electron. As an example of the power

of QED in a Z=l system, the most precise atomic physics QED test, that of the

ground state hyperfine splitting (hfs) of muonium will then be reviewed.

Following the next topic of the Lamb shift in hydrogen, which will be seen to

be a less precise test of the theory, the Lamb shift in high Z one-electron

atoms will be discussed as a sensitive probe of a nonperturbative region of

QED. The extra physics related to many-body effects that can be explored in

two and three or more electron systems will be discussed in the final two

sections.

A fundamental definition of QED is that it is the unique theory of the

interaction of charged particles with the electromagnetic field that is based

on quantum mechanics, relativity, and continuum field theory, the interaction

being

Hj = J d3x A^x) j^(x) = e J d3x



While the theory leads to divergent integrals once one goes beyond lowest

order perturbation theory, a well defined renormalization program leads to

finite predictions in terms of two quantities that must be taken from

experiment, the electron charge and mass. Unfortunately, this is a rather

general definition, encompassing all of atomic physics and chemistry, and

because one has a basic understanding of atoms and molecules in terms of the

Schrodinger equation and the Coulomb potential, a more practical definition is

whatever physics lies beyond that basic understanding. In particular, for a

one electron atom, where the Schrodinger equation is supplanted by the Dirac

equation, QED effects can be thought of as any effect in addition to that of

2
the Dirac equation. That equation reproduces terms of order rrsa from the

Schrodinger equation, and also correctly accounts for the fine structure of

the atom entering in order ma . While it also gives predictions at order ma ,

new effects related to the interaction of the electron with fluctuations in

the electromagnetic field arise in order ma and higher, and these are the QED

effects we will be chiefly concerned with, which in particular split the

degenerate 2s.. «, and 2p.,/2 levels by an amount known as the Lamb shift. In

addition, while use of the reduced mass in the Dirac equation gives

corrections proportional to the electron mass divided by the nuclear mass that

are not QED effects in our practical definition, there are terms that first

enter in order ma m/m^ that must be derived from the QED based Bethe-Salpeter

formalism that are again pure QED effects.

Once more than one electron is present, there is no analog of the Dirac

equation, so that the definition of QED effects is much more ambiguous. Since

even the Schrodinger equation cannot be solved exactly when one must deal with

many electrons, it is not clear that isolation of QED effects will ever be

possible. The problem is that typical QED effects still enter at the ma



level, so that many-body effects arising from the Schrodinger equation must be

brought under control to at least this level before one can be said to be

testing QED. At the end of this talk we will describe a possible approach to

this problem based on a kind of Furry representation QED that provides a well

defined set of Feynman diagram calculations that: hopefully will converge.

The most accurate QED test in atomic physics is in of course a

one-electron system, but with the strongly interacting nucleus with its

uncertain charge distribution replaced with a pointlike particle, the muon.

The ground state hfs of this atom, which is called muonium, has been measured

to be

Auhfs = 4 463 302- 88f16) kHz

This is predominantly accounted for by the exchange between of the muon and

electron of a transverse photon, which gives rise to the Fermi splitting

V2]

where the last line expresses Ep in terms of the most accurately measured

quantities available: the uncertainties are .175ppm from a, .OOlppm from the

Rydberg, .300ppm from the muon magnetic moment, and .007ppm from the reduced

mass factor: since one can eliminate the uncertainty from a by using this

system to provide a definition of it, it is clearly very important to reduce

the uncertainty from the muon magnetic moment, or equivalently its mass, as

much as possible. Putting in the present best values, Ep becomes

4459033.40(160) kHz, so that Av - Ep is 4269.48 kHz. This is partly accounted

for by the so-called Breit correction, 3/2aTL, which arises from using Dirac

rather than Schrodinger wave functions, but predominantly from the pure QED

effect of the electron's nonvanishing anomalous magnetic moment, which



contributes a E,,. Ai> - E^ is then further reduced as shown below.
e F F
E,,
e F

4269.5 kHz

3/2 a2 E p 356.2 kHz

a EL, 5171.0 kHz
e F

-1257.7 kHz

There are two sources that account for the remaining discrepancy. The first is

the effect of nuclear recoil, which is particularly enhanced in this system

due to the light mass of the muon: such terms of course are quite suppressed

for the heavy ions of interest at this workshop. The justification of use of

the Dirac equation is ultimately based in the Bethe-Salpeter equation, which

accounts for the unceasing exchange of photons between the electron and

nucleusfin this case the positive muon). The difference between predictions

of the Bethe-Salpeter equation and the Dirac equation is proportional to

6 = m /n. , and the leading contribution accounts for the bulk of the remaining
e p.

discrepancy above:

-1257.7 kHz

^ 6 In -I-Ê  -801.2 kHzir , E2 6 F

-456.5 kHz

The second source of extra physics involves binding effects. The electron

anomaly a is measured in a constant magnetic field, and corresponds to the
e

Feynman graph of Fig. 1. However, the motion of the electron in an atom in

between the emission and reabsorbtion of the virtual photon is more

complicated than in the case of a constant magnetic field, so that graphs such

as those of Fig. 2 must also be evaluated, although their effect is down by at

least one power of Zee. Note that here and in the following the nuclear charge
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Fig. 1: One loop correction to electron interaction with an external magnetic
field(denoted with label B) R

C ?° C C

Fig. 2: Typical binding corrections due to intermediate interactions with the
nuclear Coulomb field(denoted with label C).

will be taken as Z, even when that quantity is unity', this distinguishes

binding effects, which go as 2a, from radiative effects, which go as a, as

well as allowing easy generalization to high-Z atoms. The effect of binding

leads to the replacement

-|jp Ep -» |. E p [ | + TT (Za) ( In 2 -5/2) + (Za)
2 G(Za) ]

where G(Za) is known only for small Z. Putting in these effects into the

remaining discrepancy gives

-456.5 kHz

a(Za)Ep, a(Za)2Ep -460.3 kHz

3.8 kHz

Higher order recoil corrections amount to 3.4 kHz, so that given the 1.6 kHz

uncertainty in Ep due to the uncertain muon mass, experiment and theory agree

at well under the part per million level. The only QED test that is more

accurate than this is that provided by the beautiful comparison of theory and

p

experiment for the g-2 factor of the electron."

Turning now to another Z=l system we discuss a less precise test of QED,

the Lamb shift in hydrogen. Recalling our practical definition of QED as

anything beyond the Dirac equation, one might think of attributing the entire



2s1 .p-2p1/9 splitting, which vanishes for a pointlike nucleus according to the

Dirac equation, to QED. However, the nuclear charge is extended in this atom,

and the Dirac equation can easily be solved numerically with a realistic

nuclear charge distribution, so this finite size effect should be separated

from the measurement before comparison with QED. Using the experiment of

3 4
Lundeen and Pipkin and the size of the proton from the Stanford experiments

then leads to

</• = 1057 .845(9) MHz
exp v '

ir/2a m2 < r2 > = .127(3) MHz

1057 .718 MHz

to be accounted for by QED. The analog of the a/2ir Ep correction discussed

above that was associated with a one-loop graph is for this system

m C^ ) [ (ln(Za)"2 -2.207909) (j^)3 + I (j^)2]
e e

where certain reduced mass corrections have been included. This accounts for

the bulk of the Lamb shift:

1057 .718 MHz

""f2") [ in(Za)"
2 + C ] 1050. 560 MHz

7. 158 MHz

Because recoil is relatively suppressed in comparison to muonium, this effect

must be accounted for primarily by binding corrections. These are conveniently

parameterized in terms of a basic function F{Za), defined by

AE = E2pQ_ F(Za)

F(Zo) = A4Q + A41 In (Za)
 2

+ (Za) A ^

+ (Za)2 [ A62 ln
2(Za)~2 + Agl In (Za) + G(Za)



where G(Za) = A^^ + Q(Za), and the constants A are all known. For hydrogen,

with Z=l, it is adequate to approximate G(Za) = Afi~ , and there results

7.158 MHz

a(Za)5, a(Za)6 terms 6.710 MHz

.448 MHz

a2(Za)4, a(Za)4m /m terms .460 MHz

-.012(9){20) MHz

In the above known recoil and two-loop effects are seen to account for the

discrepancy remaining after the higher order binding terms have been taken

account of. The indicated errors are firstly the experimental error and

secondly an estimate of uncalculated terms, chiefly involving higher order

recoil contributions. While this is acceptable agreement, it is at the lOppm

level rather than the .3ppm level of the previously discussed system. A

serious impediment towards reducing the lOppm level is the nuclear size

problem, whose effect was removed at the beginning of this section. If one

uses the Mainz determination of the proton size, which is in disagreement

4
with the Stanford measurement, the -12kHz discrepancy above enlarges to

-30kHz. Because of the size of uncalculated terms, one cannot yet rule out the

Mainz proton radius, although in principle completion of a set of theoretical

calculations can eventually effectively measure the proton electromagnetic

radius. What is important to realize is that nuclear structure uncertainties

can obscure QED tests in atomic physics: it is important to work on

theoretical and experimental aspects of this area of nuclear physics in

conduction with atomic structure calculations.

Because we developed the formulas of the previous section for a general

nuclear charge, we can now turn to the basic physics of interest at this

workshop, that probed by the study of atoms with large Z and only a small



number of electrons. Perhaps the most notable feature of twentieth century

physics is the development of relativistic quantum field theories and their

inevitable consequence of endowing the vacuum with structure. This arises from

the mixing of the two great discoveries of relativity and quantum mechanics.

In attempting to make the relativistic counterpart of the Schrodinger equation

one is forced into the concept of particles with negative energy. Such

solutions exist even in classical mechanics, but can play no role due to

conservation of energy. In a quantum mechanical theory however, fluctuations

can couple to these states and for this reason Dirac was forced to develop the

concept of a filled negative energy sea of electrons to prohibit positive

energy electrons from falling into these lower energy states. The picture of

the vacuum in field theories is then a complex many-body system, with subtle

i

dynamical consequences that are still not fully understood. In QED the effects
]

have been studied in the framework of perturbation theory. They include the

phenomenon of vacuum polarization, in which a charge in the vacuum pulls out

electron positron pairs (a positron being understood as the absence of a

negative energy electron from the sea) that effectively align in such a way as

to reduce that charge. Another important effect is the softening of the linear

self energy divergence of the classical theory to a logarithmic one again to

inclusion of negative energy state effects. The effects of vacuum structure

are at the forefront of efforts to understand the behavior of the theories

modeled on QED, QCD for the strong interactions and QFD for the unified

theories of weak and electromagnetic interactions. In the former case, the

phenomenon of confinement, in which free quarks or gluons cannot exist, is

thought to be associated with the vacuum having a vanishing dielectric

constant , so that unscreened color fields would carry infinite energy. In the

latter case, the incompletely understood phenomena o£ spontaneous symmetry



o
breaking , which is the source of the masses of the weak bosons, leptons, and

quarks, arises due to a (perhaps phenomenological) scalar field developing a

vacuum expectation value. Any insight into the structure of the vacuum from

our best field theory, QED, is thus clearly of interest. This structure is

suppressed, however, due to the rest energy of an electron-positron pair being

1.02 MeV: if the typical energy scale of a system is much less, it is

difficult to probe the vacuum by exciting such a pair. There are two options

available to study these field theoretic effects. The first is to simply put

up with the effects being small, and to do precision experiments and high

order calculations in order to pick out tiny perturbative effects: the best

examples of this approach are the muonium hfs discussed above and the electron

g-2. The other option is to create environments in which the effects of vacuum

structure are greatly enhanced and become nonperturbative. Such environments

exist around any highly charged atomic nucleus. Unfortunately, when the atom

is neutral, the more easily studied outer electrons see only a greatly

screened potential. The inner shells can be probed with x-ray measurements,

and providing that atomic wave function uncertainties can be decisively

reduced, this provides one way of studying these effects. However, if one

strips all but one electron from such a nucleus, one has no wave function

uncertainties at all, and can in particular study a greatly enhanced Lamb

shift. The presence of large powers of Z in the perturbative expression for

4 5F(Za) introduced above, where one encounters terms like ma(Za) and ma(Za) ,

make it clear that as Za approaches unity that one is not only greatly

enhancing field theory effects, but also will need nonperturbative methods of

calculation. The contribution of the one-loop self energy to the Lamb shift is

,„ . 2 f d\ 1 f ,3 ,3 iic»(x-y) T ,-»,. o ,-* -». 2 f d\ 1 f ,3 ,3 iic»(x-y) T ,-»,.n = ~ie J ~^7)A 1 ? J x y e n
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The basic difficulty of Lamb shift calculations is obtaining tractable

expressions for the propagator Sp of an electron in the intense Coulomb field,

and then being able to renormalize and cancel ultraviolet infinities so as to

arrive at a finite quantity. For Z beyond about 10 one must deal with an exact

form for Sp, which forces an essentially numerical approach. This calculation

g
has been carried out with great accuracy by Mohr. To demonstrate the

nonperturbative nature of the result, we compare below F(Zoc) taken as a

2
perturbation expansion to order (Za) (Fp), and the exact expression (FNp)

:

FNp(Za)

Z = 1 10.5468 10.5468

Z = 10 4.8748 4.8930

Z = 40 1.4440 2.4550

Z = 70 -2.8154 2.0435

FNp(Za) is taken from the thorough review of the Lamb shift by Johnson and

Soff. Already at Z=40, even though Za=,29, nonperturbative behavior is

clearly exhibited. This is a striking phenomenon, since the first terms left

out of Fp(Za) are of order (Za) = .025.

Along with any beam containing one-electron high-Z ions will inevitably

come ions with two and more electrons. The screening of the nuclear Coulomb

field for these ions caused by the presence of more than one electron is

however a small effect for large Z, so that the same high field physics as

discussed above can still be studied. However, the presence of screening adds

new many-body physics to the problem, and the study of the many-body problem
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is by itself of fundamental interest. These systems allow a probe of the

effects of electron correlation with a small parameter present, 1/Z. A

complete QED approach has recently been advocated by Mohr , that offers a

systematic approach to the calculation of energy levels of two-electron ions

12
based on the Furry representation of QED . In this representation, the QED

Hamiltonian is separated as

HQED = H0 + HI

HQ = | d3x /(x) (a-p + P m - ^ ) +(x)

Hj. = e J d3x tf(x) T^ +(x) A^x)

where the dominant Coulomb field of the nucleus is included in the lowest

order Hamiltonian, and the exchange of photons between the two electrons is

treated in perturbation theory through the action of H,. This perturbation

expansion has hastened convergence because of the small parameter 1/Z. As an

example, the ground state energy of the system goes as

E Q = 2 m/l - Z
2a2 = 2m - m Z2a2 + ...

Ej = 5/8 m Z a2+ ...

E 2 = -.15766643 m a 2

E 3 = .00869903 m/Z a2

2
Numerically this convergence, in atomic units of ma ', is illustrated below for

the neutral atom and for Z=20.

Z=2

EQ-2m -4.00000

Ej -2.75000

E 2 -2.90767

E 3 -2.90332

Z=20

-400.00000

-387.50000

-387.65777

-387.65723
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This same rapid convergence can be expected for the full QED calculation. As

an example of the Furry picture approach, the presently known graphs, along

with those that have yet to be calculated, are presented below together with

11
their contribution in atomic units.'

C S!i-+ -1428 (Za)2 + .0997 (Za)4 + .. ]
cool

1 [ -.0256 -.27 (Za)2 + (Za)3 FB(Za) ]

Z4a3 [ F (Za) - F (Za) ]
pl/2 sl/2

Z3a3 FS(Za)

The functions FB(Za) and FS(Za), both of which contribute to the Lamb shift,

but with one less power of Z than in the one electron case, have yet to be

evaluated: they describe the screening of the Lamb shift by the other

electron. Until they are calculated this approach is less complete than the

13 14

previous approaches of Hata and Grant and Goldman and Drake , both of which

incorporate some screening effects. It is important to note that new

nonperturbative quantities have now been introduced that in principle should

be evaluated exactly.

Along with one and two electron systems, ions with three or more

electrons can be studied in the kind of facility under discussion at this

workshop. Are the wave function uncertainties associated with greater numbers
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of electrons too great to allow QED tests in these atoms? A recent spur to the

branch of physics that should be able to answer this question, atomic

many-body theory, has been provided by recent measurements at the 2.5%

level of parity violation in Cs. If atomic theory can reduce wave function

uncertainties to below this level, atomic physics can have significant

consequences for unified theories of weak and electromagnetic interactions.

For neutral Cs, and possibly for the ions mentioned above, sufficient

screening is present so that a modified Furry representation must be used,

defined by

HQ = | d3x /(x) ( a-p + p m + U(r) ) ̂ (x)

f "̂  —— II
HT = e d x ̂  (x) T ^(x) A (x)

- J d3x /(x) ( -If- + U(r) } *(x)
Here U(r) is a function chosen to incorporate as much screening as possible,

and is often chosen to be the Hartree-Fock potential. It is straightforward to

show that the resulting perturbation expansion in H. reproduces the results

known from many-body perturbation theory(MBPT) along with additional QED

effects. Unfortunately, a general answer to the question of how accurate MBPT

is in the prediction of atomic properties is not at present known. Recently in

17
collaboration with W.R. Johnson and M. Idrees we have calculated the effect

of exchanges of up to two Coulomb photons for the Hartree-Fock potential: as

an example of energy calculations we present below valence energies in atomic

units for Li and Cs:

L i :

2s

E°

-.19632

E°+E2

-.19797

[ .93% -» .086% ]

£exp

-.19814
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3p -.05677 -.05718 -.05724

[ .83% -» .100% ]

Cs:

6s -.12737 -.14512 -.14310

[ 12.3% -* 1.4% ]

7s -.05519 -.05939 -.05365

[ 6.27% -» 1.26% ]

As an example of a transition matrix element, we also present below the

calculation of < 2s | r | 2p > for Li:

D° D° + D1 + D2 Exp

2s -» 2p -4.758 -4.697 -4.674(2)

[ 1.80% -» .49% ]

While particularly for Li MBPT seems to be working at under the one percent

level, this is still completely inadequate for QED tests, and at least one

more order of perturbation theory must be explored. However, it is an open

question whether or not increased convergence such as that demonstrated for

the ground state of two-electron ions above will enable wave function

uncertainties to be reduced below the level of QED effects for these more

complicated systems. If so, precision spectroscopy and lifetime measurements

of the whole range of ions produced in these experiments will be useful not

only in studying strong field QED, but also in shedding light on the atomic

many-body problem.
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ACCURATE X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY

by

R. D. Deslattes

National Bureau of Standards

Gaithersburg, Maryland

Abstract. Heavy ion accelerators are the most flexible and

readily accessible sources of highly charged ions. These having

only one or two remaining electrons have spectra whose accurate

measurement is of considerable theoretical significance. Certain

features of ion production by accelerators tend to limit the

accuracy which can be realized in measurement of these spectra.

This report aims to provide background about spectroscopic

limitations and discuss how accelerator operations may be selected

to permit attaining intrinsically limited data.

Introduction. In considering the possibilities for accurate

spectroscopy of one- and two-electron high Z ions, we confront a

complex array of boundary conditions. To begin with, there are

the thresholds of theoretical interest - these are difficult to

quantify precisely J>ut there are clearly domains in which

experimental inaccuracy is so large as not to challenge theory in

any meaningful way and domains where any results would immediately

confront available theory with the need for as yet uncalculated

(QED) corrections. A reasonable characterization of a "threshold

for theoretical interest" might be the region between the two

domains just mentioned.

There are also limitations intrinsic to systems which we can

hope to study. For example, electronic energy levels are not

accessible directly since high Z few electron ions are not

generally available in sufficient quantities to permit photo-

electron spectroscopy. Instead one must look at emission

transitions connecting pairs of these levels. Observability

entails finite transition rates and hence linewidths while

abundance problems lead to the need to consider moderately to

strongly allowed transitions. Noting that there are limits not
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only with respect to intrinsic lifetimes and statistics but also

with respect to systematic spectroscopic error and reference line

characteristics it is hard to imagine "splitting" a line to much

better than 1$ of its width [1].

Given a certifiably interesting potential measurement, is

there adequate spectroscopic technology to realize it? The

trivial answer is sometimes yes and sometimes no. More precisely,

if one considers using normal atomic x-ray lines as transfer

standards between optically-based reference points in the x-ray

region and one- or two-electron spectra, then x-ray line widths

(and shapes) will exert a controlling effect on realizable

accuracies in spite of the more refined potentialities of the ion

lines themselves. As long as x-ray lines are used as transfer

standards, this limitation will prevail at approximately the 1 ppm

(part per million) lavel. Should the need arise, there are

possibilities of using either Y-ray lines or synthetic crystal

filters to produce sharper transfer standards but these are not

addressed in this report since other problems will be seen to

dominate the present and near future. For future reference,

however, I note that the 1 ppm level is readily reduced by a

factor of 10 including effects of present-day inaccuracy in

connecting red-light to x-rays. With difficulty and a major

effort an additional factor of 10 is attainable, i.e., 0.01 ppm.

The cost of this last-mentioned step will be considerable and it

is not suggested as desirable at the present time.

Beyond intrinsic limitations and those associated with

spectroscopy, one needs to consider how an appropriate ensemble of

excited ions can be produced and characterized. Although

laboratory and astrophysical plasmas are copious sources of one-

and two-electron spectra of high Z ions, they are not further

considered since spectra produced in plasma environments are not

ultimately characteristic of the isolated ionic species and hence

are not suitable for comparisons with basic theory.
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Two general approaches to producing "clean" spectra are

available: one uses advanced technology ion sources while the

other relies on accelerator methods. Ion sources are interesting

especially as regards available intensities but are (today)

limited as to Z range. I choose not to discuss them further in

this report but attend instead to accelerator-based procedures.

Broadly speaking, there are two accelerator methods: fast

projectile stripping and recoil ion production. Accelerator

methods face two problems: Doppler shifts, especially those

associated with projectile stripping ion production, and spectator

electron satellites.

Recoil ion production effectively circumvents Doppler

problems but is seriously troubled by spectator electron

satellites. Beam-foil technique is troubled by both problems

since high speeds are needed for stripping/excitation and the

excited populations are demonstrably contaminated by spectator

electrons. A more complex alternative involves acceleration to

stripping velocities (accel) followed by deceleration (decel) to

optimum capture speed then single electron transfer to an ionic

excited state. The decel process naturally entails directional

redistribution and implies, in general, increasing Doppler spread

(width) with decreasing Doppler shift. While active "cooling" can

reduce or eliminate this problem, the "cooling" (if any) required

to permit intrinsically limited spectroscopy needs to be evaluated

quantitatively.

The plan of this commentary is as follows: Brief reviews are

given of the state of present-day knowledge of An=0 and An=1

transitions in H-like and He-like ions. A generic An=1

spectroscopic experiment is then outlined for ions at rest.

Finally consequences of non-rest are evaluated.

2. Present knowledge of one- and two-electron spectra.

I have reviewed elsewhere the motivations for accurate study

of these spectra over a wide range of Z [2]. In Ref. 2 and

elsewhere [3] there are also discussions of presently available
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experimental data and their impact or non-impact on theoretical

understanding. Up to the present time it is fair to say that the

few experimental results so far obtained have not had a big

impact; in the range of Z covered and to the accuracies in hand,

there is a general concordance with recent theoretical wor:c. It

is clear, however, that the experiments can be readily improved

with the potential of greater significance being near at hand.

For convenience, I recapitulate the results presented previously

in the following two paragraphs.

For one-electron ions, Johnson and Soff have produced an

"all-Z" tabulation based on accurate numerical solutions of the

Dirac equation for an extended nuclear charge distribution [4].

Radiative (QED) corrections were introduced in the spirit of

Mohr's perturbation calculations. Since the objective of accurate

measurements of one-electron spectra is to "test" QED, it is both

convenient and somewhat informative to express numerical

differences between theory and experiment in units of the total

radiative correction. The results are indicated in Fig. 1 where

the poor "leverage" of these measurements means that large error

flags result from even rather good measurements. So far, however,

no measurements have attained the 1-2 ppm level at which point we

would already be approaching 0.1% of the Lamb-shift for Z even as

low as 20. Of course as one proceeds upward in Z, radiative

corrections as fractions of the transition energies continue to

increase faster than linearly with Z. This means that persistent

1 ppm measurements will be of increasing significance with

increasing Z.

In two-electron ions, there are the same kinds of radiative

corrections encountered in one-electron ions but modified by the

re-distribution of the electron wavefunctions. In addition, there

are specifically two-electron QED effects [5] which have already

been perceived in accurate experiments at lower energies [6]. A

special problem with two-electron systems is that correlation

effects are large: they are dominant at low Z and comparable to

radiative corrections in the 20<Z<40 regime. Up to the present,

there is not a rigorous formulation of the problem although
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serious efforts are being undertaken in this direction [73.

Meanwhile, considerable progress has been made using several

approximation schemes including Z-expansion methods, [8],

perturbation theory [9] and multi-configuration Dirac-Fock [10]

approaches. These are compared with one-another and with

available experimental data in Fig. 2. Evidently, for certain

experimental results there is already sufficient accuracy that one

begins to see a preference for one or two of the theoretical

approaches. It is important to note that this "marginal"

significance has already been achieved by spectroscopy only

credible at the 5-10 ppm level. From the view point of

spectroscopic technique, 1 ppm results are as easy (or hard) to

obtain for He-like ions as for H-like ions, it is clear that we

shall be able to speak strongly about the two-electron problem

even in the rather near future.

3. A generic spectroscopic experiment.

In this section, I assume that we have somehow obtained an

excited population of one- or two-electron ions either at rest or

in a state of (slow) uniform motion. What is then required to

assign meaningful numbers to the transition energies one can

observe by suitable x-ray spectroscopy? Although there is already

being presupposed a highly idealized situation, I make a small

gesture to reality by noting that the excited population even if

magically "clean" can in no case be copious. The first

requirement is then for some relatively efficient spectroseopic

"comparator" which examines the H-like or He-like spectrum and

relates its line positions to that (those) of some convenient

secondary standard or standards. Up to the present time these are

usually characteristic x-ray lines from a neutral solid or gas

target excited by fluorescences or electron bombardment. Figure 3

attempts to convey tjhe essentials of a model linac experiment

wherein the calibration lines are registered in the dark period

between linac macro pulses.
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A question conspicuously not addressed in the preceding

paragraph is how and in terms of what are the reference lines

considered to be evaluated. The basis needed (i.e., the "what" in

"in terms of what") is clear: all theory is homogeneous in an

effective Rydberg constant which is related to the fundamental

constant Ro, by a reduced mass factor and Z2. These latter factors

are for practical purposes exactly known so the base unit is Ra>.

This "constant" is expressible in terms of other fundamental

constants i.e., Reo=2nzmeVh3c, but this is not how one evaluates

Rco in the real world. Instead one assumes that atomic hydrogen is

understood and derives Rm from spectroscopy of one or more

hyperfine components of H Balmer a (3d->2p). In recent years, all

such experiments have used an Iodine stabilized HeNe laser (red)

as the optical reference wavelength in this determination. This

fact and the role noted above of Rm in theoretical estimates of

the spectra of interest clearly imply that we need to evaluate x-

ray reference spectra in terms of the optical wavelength

(frequency) of an Iodine stabilized HeNe laser. In recent years

procedures needed to secure evaluation of x-ray transitions in

terms of red laser light have become clear although they are not

entirely routine as yet and have not been free of controversy.

The fundamental algorithm is described in the following paragraphs

and the present state-of-the-art and state-of-the-controversy is

indicated in the last paragraph of this section.

X-ray reference wavelength determinations are secured by

means of a three-step process. In the first of these, the lattice

spacing of a highly perfect (Si) crystal is compared with the

wavelength of an I2 stabilized HeNe laser by simultaneous x-ray

and optical interferometry of a common baseline; this is the so-

called XROI experiment. In the second step, this calibrated

crystal is compared with others of the same species whose

morphology is suited to subsequent spectroscopy by means of a

sensitive lattice parameter comparator (we call this the Ad

machine). Finally, a crystal emerging from the Ad calibration is

used in an accurate angle measuring machine to produce Bragg-Laue

images of the reference spectrum which are related to their
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"absolute" wavelengths via X=2d sin 0. We have built and now

operate a Ad machine working to 0.01 ppm. Angle-measuring

spectrometers are operating in various wavelength regions with

accuracies permitting in all cases sub-ppm evaluations of A/2d so

that the major issue in discussing accuracy of the secondary

spectral standards is associated with the XROI experiment, i.e.,

evaluation of the lattice period of a silicon crystal in terms of

an I2 stabilized heNe wavelength.

The first results from an XROI experiment were reported in

1974 with corrections and new measurements pursued until about

1976 [11]. These efforts were carried out at NBS with a claimed

accuracy near 0.35 ppm. Subsequently this relatively difficult

measurement was repeated (with an obviously different silicon

sample) at the PTB in West Germany where a result was obtained

with a claimed accuracy of 0.25 ppm that differed from the NBS

result by 1.8 ppm [12], Both a priori and by exchange of samples,

it was clear that this large discrepancy could not be accounted

for by sample-to-sample variability. After re-construction of the

NBS experiment (1984-85) and addition of several diagnostics, it

became clear (1986) that the NBS 1976 result was wrong and that

residual differences between PTB and NBS (ca 0.2 ppm) were within

a range of plausible sample-to-sample variability [133. The new

NBS result appears to be associated with an estimated standard

deviation below 0.1 ppm. Since the crystal-to-crystal transfer

(Ad machine) is an order of magnitude better, we seem ready to

measure x-ray wavelengths in terms of red light to a level

entirely determined by the intrinsic properties of the x-ray

lines.

4. Accelerator produced problems in high Z spectra.

Although accelerators are the most versatile sources

currently available for high Z excited ion populations, there are

characteristic difficulties incidental to all procedures presently

available. These are by now well known but are summarized here to

provide a background and motivation for the major efforts needed
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to mitigate these difficulties. The main problems are that when

ions are produced by projectile stripping (Beam-foil technique),

Doppler corrections are sufficiently large (see following

paragraph) that the associated uncertainty in making this

correction becomes the dominant contribution to the entire error

budget. One also finds evidence for spectator electron effects

which lead to lineshape and background problems. Recoil

production procedures (the "hammer" method; efficiently eliminates

systematic uncertainties associated with Doppler correction but

the resulting spectra remain heavily perturbed by spectator

electron effects as described below. The technology which appears

needed to gain control of both these problems is discussed in the

following section of this report [5].

A large body of experimental work has addressed projectile

charge-state distributions as a function of projectile speed and

stripper characteristics. Nevertheless, some approximate scaling

rules are helpful in experimental design. For removal of

electrons with binding energies E5, ion3 need energies, E^ of the

order of or greater than (Mj/mgjEb. This, in turn, entails a

laboratory speed v/c=g=O.O46 /E-j/A. By way of example, for Z=17,

E-L = 175 MeV and g=0.1 which leads to large Doppler corrections.

An example of beam-foil data illustrative of this problem is shown

in Fig. 4 [14], Evidently need for a Doppler extrapolation

pressed the experiment toward lower speeds where the contaminating

effects of spectator electron satellites are even larger.

In the recoil production process, a highly charged heavy ion

at high speed collides with a gas of neutral atoms. Soft

collisions lead to highly charged ions (both ground state and

optically excited) with small recoil energies. For 90° geometry,

symmetry assures that such Doppler "shifts" as occur entail only a

Doppler broadening, and a modest one at that as can be seen in the

data shown in Fig. 5 [15]. Here, although Doppler problems are

effectively eliminated, spectator electron effects are very much

in evidence. Accuracy is limited entirely by model uncertainties.

The end results obtained so far, though improved relative to

"beam-foil" technique, remain steadfastly limited to about \% of
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the Lamb-shift. There are procedures that could be added to the

recoil experiment which should lessen the spectator problem as

well as Doppler broadening. Each adds some complexity and all

tend to reduce the initially rather high rates.

One attractive alternative which will likely be pursued in

the future is to operate with a "jet" target and extract ions from

the collision region forming a beam and accelerate this to

energies optimized for subsequent capture processes [16]. It

would be easy in the course of beam transport to include rigorous

charge state selection which would, in effect, gain all advantages

claimed for the approach described in the next section.

Unfortunately, this entire process is not free of operational

problems and it is not as yet clear that attainable data rates

will be adequate.

5. Accel-strip-decel~(cool)-capture.

Systematic difficulties with the accelerator procedures

described in the preceding section have led to somewhat more

complex alternatives which appear to be, in principle, both

adequate and general. These protocols involve initial

acceleration to ion energies needed for efficient stripping

followed, of course, by the stripping process itself. The mixed

charge states obtained are then decelerated with isolation of one

particular charge-state taking place anywhere that is technically

convenient. If all parameters were conveniently at one's

disposal, the decelerated final beam energies might be optimized

for efficient capture of electrons into excited orbitals of

interest or simply to reach slow enough speeds that Doppler

corrections become manageable with the needed accuracy. It

transpires that these two requirements are not incompatible as can

be seen in the example of the following demonstration experiment.

We made use of the Heidelberg Tandem-linac for a study of

Lyman a. from hydrogen-like chlorine [17]. The MP Tandem operated

near 10 MeV with Cl ions stripping in the terminal to +9, +11

yielding 120-150 MeV ions at the exit (entrance to the linac).
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Further stripping at this point produced good yields of totally-

stripped ions (along with other charge states, of course). These

bunches entered the Linac whose cavity phases had been set for

deceleration to final energies in the 20-70 MeV region. At the

linac's output, the decelerated beam was charge-state analyzed and

the naked component delivered to a low pressure (open) target

chamber containing atomic He (as a surrogate for atomic H).

Effectiveness of this approach in reducing spectator electron

distortions is evident from the data shown in Fig. 6. It is also

clear that at the lowest energies reached, namely 0.66 MeV/u,

8=0.04 yielded a difficult but manageable Doppler correction. It

would have been desirable to reach still lower final energies

since the 2p capture cross-section is maximum near 0.37 MeV/u and

the corresponding g=0.03 is even better.

There are many limitations associated with the procedure just

described. For any deceleration method either the dual-tandem

method [18] or the tandem-linac approach, Liouville's theorem

guarantees that the initial beam divergence will be increased by

the deceleration process so that collimation as required to make

the Doppler effect manageable entails loss of beam intensity which

can be ill-afforded. There is in addition for the linac case the

possibility of a level of beam blow-up above and beyond that

required by Liouville [19] although there is some disagreement as

to whether this is necessarily so (see below).

Cooler rings, as discussed elsewhere in this workshop offer

escape from the Liouville limitation since transverse emittance

can be reduced arbitrarily, in principle, by interaction with a

co-moving transversely cool electron beam. Provided that the ring

has ramp-down capability one can imagine cycles of deceleration

and cooling which could lead to very well-characterized slow

beams. Limitations to this process coming ultimately from

recombination losses on the background gas may limit the extent to

which a stored beam may be decelerated. Whatever intrinsic cooler

ring capabilities may be realized, target interactions will cause
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degradation and in the limit of strong coupling, available current

will be governed by injector capabilities rather than storage

capacity.

6. Outlook.

Accurate studies of high Z one- and two-electron spectra

using accelerator-based methods seem to be nearing realization.

With the exception of the beam-foil approach techniques appear

improvable to the extent necessary to gain spectroscopically

limited results. Although not discussed here, improvements in

recoil spectroscopy can result from observing spectra along the

beam direction and from impact parameter selection of events in

the single-collision domain. Alternatively, one can consider

operation of the collision chamber as an extractable ion source.

No matter the improvement, however, this "hammer" method will

always yield much lower ionization stages than the accelerator can

produce when used at its maximum straight-ahead capability.

For projectile spectra, accel-strip-decel procedures appear

needed to obtain both high charge-states and acceptable Doppler

shifts. Ultimately, cooler rings with internal "ramp-down"

capability will serve as unique sources of well characterized high

Z "slow" beams. Meanwhile, procedures used to date for accel-

decel severely compromise intrinsic accelerator capability since

part of this must be used to carry out the decel phase.

As a final comment, I note that all approaches except the

cooler-ring are subject to Liouville limitations. On the other

hand if one considers operation of an "all-linac" system (i.e., no

tandem) injected by an ECR source, very big gains in beam current

can be anticipated. This means that the beam losses associated

with securing adequate collimation can be more easily tolerated in

the all linac approach than in approaches where the initial

(tandem) stage requires negative ion injection.
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Fig. 3. Schematic of an prototypical spectroscopic experiment.

X-ray reference spectra from the fluorescence target is registered

alternatly with Lyman radiation from the gas cell. The

arrangements for projectile spectra and recoil spectra are

similar.
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SPECTROSCQPY OF HIGHLY IONIZED ATOMS

A. E. Livingston

Notre Dame University, '• ''

The atomic structure and decay characteristics of excited states

in multiply ionized atoms represent a fertile testing ground for atomic

calculations ranging from accurate ab initio theory for few-electron

systems to practical semi-empirical approaches for many-electron species.

Excitation of fast ions by thin foils generally produces the highest

ionization stages for heavy ions in laboratory sources. The associated

characteristics of spectroscopic purity and high time resolution provide

unique capabilities for studying the atomic properties of highly-ionized

atoms1. This report is limited to a brief discussion of three classes of

atomic systems that are experiencing current theoretical and experimental

interest: precision structure of helium-like ions, fine structure of doubly-

excited states, and lifetimes of metastable states. Specific measurements

in each of these types of systems are mentioned, with emphasis on the

relation to studies involving slow, highly-charged ions.

Helium-like ions

Precision measurements of 2s-2p transition energies in two-

electron ions provide sensitive tests of relativistic and radiative
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contributions for these most fundamental multi-electron systems. Recent

calculations by Goldman and Drake2 include evaluation of the lowest order

two-electron radiative corrections for the 2 3S - 2 3P transitions in the

helium isoelectronic sequence. Comparison with measurements3 for the
3S1 -

 3P2 0 transitions reveals general agreement, although the few results

available for Z > 20 suggest the possibility of a small deviation at high Z. In

Fig. 1 this comparison is plotted for the 3S1 -
 3P2 fine-structure transition

for Z = 2 - 29. The precisions of all these measurements for Z > 10 range

from 30-200 ppm, and are similar in size to the estimated theoretical

uncertainties. As an example, a section of the fast-ion spectrum of

highly-ionized nickel (Z = 28) from very recent measurements4 at ATLAS is

shown in Fig. 2. A preliminary analysis of the nickel data shows

consistency with other high-Z results, although the ultimate precision is

expected to be the best available above Z = 17.

Significant improvements in the theoretical values for high Z would

demand experimental precisions of <10 ppm in order to provide meaningful

tests of the theory. In this regard, a systematic approach to the quantum

electrodynamics of two-electron energy levels has been initiated by Mohr5

which should, in principle, increase the accuracy of calculated transition

energies. The dominant contributions to the present experimental

uncertainties for high-Z fast-ion measurements arise from statistics,

dispersion calibration, and reference wavelengths. Statistical limitations

are often the result of insufficient high-quality beam time for obtaining the
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necessary spectroscopic precision with the weak fast-ion source. This

produces inevitable compromises that are, in principle, negotiable, and that

may be partially alleviated with improved detectors. The wavelength

scanning mode of data collection for such fast-ion measurements requires a

precise knowledge of the mechanical wavelength dispersion of the

spectrometer. The application of high precision position- sensitive

detectors in these studies would largely remove this dependence upon

mechanical calibrations, and would also increase the data collection

efficiency. Even with a good knowledge of the instrumental dispersion,

spectroscopic measurements of fast ions require doppler shift corrections

to the line position and shape in the spectrum. Since these corrections are

not accurately obtainable, the ultimate wavelength results depend upon

in-beam reference lines that have been measured elsewhere or are

calculable. Such reference lines in highly-ionized atoms are rare. This

limitation would be effectively removed if the highly-ionized atoms could

be studied in slow beams. Then high precision stationary source spectra

would provide the complete wavelength calibration.

A recent measurement6 of the helium-like 2s - 2p transitions at

Z = 18 using one mechanism of slow-ion production is shown in Fig. 3. Argon

gas was bombarded with 5.9 Mev/u U66+ ions, yielding slow argon recoil-ion

spectra. Although interference with the spectra of much lower charge

stages is apparent, the 2s - 2p transitions are measurable with a precision

approaching that of fast-ion results. Improvements in the efficiency of high

charge state production with this source, or the development of alternative
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slow-ion sources, are needed for such further studies of highly-ionized

spectra.

Doubly-excited states

Core-excited three-electron systems are the simplest multiple-

open-shell atomic structures and are thus a natural testing ground for

multielectron correlation effects and relativistic contributions in a simple

atomic system. The 1 s2s2p 4P and 1 s2p2 4P lowest-lying quartet states in

three-electron ions are strongly populated by the fast-ion foil excitation

process. An energy leve\ diagram in Fig. 4 shows the location of these

states in lithium-like Si XII. Recent spectroscopic measurements of the

fine-structure wavelengths and lifetimes of quartet states have stimulated

theoretical interest in these systems (see Ref. 7). The precision wavelength

measurements provide fine-structure intervals that are sensitive to strong

effects of the Breit interaction. The lifetime measurements for the

fine-structure levels reveal J-dependent metastability against

autoionization that characterizes such doubly-excited states. In Fig. 5 the

fine structure transitions connecting these quartet states in Si XII are

displayed8. This represents the highest-Z system in which this quartet fine

structure has been measured. Although the ion foil excitation mechanism is

efficient at producing doubly-excited states, the strong Z dependence of the

autoionization decay branch rapidly suppresses the optical decay transitions

at high Z. Only the optical transitions can be studied with sufficient

resolution to distinguish fine structure effects, so their enhancement at
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high Z is crucial for the extension of these studies. The possibility of

selective excitation of core-excited states by electron pickup with slow,

highiy-charged ions should be explored in this context.

Metastable states

Transitions from metastable states that are strongly forbidden at

low Z often become measurable at high Z owing to Z-dependent relativistic

effects in the transition rates. A classic example is the 2 3S1 state in

helium-like ions that undergoes predominantly M1 decay to 1 1SQ. The 3S

lifetime has been measured to range from ~104s in He I to ~10~10s in

Kr XXXV, in agreement with theory (see Ref. 9). However, in the ions from

Be III to P XIV this lifetime has not been measured, since it is in the

difficult region of >10'6 s. Another example of metastable lifetimes

involves M1 transitions within fine structure multiplets (see Ref. 10 for

several examples). These transition rates are inhibited by the small fine

structure transition energies such that they are again measurable only at

very high Z where the lifetimes are typically <10'7s. In both these

spectroscopic cases, the access to a wide range of intermediate ions

possessing long lifetimes is prohibited by the inability to monitor very long

time-of-flight paths resulting from standard fast beam excitations. The

ability to produce highly-charged slow ions in excited states possessing

shorter decay lengths will allow new tests of existing transition rate

calculations to be performed.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH RECOIL IONS AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

C.L. Cocke, J.R. Macdonald Laboratory, Physics Department,

Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506

ABSTRACT: Some opportunities in collisions physics with slow, multiply

charged ions are addressed. A distinction between inner and outer shell

collisions is drawn. The applicability of recoil ion sources to outer

shell collision systems is discussed, with emphasis on the quality of the

beam desired. An example of an inner shell collision is discussed, and the

usefulness of not pushing the collision energy too low is pointed out.
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I. Introduction

The original title of this talk, experiments with recoil ions, is

somewhat in conflict with the purpose of this workshop. There are many

sources of slow, multiply charged ions, and there are numerous physics

opportunities which can be exploited with such ions. Recoil ions are only

one such source, however. The most impressive opportunities which the

facilities at ANL offer are not necessarily in the recoil ion area. For

this reason, I will not restrict my comments here to recoil ions, but will

address primarily one point of relevance to recoil ion sources and one

particularly relevant to the future ANL facilities. I will restrict my

comments to examples within the realm of ion-atom collisions, leaving the

subject of opportunities in spectroscopy to others at this workshop.

It is convenient at the outset to distinguish between inner and outer

shell processes and to discuss the opportunities and beam requirements for

them separately. In Fig. 1 is shown a collision schematic which will serve

to illustrate some differences between these processes. I have taken for

an example the case of a bare argon nucleus incident on a neutral argon

target at a velocity of 0.189 a.u.. This corresponds to a bare argon ion

accelerated through a potential difference of 2 kV. Inner shell and outer

shell processes are distinguished in my terminology by having small and

large impact parameters, respectively.

For the inner shell case, the dominant K shell process would be the

transfer of a K electron from target to projectile1. This transfer cannot

proceed unless the necessary K vacancies are present on the projectile.

Thus such a process cannot be studied by projectiles which owe their high

charge states only to heavy ionization of their more loosely bound outer
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shells. They require the deep vacancies in the beam. EBIS sources come to

mind for Z greater than 10, although ECR and even recoil sources,

especially if the latter is storage-ring pumped, may be as good up to Z<«18

or so. The exchange of K electrons becomes effective at about 6 times the

separated atom K shell radius, about 0.33 au in this case, and the corre-

sponding scattering angle is large. The projectile velocity is so low that

the collision time is comparable to the K shell relaxation time, so that

substantial rearrangement of the higher shells can occur during the

collision. This is an entirely new region of study for inner shell colli-

sions, since the normal case is that K-shell relaxation occurs well after

the collision. An exception to this is the emission of molecular orbital

x rays (MOX) which is normally quite a rare occurance2.

For the outer shell case the collision is a glancing one. The impact

parameter is much larger than the size of the target, and electron capture,

which remains the dominant process, occurs in a way similar to field

ionization of the target in the strong electric field of the projectile3.

An alternative way to describe the long range transfer is to say that the

relevant crossing radii are considerably outside the normal atomic radii.

The capture now goes to excited states on the projectile. In the figure,

the classical barrier model has been used to evaluate the n and Q values

(exoergicity) characterizing the capture process. The collision time is

short compared to radiative outer shell relaxation times. The scattering

angles are small for such collisions. An important feature is that the

capture is much more dependent on the core charge of the projectile than it

is on whether or not the projectile bears inner shell vacancies. That is,

Ca+1° would probably give more or less the same results as Ar + 1 8. The ECR

source immediately comes to mind if one is satisfied with less than fully
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stripped ions beyond Z=10. However, as I will argue below, there are

severe quality factor considerations which apply in this case which are not

so important for the inner shell case. Thus it is important to look not

just at the intensity of the beam, but at how much beam can a particular

source deliver within what may be rather small angular and energy windows

required by the experiment.

II. Examples

A. Outer shell collisions and quality-craving experiments:

1. Energy gain: In fig. 2 is shown energy level diagrams relevant to

outer shell capture for several charge states of Ne on He4. The active

crossings are denoted by small circles. In order to shed much light on

these processes, it is necessary to distinguish at least which final states

are being populated. This is so because the theory is done for transfer

between well defined quantum states, and because the total cross "-ections

are more or less geometrically determined and can be easily predicted now

by several models. To resolve final states, one can either do photon or

electron spectroscopy of emission from the excited states formed5'6, or do

translational energy spectiroscopy on the reaction products7. The latter

case is discussed here. In order to resolve final states, one needs

incident beam resolution of a few eV. In figs. 3 and 4 are shown a few

representative energy gain spectra for these collision systems. All of

these data were taken with a secondary ion recoil source at KSU. The point

is that the recoil source is capable of very small energy spreads in the

incident beam, even though the intensities are weak.

2. Angular distributions: Of equal interest in understanding such

collisions is the angular distribution of the reaction products. These

distributions not only are very sensitive to whether or not the correct
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potentials are used, but even probe whether or not the nuclear motion can

be treated as classical at all. It is widely assumed that it can be in

most low energy capture theories3. The characteristic scattering angle at

which the reaction products will occur is near Q/2E, where E is the pro-

jectile energy. Thus one needs a resolution smaller than this. Samples of

angular distribution data for several charge states of Ne on He are shown

in figs. 5 and 6. From fig. 6, the case of Ne+4 on He, the experiment

would have had to have even better angular resolution to resolve the

structure predicted by the calculation of Tan1l.

A summary of the source quality requirements for both the energy

gain and angular resolution experiments is given in fig, 7.

3. Recoil (and other) sources: The recoil source (SIRS)12, which

generates slow highly charged ions by pumping neutral gases with fast heavy

ion beams such as are available at ATLAS, KSU, GSI, etc., is limited in

both transverse emittance and energy spread by the energy given to the

recoil in the primary collision. There are several schemes for estimating

this energy and few direct measurements. A summary of the properties which

one i;iight get for such a source is given in figs. 8 and 9. It is assumed

in fig. 9 that a source size of 1 mm is used. The emittance numbers given

are just the product of the transverse size with the (transverse) recoil

velocity divided by the speed of light. Three charge states of Ar are

considered as examples, including a K-vacancy-bearing one just for fun. It

is clear that the demands of the angular distribution experiments shown in

fig. 9 are much more strigent than the source can deliver. This just means

one loses intensity, in proportion to the emittance ratio squared. In fig.

10 are given the resulting intensities expected, both total and those into

the collimation system which will have to be used for the angular
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distribution experiments to make them interesting. For comparison, inten-

sities which one would get from ECR and EBIS sources, under the assumptions

stated, are also given. If one wishes to use other assumptions, one may

obtain other results. The recoil ion cross sections were taken from

Ullrich et al.13, and a 15.5 MeV u+75 beam was assumed. The SIRS yields

are rather dependent on the pump beam characteristics. What do we

conclude? That there is conservation of misery: after the quality factors

are applied, it is not obvious that the SIRS source cannot be quite compet-

itive with the ECR. The numbers for the SIRS are considerably increased if

one is allowed to use a storage ring beam for a pump, but that is beyond

the scope of this talk. As far as ATLAS is concerned, the proposed high

intensity fast ions would be of considerable advantage as a good pump. The

decelerated beam is of little use, as it increases the recoil energy spread

without a sufficient increase of total yield.

B. Inner shell:

The fundamental problem with obtaining interesting beams for inner

shell experiments is that one must get the beam up to a velocity near vk to

strip it. At that speed, processes such as K to K vacancy transfer occur

so fast that the charge clouds do not have time to move much during the

collision. They barely make the transfer. At slower velocities, the cloud

rings back and forth, as is shown in ref. 1. This ringing, also thought of

as inteference structure due to different phase accumulations along the Is

and 2p sigma molecular orbitals, is where much of the interest in the

collision lies. The frequency of the ring is sensitive to the structure of

the molecular orbitals and to the reaction mechanism. Its predicted

behavior varies from one theoretical treatment to another. Thus one warts

projectiles with inner (means "k" here) shell vacancies but with velocities
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substantially below vk. Accel-decel and EBIS or ECR sources on high

voltage platforms come to mind.

As an example of a problem, and an opportunity at ANL, consider an

experiment designed to look at MOX emission from Z~16. The MOX energy

spectrum is expected to show structure arising from interference between

emission of the same x ray energy on the incoming and outgoing paths in a

single collision (see fig. 11). The expected frequency of the structure

depends on and is a probe of the R dependent transient MO s in the two

center system during the collision, as discussed in ref. 2. In fig. 12 we

show the oscillatory structure expected for several projectile energies for

Cl + 1 6 on Ar. The corresponding data shown in fig. 13 are by Schmidt-

BScking et al. and were taken with the accel-decel beams which once were

available from the Brookhaven Emperors. It is seen that even with such

impressively low energy Cl+16 beams that only two maxima can be seen

experimentally. The structure could be better characterized if more

oscillation maxima were visible. In the lower part of fig. 12 is shown the

expected structure if the Cl+16 beam were accelerated from the high voltage

platform of an ECR or EBIS source. With 10 kV acceleration potential, the

structure is almost too fine to work with, and does not probe the transi-

tion energy above about 5.5 keV, which corresponds to a distance of closest

approach of about three times the united atom k-shell radius.

The point is that it is very useful to have slow ions with K vacan-

cies, but not too slow. One could formulate criteria for the optimum

platform voltage for the multicharged ion source by requiring that, for 45

degree scattering in the laboratory, the collision penetrate in to the

united atom K shell radius. For symmetric systems, this gives the results

shown in fig. 14. Also shown in that figure is the platform voltage needed
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to reach 0.2 vk. This has been taken as a practical value for the velocity

one can reach using the accel-decel technique, although the data of fig. 13

go lower. For collision systems with Z near 18 it appears that a multiply

charged ion source on a platform above 50 kv will be quite interesting for

such experiments. The EBIS under construction at KSU will sit on such a

platform. The planned ECR source at ANL also seems to be well suited to

such experiments.

Acknowledgments: This work was supported in part by the Chemical Sciences

Division of the U.S. Department of Energy.
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Figure captions:

+ 18

Fig. 1: Schematic of inner and outer collisions for 36 keV Ar on Ar.

Fig. 2: Energy level diagrams for low energy capture by Ne+g from He (From

ref. 4.).

Fig. 3: Energy gain spectra for single capture from He by Ne+5 taken with

a SIRS source at two energy resolutions (refs. 7 and 4).

Fig. 4: Energy gain spectra for single capture from Ar, D2 and D by Ar
+6

ions at an acceleration voltage of 520 V (ref. 8).

Fig. 5: Angular distribution for double capture from He by C+ ions

measured with a SIRS source. The data are from ref. 9. The

theoretical curve is a fully quantal calculation based on ab

initio wave functions and is from ref. 10.

Fig. 6: Angular distributions for single capture from He by Ne+4. The

data are from ref. 4, while the theoretical curve is from ref. 11.

Fig. 7: A summary of beam quality parameters needed for energy gain and

angular distribution experiments of figs. 3-6.

Fig. 8: A summary of two methods for estimating the primary recoil energy

in a SIRS source.

Fig. 9: Estimated energy spreads and a comparison of the resulting

estimated transverse emittances with those desired for angular

distribution experiments for three charge states of Ar.

Fig. 10: A comparison of intensities estimated for three different sources

of multicharged ions. Both total intensities and intensities

remaining after collimation for angular distribution requirements

shown in fig. 9 are estimated.

Fig. 11: Schematic of relevant parameters in HOX experiment.
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Fig. 12: Expected structure in MOX energy spectra for Cl+16 on Ar for an

impact parameter near 1200 fm and different bombarding energies.

The lowest two figures are labelled by the platform voltage

rather than the ion energy. The R dependent transition energy

was taken from ref. 2.

Fig. 13: Experimental data corresponding to fig. 12, taken from ref. 2.

Fig. 14: Platform voltage needed to reach the united atom k shell in a 90

degree (CM) collision between bare nuclei of the same Z. Also

shown is the voltage needed to reach 0.2 vk.
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FIGURE 3
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MOX OSCILLATIONS

FIGURE 12
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SPECTROSCOPY OF QUASIMOLECULAR X-RAYS WITH H-LIKE DECELERATED IONS *
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Collective Behavior of Multiply-Excited States of Atoms

C. D. Lin

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439 and

Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506

I have to apologize to the readers of this "writeup". It was not

intended to be as a written article, but only to those who would like to

recall what I have said at the Workshop. Since I have to be out of the

country in a few days for the next six months, this is the best I can do for

the Workshop Proceedings.

The general reference to the classification of doubly-excited states

can be found In the review article published recently: C. D. Lin, Adv. in

Atomic and Mol. Phys. _22_, 77-141 (1986). If you just want to learn the

correlations of doubly-excited states, you need only to read Sections II and

III of this article . The derivation of the double Rydberg formula and the

discussion of triply-excited states can only be found in the preprint form.

They have been submitted to Phys. Rev. A for publication in December 1986.

These last two articles are in collaboration with Dr. S. Watanabe of

Observatorle di Paris-Meudon.

I. Introduction

In the f irst part of the talk I emphasized that doubly-excited

states and multiply-excited states are produced easily in multiply-charged

ion-atom coll isions. In Fig. 1 the data from Cocke et a l . show that the peaks

for single capture can be separated in the energy gain spectroscopy. The

structure marked "T.I." in Fig. 1 is due to the unresolved doubly-excited

states. In Fig. 2 I show some data obtained from Barat's group. By using the

coincidence technique, they have been able to show that multiple capture up to

four electrons in a single collision can occur. The energy gain spectra for

capture of one (k = 1), two (k = 2), three and four electrons are shown In

Fig. 2. The energy resolution of these energy-gain spectra is not adequate
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for resolving the different doubly- or multiply-excited states. The zero-

degree spectroscopy advanced recently can achieve energy resolution of a

fraction of one electron volt. These are now opportunities to study doubly-

excited states systematically.

750--

aoo-j-

tso--

10 to 30 39

Figure 1
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II. Properties of Doubly-Excited States

Figure 3 shows the "traditional" and the "new" classification scheme

for a two-electron atom. The meanings of the quantum numbers K, T and A are

shown in Fig. A. Roughly If K Is positive, the angle between the two

electrons with respect to the nucleus is greater than 90. If K = 0, the angle

Is approximately 90 and if K < 0, the angle is less than 90. This is

summarized in Fig. 5. A set of surface-charge density plots are given in

Fig. 6 to show the qualitative statement made in Fig. 5. To understand these

plots In more detail, please see p. 102 of the review article* Figure 7 gives

the rule for finding the quantum numbers K, T and A. Examples are worked out

In Fig. 8 showing the relation between the "old" and the "new" notations. The

major difference is that the new notation gives information about the

correlation of each state.

2SH,.
L

A zsn
( K, T)
n N

, 0

Figure 3
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III. Supermultiplet Structure

If the energy levels are ordered according to the quantum numbers K,

T and A, they exhibit rovibratlon-like spectra. This Is shown in Fig. 9 for

the doubly-excited states of He below the N = 3 limit of He+. A more striking

rovibrational behavior is shown in Fig. 10 for H" for states that lie below

the N = 5 limit of H. Along the vertical direction, the group forms a rotor-

like spectra* Along the horizontal axis, states further to the right have

higher bending modes. In fact, it is possible to express K and T in terms of

vibratlonal quantum numbers, see p. 119 of the review.

|

o
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Figure 9
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IV. Derivation of the Double Rydberg Formula

This section deals with the derivation of a simple expression for

the energies of doubly-excited states. This is given in Fig. 11. Approximate

expressions for the screening charge which depends on K and T for a given L

and N are given In Fig. 12. The validity of this formula is checked in

Fig. 13 against the ab initio calculations of Bachau [J. Phys. B17_, 1771,

(1984)]. Incidentally the paper by Bachau also provdes branching ratios for

autolonizations to lower states.

n-H

Uf , l ( 1

<H>r - | I

^ 2*« ?-er

Figure 11
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(T =

J

Figure 12

Table Is Comparison of energy levels of doubly-excited ctatea of
helluB-Uke Ions using the simple formula Eg. (5) with the
results from the CI calculations by Bachau*' (shown In
parenthesis). All the energies are given In electron vol ts
and are measured froa the double lonlcatlon threshold. The
screening o wss caIns '*ted using Eq. (10) for *Se and F",
and (6) for XD*.

Charge Energies ( in eV)

Z - 5
6
7
8
9

10

6S.21 ( 69.09)
99.90 (101.00)

137.75 (138.99)
181.59 (182.99)
231.47 (233.05)
287.41 (289.16)

38.48 ( 39.05)
56.37 ( 57.06)
77.56 ( 78.45)

102.34 (103.23)
130.43 (131.42)
161.91 (163.04)

Z - 67.11 ( 67.48)
136.18 (136.62)
229.43 (229.92)

4<V>tlp0
38.09 ( 38.47)
77.09 ( 77.60)

129.70 (130.34)

Z - 67.72 ( 68.24)
137.05 (137.74)
230.56 (231.42)

37.95 ( 38.83)
76.89 ( 78.12)

129.43 (130.99)

Figure 13
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V. Preliminary Results for Triply-Excited States

Using an approximate model, the energy levels of 3131'31" states are

calculated for He". Using a careful analysis (not presented here or at the

talk), it is possible to rearrange the energies calculated into manifolds as

shown in Fig. 14. The spectra within each group resemble that of a symmetric

top, although there are differences. Each manifold corresponds to a certain

type of vibrational mode. These vibrational modes are sketched in Fig. 15

were (a), (b) and (c) correspond to first, second and third groups,

respectively, of Fig. 14. The major point to address here is that triply-

excited states exhibit some molecule-like behavior in their correlated

motions.

-0.24

-0.26

~ -0.28

6

uj -0.30

-0.32

• 99
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i • 1

H H
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Second Group

4 * 0
•a?

t* «=•

»J^^ ^
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2 3
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Figure 14
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 15

VI. Summary

The summary Is given in Fig. 16. It Is emphasized that multiply-

excited states are easily produced in collisions between multiply-charged ions

with atoms, but high-precision spectroscopy is needed to entangle and confirm

the predictions of the theoretical calculations.

This research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy,

Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract W-31-109-ENG-38.
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V. SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVE

1. There are much to be learned for mult ip ly-exc i ted s t a t e s . These s t a t e s

exh ib i t c o l l e c t i v e behaviors and their spectra have rovibrat lon-type

supermultiplet s tructure .

2 . There are almost no systematic experimental s tudies of mult ip ly-exc i ted

s t a t e s . These s t a t e s are produced e a s i l y in c o l l i s i o n u of mult iply-

charged ions with atoms or with molecules . By a careful choice of the

target, specific groups of multiply-excited states may be selectively

populated.

3. It is desirable to have high-precision electron spectroscopy for the study

of multiply-excited states.

Figure 16
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Physics with Fast Stored Ions

Ove Poulsen

Institute of Physics

University of Aarhus

DK8000 Aarhus C , DENMARK

INTRODUCTION

Atomic physics has experienced a rapid growth during the last 30

years. This is due to progress in a wide range of fields of both

theoretical and experimental nature. The advent of large computers in

combination with fundamental theoretical progress have made possible a

more detailed understanding of atomic - and molecular structure as well

as the basic understanding of the dynamics of collision complexes.

Experimental progress have also been impressive. Highly special-

ized accelerators and precision lasers play a major role in the modern

development of atomic spectroscopy and collision physics. These two

experimental fields have traditionally lived their separate lives but

common trends are today clearly visible.

The advent of lasers revolutionized atomic and molecular spectros-

copy. One trend in this development is the study of atomic Rydberg

states, also of prime interest in collision physics where these states

play an important role eg. in capture processes.

Fast beam laser spectroscopy of molecular Rydberg states is an ex-

ample of this interplay between "atomic spectroscopy" and "collision
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physics". The laser prepares, by suitable excitation of a molecule or

molecular ion, one state specific initial level which then can couple to

the continuum either by internal or external perturbations. The result

is collision physics in a classical spectroscopy experiment.

Such general ideas formed the backbone in the Aarhus proposal to

build a "small" heavy ion storage ring for laser and collision studies.

There are two closely related programs planned on the ring. One program

is laser oriented, taking advantage of the unique environment to study

laser cooling of ionic beams followed by a possible crystallization.

With the cold beams realized, high resolution laser spectroscopy will be

performed on simple and fundamental ions. The second program to be

implemented at the Aarhus heavy ion storage ring is collision physics

with state selected beams and the study of laser enhanced collision com-

plexes.
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THE RING

The Aarhus heavy ion storage ring (ASTRID) facility is shown in

Fig. 1.

D==n r~] ELECTRON INJECIOf/

FIG 1: ASTRID facility

The ring is placed in a new underground laboratory which also allows for

a planned syncrotron radiation facility. Also shown in Fig. 1 is the

injection of heavy ions into Astrid, either by a low energy separator or

from an existing Tandem Accelerator. A laser laboratory is further in-

cluded allowing laser physics to be carried out on the stored heavy

ions.
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The heavy ion storage ring is presently under construction and will

be ready for injection of heavy ions in early 1988 followed by a

"running-in" period. The first experiments are expected to start in

late i988.

A technical description of ASTRID is best divided into a discussion

of the lattice itself, the rf-resonator for accel/decel, of the electron

cooler section and the injection.

The ASTRID lattice: ASTRID is composed of 8 dipole-magnets, 2 in each

corner, forming a quadratic structure. The maximum bending power is 1.5

Tm. 16 quadrupole magnets and 16 hexapoles completes the basic

ff)
-E-XP- —

rDIPOLE(B=1.5T,R=1.25M)

QUADRUPOLE

HEXAPOLE

rf -RESONATOR

INJECTION KICKER

er-COOLING

SEPTUM for
INJECTOR

FIG 2
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lattice structure allowing for 2 or 4 superperiods. The acceptances are

300iriran mrad and 6Oi7mm mrad in the horizontal and vertical planes

respective with a momentum acceptance Ap/p ~ 1%. Figure 2 shows the

lattice with these main parameters indicated.

Injection: The ions to be stored in ASTRID will be injected from a low

energy isotope separator. Maximum acceleration voltage will be 200 kV

with a voltage stability of 10 . Injection from a Tandem Accelerator

is also planned thus allowing the injection of highly charges ions

whereas the isotope separator will be restricted to injection of singly-

and doubly charged ions. The ions are injected into the ring by an

electrostatic septum and an electrostatic injection kicker allows the

accumulation of ions, eg. rare isotopes, or rare charge-states. The

injection scheme is single turn.

Accel/decel: A ferrite loaded cavity, tunable from 0.4-5 MHz will allow

the storage ring to be operated in a synchrotron mode. The dipole mag-

nets can be ramped to maximum field with a timeconstant of 1.3 sec thus

allowing for a cyclerate of 1 Hz.

e -cooling: To enhance storage time and prepare monovelocity ionic

beams the storage ring is to be equipped with an electron cooling sec-

tion. Some important electron beam parameters are given in Table I.
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Table 1

Energy range 100 to 2500 eV

e -current (space charge limited) 1 to 55 mA

Beam diameter 10 mm

Interaction length 80 cm

Transverse energy spread <0.2 eV

Gun: flat cathode Pierce gun

The e -cooling facility will not only be used for cooling the stored

ions but it will play an important role in collision studies. Besides

these basic properties and parameters ASTRID will be equipped with

various beam diagnosis equipment as beam current transformers, scintil-

lation screens, position pick-ups and Schottky-noise pick-ups.

Ionpumps, sublimation pumps and Turbomolecular pumps will- create a

-11 -12

vacuum of 10 -10 to ensure long storage times by minimizing colli-

sion with the rest gas. Finally, one straight section of length 2.40

meters is reserved for experiments with the stored ions. Internal tar-

gets, formed by diluted atomic beams, crossed or merged ion-beams and

laser-ion interactions are planned.
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Physics with Fast Stored Ions

An overview of the planned atomic physics program at ASTRID is

shown in Fig. 3.

PHYSICS WITH FAST STORED IONS

NON DESTRUCTIVE INTERACTIONS

-LONG INT. TIME

-MEMORIES (COHERENCES)

FIELD-ATOM INT.

- N O N - LINEAR

FLUCTUATING FIELD

FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS

-SPECIAL RELATIVITY

- U 2 ELECTRON SYST.

RING DYNAMICS

ORDER VS. DISORDER

FIG 3

DESTRUCTIVE INTERACTIONS

-STORAGE OF RARE ISOTOPES/

IONS

LASER COOLING

-MACROSCOPIC MANI

PULATION OF IONS

COLLISION PHYSICS

-DIELECTRCNIC REC.

- I O N - I O N COLLISIONS

ORDERED STRUCTURES

- O C P

-SPINS

It will consist of two interacting subprograms, one concerned with laser

based atomic physics and the other with atomic collision processes. The

interaction between these two programs will be strong, both in the.

preparation of state specific collision partners and in the direct use

of lasers to influence collision dynamics.
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Laser physics with fast stored ions: The full advantage of storing

heavy ions requires non destructive interactions between the ions and

the outside world. A non destructive interaction will allow a long in-

teraction time as well as the possiblity to excite long lived

coherences. These two general and rather trivial observations however

makes possible new physics. The core discipline in laser physics is the

interaction between light and matter. This is a well studied field, but

one particular aspect will be explored on ASTRID; due to the kinematic

velocity compression, ASTRID is a cold source, allowing studies of non-

linear interactions in the homogeneous limit. This in combination with

the Doppler tuning capability makes ASTRID a unique source for further

exploring resonant non-linear interactions including the effects of the

statistics of the exciting laser field. This program has two goals.

The first is to study these interactions and the second is to use them

in atomic structure studies or fundamental studies, as the experimental

verification of special relativity.

Fundamental physics: Two rather specialized programs will be imple-

mented at ASTRID. The experimental verification of special relativity

(SR) constitutes a favoured topic for a small, but devoted group of

physicists, starting with the classical experiments of Michelson -

Morley, Kennedy - Thorndike and Ives - Stilwell. The Lorentz transfor-

mations are the objects under scrutiny, describing the transformation

between coordinate frames moving with constant velocity relative to each

other. The stored ions and the laboratory are the two coordinate sys-

tems under study, linked by highly stable lasers. Dramatic increases in

our ability to investigate these basic fundamental
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aspects of physics are expected with the advent of cold and fast stored

ions.

Another fundamental issue concerns the experimental verification of

QED, often termed the most successful theory in physics. One sensitive

way to further investigate the predictions of QED is high precision

spectroscopy of one and two-electron atoms. In terms of experimental

resolution capability, the Hel-isoelectronic sequence offers a road to

+2 +3
very sensitive tests of QED. Experiments on Be and B is planned at

the Aarhus storage ring. These elements cover a transition region where

both correlation, relativity & QED plays a role. Accuracies around 10

is obtainable in a collinear geometry using non-linear interactions &

frequency metrology. To exploit these very accurate data new theoreti-

cal approaches will be needed.

Laser Cooling: The long interaction times will allow sufficient time

for laser cooling of the stored ions to be feasible. A simple momentum

conservation argument shows the energy change per scattering went to be

AE = hui p where u is the frequency of the laser light g=^ the velocity

of the ions. Thus a substantial non-conservative interaction is

defined, allowing the ions to be laser-cooled. Ultracold ionic matter

is interesting in its own right and laser cooled ions will also repre-

sent an ideal spectroscopic source.

One fundamental property of ultracold ionic matter is the pos-

siblity of forming ordered structures or the collective behaviour of

these one-component-plasmas. Monte-Carlo simulations predicts the ex-

istence of such ionic x-stals assuming idealized boundary conditions.
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Whether they actually will be formed in a storage ring remains to be

tested experimentally.

Collision physics with fast stored ions: Stored ions will make possible

a range of new experimental approaches to study atomic collisions.

Kather than discussing these possibilities in great detail some general

observations will be given.

The storage concept will allow rare isotopes and charge states to

be accummulated. Once stored these species can be prepared either by

electron cooling, laser cooling or even state prepared via optical pump-

ing. The combination of laser cooling and optical pumping will allow

only one particular quantum state to be selected.

With the ions prepared several experimental configurations are pos-

sible. The e -cooling section will make possible merged beam

experiments where processes like Radiative recombination and

Dielectronic recombination conveniently can be studied. Are lasers used

to induce the recombination processes, capture into specific Rydberg

levels will be possible. Besides a fundamental interest in understand-

ing collision dynamics, these processes offer a way to prepare a heavy

ion in one specific state. Such ions will be useful in spectroscopic

studies or they can be deflected out of the storage ring to be used in

collision experiments.

Ion-Ion collisions can be studied conveniently whether in a merged

beam geometry or in a crossed beam geometry. In particular in a merged

beam geometry the well defined spatial distribution of the stored ions

will allow an ultralow collision energy in the CM-system provided the

two beams are properly modematched.
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Traps, capable of storing ions as well as electrons or positrons,

will also constitute an ideal internal target as will optically pumped

atomic beams.

SUMMARY

A pico-review of the Aarhus heavy ion storage ring project has been

given. Also a brief introduction to the planned experiments at this

facility have been discussed.
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Multi-Charped Ion Measurements in Ion Traps

D. A. Church

Physics Depa tment, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843

Abstract

The production and confinement of multi-charged ions in ion traps at

Electronvolt energies are described, as well as recent experiments in which

ions are externally injected into Penning traps. Possibilities for cooling

externally-injected ions are discussed. Electron transfer measurements

using confined multi-charged ions are reviewed.

1. Introduction

Ion traps are devices that contain low energy charged particles under

controlled conditions: the controlled perturbation of their internal states

through control of external interactions. Controlled, or minimized, pertur-

bations of internal states, plus long confinement times at low energy reduce

both the inherent energy uncertainty of these states and Doppler effects,

leading to applications of ion traps in precision spectroscopy and the study

of metastable systems. These applications have recently been reviewed in

depth. Controlled external interactions, plus confinement, means that

collision processes at particularly low energies or low densities, and

multiple interactions of the same particle requiring perhaps the preparation
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3 4
of particular states, may be studied. ' These collision interactions,

particularly as they relate to multi-charged ions, will be emphasized here.

Three basic confinement techniques have been used to store low energy

multi-charged ions, leading to the Penning trap, the radio- frequency trap,

and the Kingdon trap. The Penning trap and the radio-frequency trap are

basically configuration of electrodes which form a cylindrically symmetric

quadrupole potential. A dc potential supplies axial focusing in the Penning

trap, with a uniform magnetic field overcoming the radial defocusing to

provide stable confinement. A sinusoidally alternating potential is applied

to the electrodes of the radio-frequency trap, resulting in focusing in all

dimensions, and hence containment, via the strong-focusing principle. A dc

potential and weak uniform magnetic field may also be applied in conjunction

with the rf potential. In both the Penning and rf traps, the confined ions

move harmonically with characteristic frequencies; a useful property for the

identification and detection of different ion mass-to-charge ratios.

The Kingdon trap, also cylindrically symmetric, basically consists of

an axial wire concentric with an external cylinder, plus cap electrodes.

Ions with angular momentum about the central wire can be radially confined.

The caps define the containment volume, and provide axial focusing when

suitably biased. Ions do not move harmonically in the Kingdon crap, and

must be ejected into, for example, an external rf mass filter for direct

8 9

charge-to-mass ratio identification. ' Unlike the situation with Penning

and rf traps, the ions in a Kingdon trap must h.rve some minimum energy and

angular momentum to remain stably confined.
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Variants of the three basic trap types, involving additional, or

11 12

. sectioned, electrodes, departures from cylindrical symmetry and varia-

tions in electrode shape, have been employed for specific purposes. Ions

are generally stored for times the order of seconds or more, under ultra-

high vacuum conditions.

Ion traps have been used extensively for precision spectroscopy, and

for several types of low energy collision measurements, and considered for

employment in several others. Electron transfer measurements on multi-

charged ions produced inside the three types of trap have perhaps been most

numerous, ' ' ' but molecular dielectronic recombination, and associa-

tive recombination measurements near 4 K temperature on singly-charged

ions have been completed in Penning traps. Collisions of the stored

charges with each other, particularly for the case of electrons, have been

investigated. ' Primary emphasis in this paper will be placed on electron

transfer to multi-charged ions, since there is extensive theoretical work in

this area, and since ion collisions at low energies occur commonly in plas-

20 21
mas, both stellar and laboratory. The theoretical effort in electron
transfer is directed primarily toward the collisions of the ions with H and

22 23

He, although some recent work has been on H_. The fully quantal theory

treats the collision as the transfer of the electron near an avoided cross-

ing of the adiabatic potential energy surfaces of the quasi-molecular

system. These calculations are basically applicable to ions with energy of
a few Electronvolts or less, although extensions to higher energy have been

iment

26,27

23-25
made in a few cases. Only a few comparisons of experiment with theory

in the low-energy region of validity have been completed.'
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9 ft
Approximations, such as the classical over-barrier model, the considera-

29 30

tion of reaction windows, and multi-electron transfer, apply at higher

energies.

Multi-charged ions have been produced inside the traps so far, but

recent advances in the injection of externally-produced ions make this a
31-33

topic of interest. The ion-ion interaction inside the trap is important

in determining the stored ion energy distribution, and the spatial dis-

34 35
tribution of the different charge-to-mass ratios. ' These collisions will

be discussed first, followed by discussions of several methods of producing

stored low-energy ions, external injection of ions, and finally electron

transfer measurements. Primary emphasis will be placed on studies using

Penning and radio-frequency traps, since in these traps the harmonic motion

of the ions makes the storage properties more accessible.

2. Ion-ion interaction

Charged particles interacting with each other are deflected primarily

36
by numerous small angle Coulomb collisions. Ions with charge qe, mass Am ,

_3
and density n (in cm ) in a Maxwellian distribution with temperature T (in

K) will, if disturbed from equilibrium, relax with a characteristic time

1/2 3/2 4
constant t = 11.4 A T ' /(nq lnA) seconds, called the self-collision

time. The parameter lnA often has a value in the range of 10 to 20 for

stored ions. For typical singly-charged stored ion parameters, t is less

than or the order of seconds, and can be considerably shorter for higher

charge states. Consequently, stored ions under usual conditions should have

a Maxwellian distribution of energies in the confining potential. The mean

energy of the ions is approximately one tenth of the confining well depth.

An isolated cloud of such ions will also have conserved canonical angular

34
momentum. In a Penning trap with cyclotron frequency w and magnetron
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frequency u> , the total canonical angular momentum of the ions L = 2(mV r.+

2 2
l/2(q/c) Br. ) ~ (qB/2c)2.r. provided that the plasxa frequency

•J J J
2 1/2

w =(4?rq n/m) satisfies the condition to » OJ » u> . This is generally
p ^ 1 ' c p m & J

2
the case. The distribution of ion radial positions S.r. is then constant.

J J

In thermal equilibrium, the ion cloud is expected to rotate at or near the

magnetron frequency without shear, so ions with a higher charge-to-mass

ratio should lie nearer the symmetry axis of the trap. Recent laser Doppler

measurements on simultaneously stored Hg and Be ions seem to confirm
35

this. These measurements, in which the Hg ions were cooled by collisions

with the Be ions, which in turn were cooled by the laser cooling tech-

nique, ' showed that energy transfer by ion-ion collisions can be quite

effective.
36

Spitzer defines a "slowing down time"

ts= A
2m V/^ireS^U + A/A^q^lnA) (1)

as the time constant at which the mean velocity v of test particles with

mass Am , charge qe, is reduced by collisions with field particles having

density n.. , mass A..m , and charge q.e. If m » m. , the mean kinetic energy

of the test particles is reduced with time constant t /2. As; v becomes less
s

than the rms velocity of the field particles, which are assumed to be at

temperature T.. , t approaches the constant value
J. Stg = 11.7 A

2T1
3/'2/(A + A1)A1

1/2n1q
2q2lnA (2).

Collisions of "hot" multi-charged ions injected into a Penning trap contain-

ing laser-cooled singly-charged ions may prove to be an effective means to

cool such energetic injected ions.
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3.Multi-charged ion production in traps

Although the residual gas pressure in ion traps is usually in the 10

Torr range or below, target gas pressures may range to above 10 Torr.

Taking a "typical" rate coefficient for electron transfer to be k = (nT) =

-9 3

3 x 10 cm /s, the storage time constant T for eV-energy ions with low

charges at 10 Torr can be estimated to be around 100 msec in the target

gas, and proportionately longer at lower pressures. Usually the ion produc-

tion process lasts =£ 1 sec to allow the ions to approach thermal equilibrium

before measurements begin, and to produce an equilibrium charge state dis-

tribution at the static pressure. Use of a pulsed gas source could be

expected to result in higher ion numbers stored for longer times. Stored

multi-charged ions have been produced inside the trap from target gas atoms

and molecules using electron impact ionization, by fast, stripped heavy

ion impact ionization (recoil ions) ' ' and by K-shell photoionization
.,. - 39,40

using synchrotron radiation.

a. Electron impact ionization

Electrons produced by a hot filament or by more sophisticated cathodes

are easily directed into the various ion traps, producing primarily singly-

or doubly-ionized ions. Typical accelerating potentials are hundreds of

Volts, and currents are the order of microAmperes. Since the ions are

confined, sequential ionization can be used to produce several-times ionized

ions with energies defined largely by the confining electric fields at the

location where the charges were produced, and by the energies of dissocia-

tion of molecular targets. In the Penning trap, the electrons are injected

axially along the magnetic field lines, and produce ions in a radially well-

defined cylindrical column. The axial distribution of the ions is modified
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as thermal equilibrium is approached, as discussed in Section 2, and the

charge cloud may spread radially, consistant with angular momentum

conservation. As noted earlier, the ion mean energy is approximately qD/10,

where D is the axial well depth, defined by D = V/2, where V is the poten-

tial applied to the ring electrode of the trap, with the end caps grounded

(see Figure 1). Recently multi-charged ions have been produced in a cold

41
trap near 4 K, by multiply-reflecting the electron pulse through the trap.

The electrons ionized a pulse of gas produced by desorbing molecules con-

densed on the trap surface.

In the radio-frequency trap, the electrons are deflected much more by

the confining rf fields, and the resulting ion cloud is defined by thermal

equilibrium iii three dimensions. Since the axial and radial well depths may

be different, the ion cloud may have an ellipsoidal shape,

b. Recoil ions

Recoil ions are low kinetic energy, multi-charged ions produced by the

42 43

collision of fast, highly-stripped projectiles with atoms. ' A number of

studies of production cross sections for recoil ions with different charges

have been made, using various projectile charges and energies, including

44 91+ 75+

studies with projectile charges as high as U . Measurements with U'

at energies between 3.6 MeV/u and 15.5 meV/u show that the lower charge

states of Arq (1 < q <8) are produced with higher cross sections at the

lower projectile velocites, in agreement with measurements using lower-

charged projectiles. The ionizing cross sections producing Ar (9 < q <18)

are less energy dependent. The dominant mechanism for Ar production was

pure multiple ionization, but capture ionization was found to be important

at lower incident ion energies. Fully-stripped argon was generated with a
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T O O 7 Rj.

total cross section of 3 x 10 cm , using U at 15.5 MeV/u. Xenon charge

33+
states to Xe were produced with comparable cross sections. Higher-charge

projectiles produce more highly-charged recoils, but any highly-stripped

fast projectile will produce at useful rates recoil ions with some range of

charge states. 100 nA of 1.4 MeV/u Cl ions with mean charge q = 11 were

14 15
used in several ion confinement studies. '

The energies of the recoil ions can be estimated from an equation

46
derived from a parametrized classical-trajectory Monte Carlo theory. Use

of typical parameters indicates that moderately-charged recoil ions produced

by collisions with impact parameters appropriate for L shell ionization will

have low eV energies, while K shell ionization will yield somewhat higher

energies. These estimates are compatible with several measurements, but

very recent results seem to indicate that higher energy recoil ions are also

, ,47produced.

The fast stripped projectile beam is directed axially through the

Penning trap along the magnetic field lines, producing charges distributed

in space similar to those made by electron impact ionization. Studies of

the energy distribution of the ions, made by observing stored ion number as

a function of well depth, indicate that the ions may have up to several

48
electron volts of initial energy. Recoil ions produced by an off-axis

beam in a Kingdon trap are thought to have highly elliptical orbits due to

g
the low production energy. In the radio- frequency trap the fast beam can be

directed along any axis, since the rf fields have little effect on the fast

projectiles.

4.Injection of externally-produced ions
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Several recent measurements have demonstrated that pulses of ions

produced externally can be decelerated and injected into a Penning trap. In

31
one experiment singly-charged ions stored in one Penning trap in a ~ 0.7 T

field of an electromagnet were ejected by dropping the confining potential

differences. The charges were accelerated to approximately 1 keV, focused

into the ~ 6 T magnetic field of a superconducting solenoid where a second

trap was mounted, and decelerated to eV energies again. The entrance end

cap of the second trap was placed at low potential to permit introduction of

the ion pulse, which was reflected by the potential of the far end cap. The

potential of the entrance end cap was then raised to its confinement value

15 /j,s later, permitting the capture of an ion bunch. Evidence of capture,

which was as much as 70% efficient, was obtained by the observation of a

delayed ion pulse ejected from the second trap into an electron multiplier.

32
In another experiment, a pulse, cf 21 MeV kinetic energy anti-protons

stored in the LEAR ring at CERN was slowed in a Be degrader foil. Those

antiprotons emerging with energies less than 3 KeV could be captured in an

elongated Penning-like trap in a 6 T superconducting solenoid, again by

pulsing the potential of the entrance end electrode. Storage was

demonstrated by annihilation of the antiprotons following delayed ejection

from the trap. Since the walls of the vacuum system were held at cryogenic

temperatures, the vacuum was quite good, and some antiprotons were held for

more than 100 seconds in the trap.

Pulses of H ions from a small accelerator with energies = 10 keV were

injected into a Penning trap in a superconducting solenoid in a similar

33

measurement. Here the vacuum system was at room temperature, and confine-

ment time constants were found to be rather short at pressures in the 10
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Torr range. Again, the stored charges were detected by delayed ejection

into a multi-channel plate detector. Further work to better characterize

the measurement is required. Nevertheless, it is clear that energetic ions

can be successfully injected into a Penning trap for further study.

The limitations on the potential differences that may be applied to the

Penning trap electrodes with end cap separation 2z , and still maintain

radial confinement of ions with charge-to-mass ratio q/m, is given by V < q

2 2
z B /2m. For a trap with z = 1 cm in an electromagnet producing B = 1 T,

deuterium-like ions (m/q ~ 2) could be trapped if their energies qV/2 < 1.2q

keV. If a 5 T superconducting solenoid were used instead, the limiting

energy increases to 30q keV, although care in standing off the potentials

\
would be required. Perhaps a better solution is to build a longer struc-

33 '

ture, as shown in Fig. 2. Computer simulation shows that proper bias of

the additional electrodes should still permit the advantages of harmonic

confinement, plus the possibilities of injecting longer pulses and increased
, _ . 49

numbers of ions.

5. Ion cooling

Once ions are injected and captured, it is essential to rapidly cool

them to low energies useful for collision measurements. The importance of

rapid cooling follows from the finite lifetime of the ions in the trap, due

to electron transfer in ion-atom collisions with the residual gas. At

energies £ 5 eV, Langevin theory provides a simple estimate of the order of

magnitude of the expected electron transfer rate coefficient k = 2JT

1/2
qe(a//j) ' , where a is the polarizability of the target gas molecule and fi

is the reduced mass of the collision partners. For a typical residual gas,

H a - 0.806 A , so for q = 15, kT = 2.8 x 10"
6 cm3/s = (nT ) ~ 1 , and at 5 x

/. Li S
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10 Torr, the storage time T = 10 s. Since this also turns out to be

near the expected stored ion lifetime at higher energies, rapid cooling is

highly desirable. Two methods are under active investigation: collisional

cooling, and stochastic cooling.

a. Collisional cooling

Just as collisions with electrons can cool the transverse motion of

ions in a storage ring, this cooling method in an ion trap would rely on

relatively more effective ion-ion collisions to transfer energy from hot to

cold ions of different types. Both ion types would be simultaneously con-

fined in the trap, as discussed in Section 2. The field ions would be

continuously laser cooled. If the injected ions had a larger mass than the

gas of field ions (which would be singly-charged ions produced by electron

impact ionization just after injection), and were initially at much larger

energy than the field ions, then equation (1) of Section 2 applies. Taking

for the field ions A.. = 10, q.. - 1, n.. - 10 /cm , with energy < 1 eV, and

for the injected Ions A — 30, q = 15 and a velocity v corresponding to an

injected energy of 20 keV, then t /2 - 10" s is the initial cooling time

constant. Thij time constant gradually assumes the asymptotic value

(equation 2) of t /2 = 20 msec as the injected ions cool. If this cooling

could be sustained, the exponential decrease in ion energy would result in

eV ions in 10 time constants, about 1 second. Once cooled, equipartition of

energy between injected and field ions would be established with the time
t
eq

4

10 K. The principal difficulties with this method involve the laser cool-

ing of a large volume of field ions, since a large heat capacity for the

cooling charges would be necessary. Also, the atoms from which the cooling

constant36 t& =5.87 AA^T/A + T j / A ^ ^ / n ^ q ^ l n A = 20 msec at T
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ions were produced would have to be pulsed into the trap volume.

Nevertheless, this cooling would be effective in the vacuum of a room tem-

perature system,

b. Stochastic cooling

The mean velocity of stored ions must approach zero, but if the ions

_2
can be characterized with a temperature, the mean squared velocity v = 3

kT/m. The mean energy of the ions can be reduced by resistive damping,

based on the currents induced in an external resistance by these fluctuating

ion velocities. This damping rate is typically slow (tens of seconds or

52
more) for typical parameters, but can be faster in very small traps, or if

the ion charge is very high. However, by using electronic feedback, the

ion motion in a trap might be damped, much as in a storage ring the

transverse ion motion is sensed, and an amplified signal is applied to

54
reduce it. If the ion motion is harmonic in the trap shown in Fig. 2, the

/ current induced on any electrode by a confined ion will have a spectrum

which peaks at multiples of the ion axial oscillation frequency. A voltage

proportional to the induced current might be sensed, amplified, and applied

to the same or to a different electrode, with a polarity chosen to retard

the ion motion. Estimates of cooling times, which appear useful under

favorable conditions, have been made.

Overall, this type of cooling appears to be somewhat less effective

than collisional damping, although it might be experimentally simpler to

implement.

6. Electron transfer measurements

Measurements of electron transfer from atoms to recoil ions have been

completed in Kingdon, Penning, and radio-frequency traps, and tests of
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electron transfer theory have been made using two-or three-times ionized

ions interacting with H and H~ in Penning traps. The basic measurement is a

determination of the storage time constant of the ions in the target gas.

Stored ions with a given charge-to-mass ratio will be exponentially reduced

in number by electron transfer. The time constant T for this exponential

decrease is related to the rate coefficient for electron transfer by k =

(nT) , where n is the target gas density. Since the number of remaining

ions is observed, there is no problem with collection efficiencies in these

measurements, but information about how many electrons are transferred, and

which final states are formed, is lost. At very low energies, the rate

coefficient is often the most useful parameter for comparison with measure-

ments in plasmas, but it can easily be converted to a mean cross section a =

k/v if the mean ion energy is known.

Metastable levels of ions with higher charge generally change charge at

comparable rates to the ground state. For lower-charged ions, these rates

can be dramatically different, resulting in a double-exponential decay of

the ion number. Measurements at different target gas pressures can be used

to determine the rates of capture for each state.

In any trap experiment, one of the more difficult parts of the measure-

ment is the determination of the target gas pressure. This is accomplished

with residual gas analysis, a calibrated nude ion gauge, and when possible

by comparison of a calibration measurement (usually on singly-charged ions)

with a previous charge transfer measurement made by a different technique.

When the target is a gas different from that from which the ions were

produced, measurements are usually made at different target gas partial

pressures while holding the production gas pressure constant. Even with a
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single target gas, plots of reciprocal storage time constants vs. pressure

are useful in determining the effects of residual gases on the measurement.

8 9
a. Kingdon trap measurements '

A 3.5 MeV/u Xe" beam (q = 38) from the Super-HILAC was used in 3 msec

22
pulses at 36 Hz to produce Ne ions with charges between 1 and 10 inside a

Kingdon trap. The beam was introduced slightly off-axis (see Fig. 3) to

supply the ions with angular momentum. The measurement confinement times

where < 20 msec at pressures in the 10 Torr range, to avoid overlap of

ions from earlier creation pulses. The ions stored near the center of the

trap were ejected into a rf quadrupole residual gas analyzer mounted at the

mid-plane of the trap, perpendicular to the symmetry axis, as shown in Fig.

3 . Fig. 4 shows the spectrum of charge states for 5 < q < 10, while Fig. 5

shows the decay of the Ne ion population at several pressures. To con-

vert the storage time constant data to cross sections, the mean ion energy

was evaluated using the virial theorem for the radial motion. The mean

radial kinetic energy is the same for all orbits in the Kingdon trap, and

1/2
the rms velocity v = (qeV/m In (Re/Rw)) ' where R is the cylinder radius,

R is the central wire radius, and v is the potent Lai difference between

wire and cylinder. The ion rms velocity v is thus easily adjusted by vary-

ing the potential difference v, a particular strength of the Kingdon trap

technique. Comparison of measurements of Ne rate coefficients for 3 5 q <

6 at mean energies = 2q eV with similar measurements in a Penning trap (see

below) exhibited good agreement.

14 15
b. Penning trap measurements '

Neon ions were produced in a Penning trap using a 1.4 MeV/u Cl^ (q ~

11) beam; consequently the highest observable recoil ion charge states were
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lower than in the Kingdon trap measurements. The ions were resonantly-

detected (see Fig. 6) by sweeping their axial oscillation frequencies w =

2 1/2
(qV/mz ) through the resonant frequency u> of. a. tuned circuit composed

of the trap capacitance and an external inductance. The confining dc volt-

age was ramped from its initial value through zero to vary w . The tuned

circuit was excited at resonance by a stable oscillator. Energy absorbed by

each ion q/m ratio at resonance modulated the exciting rf amplitude. The rf

voltage was amplified, demodulated, and the demodulated signal converted to

pulses which were integrated with a multi-channel scalar. Fig. 7 shows the

resolution of the resulting peaks. This resolution can be significantly

improved, if necessary, and at some cost in complexity, by exciting the

cyclotron resonances of the ions instead. The ion storage times in these

measurements were in the range of 40 to 1500 msec, at pressures between 10

and 10 Torr. The rate coefficient data, determined from the slopes of a

T vs. n^ plot, were in good agreement with the Kingdon trap measurements,

as noted above. The results are shown in Table 1.

c. Radio-frequency trap measurements

Using the same fast stripped beam as in the Penning trap measurements,

neon recoil ions were produced inside a radio-frequency trap, which had an

axial dimension 2z =1.8 cm, and radial dimension 2r — 2/2 z , about twice
o o o

as large as the Penning trap. The neon recoil ions were confined with a

trapping rf voltage V = 800 V, at a frequency Q = 2ir x 8.37 MHz. If the

applied dc potential U were set to zero, the confining well depths in the

2 2 2
axial and radial directions D - q V /(4mQ z )- U /2 and D = q

z ^ o o o ' r ^
2 2 2

V /(8mfl z ) + U /2 ranged from 10 V to 27 V for Ne charges between 3e and

8e. Again the dc voltage was ramped, and a detection system similar to that
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shown in Fig. 6 was used, to produce the stored ion signals shown in Fig. 8.

The resolution is seen to be somewhat better than was observed in the

Penning trap, particularly for the higher charge states. Limited tests

indicated that rf traps are also useful for charge transfer measurements,

and that long storage times at low pressures are feasible,

d. Collisions with H ? and H.

There is no quantum mechanical theory for electron transfer

in general ion-atom collisions at Electronvolt energies. Consequently, the

measurements discussed above provide the only information available for such

collisions. On the other hand, there are numerous calculations for very low

energy collisions of a large number of multi-charged ions with H, and a few

calculations for collisions with H.. These theories often use different

approximations, and so should be rigorously tested, since they will be a

starting point for further approximations to deal with more complex colli-

23
sion partners. Recently Gargaud and McCarroll calculated cross sections

as a function of energy for elsctron transfer from H-and H to N , among

other ions. The calculations extended in center of mass energy from 0.05 to

200 eV/amu, and were expected to be accurate within 20%. Indeed, ion beam

measurements for the N -H collision near 200 eV/amu were in good agree-

3+
ment with the theory, but similar measurements for N -H_ were higher by a

factor of 14. Measurements by another method at 3 and 6 keV were higher

by comparable amounts. However, measurements near 0.1 eV/amu in a Penning

27
trap were in quite good agreement with the theory. This is apparently due

to neglect in the theory of other electron transfer channels which open at

higher energies. The basic theory and approximations are adequate at the

lowest energy, where their validity is highest.
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9 fi

In earlier measurements, an atomic hydrogen beam from a radio-

frequency discharge source was directed through a Penning trap (see Fig. 9)
2+ 3+

to permit studies of the 0 - H and 0 - H collisions near 2 eV. In this

measurement the gases 0 ? and H- were also present, requiring prior measure-

ments of the charge transfer rate coefficients of the ions with these

targets. The atom beam was too weak to permit measurements at more than a

single density, which was calibrated using electron impact ionization of the

beam, and of the residual H~, to determine the dissociation fraction and the

relative beam density. This led to an increased uncertainty of the results,

which are shown in Fig. 10, together with curves representing the rate

22
coefficient calculations of Dalgarno's group. The theory was expected to

be accurate to within a factor of two. Again rather good agreement was

obtained between theory and experiment.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, various techniques to confine low energy multi-charged

ions have been reviewed. Methods of producing such ions inside the traps,

as well as possibilities of injecting externally-produced ions into Penning

traps, and then cooling them, have been discussed. External injection of

ions into other trap types has not yet been accomplished. The use of ion

traps to measure low energy (eV) electron transfer collision cross sections

and rate coefficients, and the significance of such measurements to the test

of current theory and the production of data on collision processes in

plasmas, has also been mentioned. Many of the studies completed so far have

been exploratory, and the addition of refinements such as pulsed metal atom

sources or atomic beams, and precision spectroscopic measurements, as well

as more extensive collision measurements, await future efforts.
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9. Figures and Tables

Table I

Charge-changing rate coefficients for Ne^ , Ne collisions,
3 < q < 10, at mean energies near 2q eV. Uncertainties
are 30%. Note the variation of the rates with charge
state. (a) Penning trap data (Ref. 14). (b) Kingdon trap
data (Ref. 9).

Charge (a) k ( 1 0 " 9 c r a 3 / s ) (b)

3+ '• • • 0.51 0.54
4+ 3.4 2.5
5+ 4.5 3.2
6 ;• 5.7 6.2
7+ - 4.5
8+ - 2.7
9+ - 5.1

10+ - 3.6
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Figure 1. Electrode structure of cylindrically symmetric Penning trap. The
ring electrode is split for ion spectroscopy pruposes. This ring
electrode usually supports the applied potential, with the end
caps at zero potential. The electrode structure of a radio-
frequency trap, which produces a time-varying quadrupole
potential, is basically identical.
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Figure 2. Design for catching trap, modified from Penning design. The
solenoid produces a uniform magnetic field. The Penning struc-
ture is centered on the torus of circular cross section, and has
an array of guard electrodes to provide harmonicity. The
entrance electrode accomodates the beam burst after electrostatic
deceleration, (from Ref. 33)
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Figure 3. Kingdon trap geometry, showing concentric wire and cylinder, end
caps, off-center heavy ion beam, extraction and focusing
electrodes, quadrupole rf mass filter, and channeltron detector,
(from Ref. 3 and Ref. 9)
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Figure 4. Charge state spectrum of
recoil ions confined in
a Kingdon trap. „„ Ne was
used instead of Ne to
avoid confusion of Ne
with H +.(from Ref. 3
and Ref. 9)
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Exponential decay of
Ne vs. storage time in
a Kingdon trap, plotted
for several pressures of
Ne target gas. Similar
decays of ion number
are observed in other
traps.(from Ref. 3 and
Ref. 9)
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TIMING ELECTRONICS

DEMODULATOR,1— SCCF
Figure 6. Penning trap ion detection

system, showing tuned cir-
cuit, and excitation, ampl-
ification, and biasing
circuits. The electron gun
system is often replaced by
other ionizing means to
produce highly-charged ions.
(from Ref.ll)
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Figure 7. Recoil Ne ion signals
obtained in a Penning
trap (from Ref. 14)
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Figure 8. Recoil Ne ion signals obtained in a radio-frequency trap. The
same fast stripped Cl ion beam was used to produce the recoil ion
signals in Fig. 7. (from Ref. 15)
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Figure 9. Introduction of a spin polarized hydrogen atom beam into a

Penning trap. Molecular H? is dissociated in a radio-frequency
discharge, and one spin state is focused toward the trap by a
hexapole magnet.
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TEMP(1Q 4°K)Figure 10. Rate coefficient data taken using_a Penning trap for election

transfer from H to 0 and H to 0 , shown with theoretical
curves, (from Ref. 20)
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ABSTRACT

Recent s t u d i e s of jgS + He c o l l i s i o n s between 2.5 and 200 MeV, which

were made us ing the a c c e l - d e c e l technique w i t h the Brookhaven Nat iona l

Laboratory coupled MP tandem Van de Graaff acce lerators , are discussed. Cross

sections were measured for single electron-capture and - loss as well as K x

rays correlated to electron-capture. Other planned ion-atom collision experi-

ments requiring accel-decel are also presented.

I. Introduction

Until recently, because of experimental limitations, a given charge state

ion could only be produced over a limited energy range. Thus, most ion-atom

collision experiments were restricted to either the low-energy, low-chtstge-

state regime or the high-energy, high-charge-state regime. However, the

development of the accel-decel technique has made it possible to obtain high-

charge-state ions at relatively low energies, thus permitting measurements with

the same charge-state ion over an extended energy range.

a a 1 3 +

In t h i s paper we rev iew two recent s t u d i e s * of i g S + He c o l l i s i o n s

between 2.5 and 200 MeV which were made using acce l -dece l with the coupled MP

tandem Van de Graaff a c c e l e r a t o r s at Brookhaven Nat iona l Laboratory. S i n g l e
2

electron-capture cross sect ions were obtained for th i s c o l l i s i o n system over
the ent ire energy range while the loss cross sect ions were obtained for 15 to
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200 MeV. We believe that this is the largest variation in energy investigated

in this regime in one experiment for a single charge-state ion. Measurements

were also made from 15 to 200 MeV for sulfur K x rays in coincidence with

projectiles which have captured an electron. These coincidence measurements

provided strong evidence for a two-step process, callrd nonresonant transfer

and excitation (NTE), in which two independent uncorrelr.ted interactions occur

in a single encounter of a projectile with a target itom. The mechanisms

involved in this cttse are electron-nucleus interactions (1) between the target

nucleus and a projectile electron resulting in excitation and (2) between the

projectile nucleus and a target electron resulting in electron capture.

Resonant transfer and excitation ' (RTE) was investigated in the same

experiment. RTE occurs when projectile excitation and change transfer occur in

a correlated electron-electron interaction. Two planned ion-atom collision

experiments requiring accel-decel are also discussed.

II. Experimental Procedure

A beam of S ions obtained from the tandem Van de firaaff at BNL passed

through a differentially pumped target gas cell. The beam emerging from the

gas cell was separated into charge-state components by a: set of paral le l

election ta t ic deflector plates. The charge-changed components (q-1 and q+1)

were detected using solid-state detectors, and the non-charge -changed component

was measured in a Faraday cup. The gas cell pressure was measured using a

capacitance manometer. Primary beam attenuation was generally less than a few

percent. For the x-ray measurements a Si(Li) detector mounted at 90° to the

beam axis was used. Coincidences between x rays and projocti les which had

captured an electron were recorded using a time-to-araplitucle converter. Data

were obtained under single collision conditions as established by the linearity

of the measured yields with gas pressure. A more complete description of the

2 3 4apparatus is given elsewhere.
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III. Results and Discussion

A. Electron Capture and Loss

The measured single electron capture and loss cross sections for S

ions incident on lie are shown in Fig. 1. Relative uncertaintees are generally

less than +10% while the absolute uncertaintees are estimated to be +12% except

at 2.5 MeV where the uncertainty is +40%. The capture cross sections vary by

nearly six orders of magnitude over the energy range investigated while the

electron loss cross sections vary by only about a factor of two over the same

energy range. In. Fig. 1 two scaling laws are compared with the measured

capture cross sections. Knudsen ejt ni.. have obtained a theoretical scaling law

7 8

based on the c lass ica l model of Bohr and Lindhard. Schlachter e_t a_l. have

found an empirical scaling rule for electron capture cross sections based on

the best f i t to a wide range of experimental measurements. Considering the

broad range of parameters embodied in both of these scaling rules the agreement

with the present measurements is considered to be quite reasonable. By having

avaiable a single charge state ion over such a large energy range, it becomes
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FIG. 1. Single-electron capture (•)
and loss (+) cross sections for
S 1 3 + + He c o l l i s i o n s . The
calculated curves are discussed in
the text.
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possible to test the energy dependence of various theories seperate from the

charge state dependence.

The measured single electron loss cross sections shown in Fig. 1 exhibit

7 9

the broad maximum predicted by classical theory and the Born approximation .

The maximum value at an energy of about 1 MeV/amu is in good agreement with the

general predictions of both theories. The theoretical curve for electron loss

shown in Fig. 1 is based on the plane-wave-Born-approximat ion (PWBA)

calculations of Choi e_t s i - 1 0 applied to the 2s electron in S.13+ The

calculated contribution of K-shell ionization to single electron loss for the

present case is negligible. The agreement between theory and experiment is good

with the theory being about 25% higher than the data for a l l but the lowest

energies investigated. The use of hydrogenic wave functions to calculate the

ionization cross sections in Ref. 10 is expected to be a much bet ter

approximation for the present case than for inner-shell ionization of neutral

atoms. Thus, these measurements for electron loss may provide the most

rigorous test to date of the PWBA theory for ionization.

B. Nonresonant (and Resonant) Transfer and Excitation

Recent experimental studies ' have established the existence of resonant

transfer and excitation (RTE) in ion-atom collisions. RTE is analagous to

dielectronic recombination (DR) in which the captured electron is iaitally free

rather than bound. A mechanism which can compete with RTE is nonresonant

transfer and excitation (NTE)12. Since the signature for both RTE and NTE is

projectile x-ray emission coincident with single-electron capture, it is not

possible to separate these two proceses in a single measurement. However, the

processes can be distinguished, at least in some cases, because their

projectile energy dependences are different. RTE proceeds via the inverse of

an Auger transition and, hence, is resonant for projectile velocities (in the

rest frame of the electron) corresponding to allowed Auger energies. Thus, the
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position of an expected maximum in the coineidence cross section due to RTB can

be predicted qnite accurately. The existence of the RTE process ' was

established in part by the observation of such resonant behavior at the correct

projectile energy.

NTE is more difficult to identify. Experimental evidence for NTE was first

obtained in S i 1 1 + + He col l is ions . However, since accel-decel was not

available for this experiment, data could not be obtained for projectile

energies low enough to cover the entire expected NTE region. Dsing the accel-

decel technique to measure the lower energy region, we obtained strong evidence

for NTE in 15-200 MeV igS13+ + He collisions. Fig. 2a shows the cross section

for total projectile K x-ray emission, OgaQ> »od the cross section for

projectile K x-rays coincident with single electron capture, <s£aa- Relative

FIG. 2. Experinental and calculated
projectile K x-ray cross sections
for S1 3 + + He. The maximum near
130 MeV is due to RTE and the
maximum near 30 MeV is attributed
to NTE. ., The calculated curves
shown in (a) and (b) are discussed
in the text.

jtO 40 VJ 6*0 100 120 MO KO ISO ZOO
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uncertainties are indicated on the data points. Absolute uncertainties are

estimated to be +20%. It is seen that or£~o exhibits a maximum near 130 MeV due

to RTE and a maximum near 30 MeV attributed to NTE. The dashed curve is the

calculated RTE cross section (multiplied by 0.85) and the solid curve is a

calculated NTE cross section obtained from the product of t'de E-sholl

excitation cross section and the probability for capture to the L-shell, This

product has been normalized to the data near 30 MeV.

Fig. 2b shows the a_b ini t io calculation of Reeves, Feagin et al. , for

the Is 2s —•• Is2s 2p and Is 2s —^ Is2s2p transitions only, which include

both the uncorrelated (NTE) and correlated (RTE) contributions tc charge

transfer and excitation. These calculations, in which the lower energy maximum

arises from the uncorrelated amplitude (NTE) and the higher energy maximum

Arises from the correlated amplitude (RTE), provide substantial qualitative

agreement with the measured energy dependence of o$Zi«

I I I . Planned Experiments

The projectile Z dependence of NTE has not been investigated. In a study

of RTE for Caq+ + Be (q=16,17,18) collisions we covered the energy range 100 to

360 MeV using the SuperBILAC at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. I t was not

possible to obtain these high charge state Ca ions with lower energies at LBL.

Broad RTE maxima occur near 205 MeV and 270 MeV. In order to investigate the

expected NTE region for this collision system it is necessary to have Câ  ions

with energies as low as about 20 MeV, thus requiring accel-decel. Beam time

for these measurements has already been appzoved at Brookhaven and the

measurements are planned for later this year.

Another planned experiment requiring accel-decel involves an extension to

lower energies of our recent measurements of RTE involving L-shell excitation

for 4jNb (neonlike) incident on Bj. L-shell RTE occurs when electron

capture by the projectile is accompanied by a correlated excitation of the
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projectile L-shell. Currently very few L-shell RTE studies have been made. A

neonlike projectile was chosen to simplify the theoretical analysis in order

to facilitate a comparison between experiment and theory.

Measured cross sections, ataB' f o r P r 0 J e c t i l e kafl x-ray emission

coincident with single electron capture for Nb + H 2 are shown in Fig. 3.

These data were also obtained using the LBL SuperHILAC. The braod maximum in

ag~g centered near 350 MeV is attributed to RTE involving L-shell excitation

of j-Nb31*. The vertical bars shown on th© energy scale in Fig. 3 indicate the

positions of the strongest Auger transitions in Nb involving 2p excitation.

The bars are labeled with the principal quantum number configurations of the

captured and excited electrons. Using theoretical dielectronic recombination

cross sections obtained from calculations by Hahn et al. , we have calculated

the theoretical RTE cross section for this system. This calculated RTE cross

section (normalized by a factor of 0.75) is shown as the solid curve in Fig. 3.

100 800 300 400

Energy (MeV)
600 eoo

FIG. 3. Experimental and
theoretical projectile L x-ray
cross sections for Nb + H£.
The theoretical curve labeled
RTE is discussed in the text.

In the region covered by the measurements the agreement between theory and

experiment is reasonable, although the theory overestimates the measurments by

about 25% at the maximum near 350 MeV. The origin of the disagreement at the

higher energies is not understood.
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The strong maximum predicted by the calculations near 160 MeV corresponds

to the formation of intermediate excited states where both the excited and

captured electrons have principle quantum numbers n=3. Unfortunately, we were

31+not able to investigate this region since Nb ions at these energies are not

available from the SuperHILAC. A more complete comparison between experiment

and theory could be made by using accel-decel to obtain data down to 100 MeV or

lower. Since these measurements are the f irst detailed study of the energy

dependence of L-shell RTE such a test of theory is important. We are presently

exploring the possibility od conducting these measurements.

IV. Conclusions

The accel-decel technique has been used successfully in ion-atom collision

experiments to greatly extend the energy range of electron capture and loss

measurements with a single charge-state ion (in this case lithiumlike S).

Accel-decel is also needed for complete studies of nonresonant transfer and

excitation in order to obtain data over the entire energy range of interest.

This technique is required as well for investigations of L-shell resonant

transfer and excitation for collision systems of theoretical interest.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the contributions of B. M. Johnson, K.

13 +W. Jones, and M. Heron to the S + He experiments. We also wish to thank

Professor T. Hahn for providing his calculations prior to publication.
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ABSTRACT

We have begun a research program finally aiming at high-resolution

laser spectroscopy of slow, highly-charged ions. The first phase of the

program was devoted to the development of the Stanford Recoil Ion Source to

produce the HQLE ions. During the second stage we have been studying the

population of Rydberg levels by electron capture processes using wavelength

spectra and polarization measurements. Emission spectra in the visible and

near ultraviolet have been observed for transitions between Rydberg states

of highly charged neon ions (NeQ+ with q = 10 to 5), following electron

capture from Na. Structure appears in those spectra for which the incoming

ions carry L-shell core electrons. The optical emission cross sections are

much smaller for these ions and the radiation is significantly depolarized

relative to ions whose transitions are seen as structureless. These effects

are attributed to the inhibition of Stark mixing by core interactions.

This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation

under Grants PHY-83-13676 and PHY-83-O8271.
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I. INTRODUCTION

From a theoretical and experimental perspective, the study of highly

charged, low-energy (HQLE) ions has burgeoned into a highly active field

during the past ten years. The requirement tiiat a source provide ions

which are slow and highly ionized is one which is not easily met. The

recent development of sources of HQLE ions has been primarily responsible

for a synergistic interplay between experimental and theoretical efforts in

this area of atomic physios.1

The types of studies which have been considered involve both the

investigation of highly ionized atoms in isolation, and of their

interactions with other, usually electrically neutral, species. The desire

to investigate these ions in isolation derives largely from the desire to

conduct tests of fundamental physical theories describing few-electron

systems. An understanding of ion-atom interactions could result in several

practical applications; such an understanding will also serve in the

fundamental investigations of few-electron systems.

Two fundamentally interesting classes of highly ionized ions are the

one-electron (hydrogenic) and two-electron (helium-like) species. These

systems are simple enough to allow a highly accurate calculation of their

energy levels. Various quantum electrodynamic (QED) effects are expected

to influence the energy levels of one and two-electron systems, and the

magnitude of these effects is expected to increase as the nuclear charge

(Z) increases.

The understanding of two-electron systems is a necessary precursor to

the understanding of many-electron systems. High precision calculations in

two-electron atoms and ions require proper treatment of relativistic

effects in two-body systems, and of the correlation of the electrons'

motions. These "classical" effects must be well understood in order for a

calculation of QED corrections to be meaningful; high-precision

experimental measurements in two-electron species thus provide a test of

relativistic two-body formalisms as well as of quantum electrodynamics.

One interesting theoretical expectation in two-electron atoms having one

electron far removed from the inner electron is the observation of the

Caslmir effect,2 a propagation-delay effect which modifies the interaction

between the outer electron and the polarized core.
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Much work has been devoted to measuring the 2s-2p splitting in fast

beams of hydrogenic ions. From these studies, a picture is emerging for

the Z-dependence of the Lamb shift. Measurements of QED effects in higher

n,i states are non-existent at this time, and studies of "two-electron

Lamb shifts" are still in their infancy.3

The desire to measure QED shifts of species having one electron in a

high n and high I state (where the effects are diminished relative to the

2s state) suggests that one search for these effects in high-Z ions, using

some technique of high-resolution laser spectroscopy. An important feature

which will, for some time, characterize such an experiment is the small

signal which results from the low number density of the species under

study. In many circumstances, the high sensitivity characteristic of laser

methods is sufficient to overcome this problem.

The number density problem is exacerbated, however, if the sample

consists of a fast ion beam, since the short transit time of an individual

ion through the laser beam will result in a small transition probability.

This problem could be alleviated by employing a collinear interaction

geometry, but this would preclude the deployment of a Doppler-free

technique. To make matters worse, fast ion beams tend to be characterized

by a high translational temperature; thus, due to the first-order Doppler

shift, the laser will interact with only a small fraction of the ions in

the interaction region. Add to all this the fact that fast ion beams tend

to be accompanied by high noise levels, and the result is that the spectral

resolution of all laser measurements to date performed in fast beams of

high-Z ions is limited by counting statistics.11 Due to their attendant

high temperatures, fast ion beams may also give rise to resolution-limiting

spectral widths caused by the transverse Doppler shift. The availability

of slow ion sources is, therefore, well suited to these experiments.

A prerequisite for performing these studies is the preparation of the

HQLE ions in the high n% states of interest, and in particular, states

which participate in transitions accessible to tunable lasers. In the

aforementioned fast-beam experiments, the state of interest is usually the

metastable hydrogenic 2s state. One achieves a significant population

there by passing an energetic ion beam through a thin foil, causing the

ions to be excited into various states. In their decay to the ground

state, a significant number of the ions are channeled through the 2s state
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and remain there for the metastable lifetime.

The desire to study highly* excited states of hydrogenic and helium-

like ions poses additional problems in achieving the population densities

necessary for performing optical studies. First, the use of ion traps

would be of little, if any, avail in increasing densities and laser

interaction times. Effective trapping times are always limited by the

lifetime of the state of interest; the lifetime of a non-metastable state

which participates in a visible transition is typically on the order of a

few nanoseconds or less. If one has available low-energy ions whose

lifetime is small compared to the laser-beam transit time, a trap would do

little to improve the situation. Second, in the aforementioned beam-foil

methods, the excitation caused by passage through the foil takes place

rather non-selectively to various highly excited states; therefore this

method is not well suited to study a particular high nil state. A more

selective method for preparing the ions in the desired states would serve

better.

Toward this end, the solution is the process of charge exchange in

collisions between slow, highly charged projectile ions and neutral atomic

targets. In this type of collision, the highly ionized species, labelled

B+Q, captures an electron from the neutral species A. This capture will,

in general, take place selectively into few excited nJtm states of the B+9

projectile:

A + B+Cl > A+ + B+(Q~1 )(n£m).

The charge exchange process is a complex, quantum mechanical, three-body

problem and is thus of fundamental interest in itself. If the B+Q

projectile is a slow ion, this reaction possesses two properties which also

make.it potentially interesting from a practical standpoint.

First, these reactions can be exothermic and, therefore, have no

collisional energy threshold; and in the case of HQLE ions, they can have

rather large cross sections(1(T15 cmz or higher). As a consequence, they

could constitute a dominant process at low energies. For example, charge

transfer reactions are suspected of being crucial to understanding the

dynamics of astrophysical plasmas and of fusion plasmas which are poisoned

by the presence of highly stripped B+Q impurity ions. In particular, the
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radiation emitted by the B + ^ 1)(n£m) ion subsequent to capture ia thought

to be a dominant energy loss process in Tokomak plasmas containing little

more than trace amounts of impurities.5

Second, in contrast to charge transfer collisions which take place at

high collisional energies, charge transfer at low energies takes place

rather selectively into highly excited states of the projectile.6 Most

important for spectroscopic purposes is that, given the proper combination

of projectile and neutral species, electrons will be captured into states

which participate in transitions accessible to tunable laser wavelengths.

II.EXPERIMENTAL

We have begun a research program finally aiming at high-resolution

laser spectroscopy of slow, highly-charged ions. The first phase of the

program was devoted to the development of the Stanford Recoil Ion Source to

produce the HQLE ions. During the second stage we have been studying the

population of Rydberg levels by electron capture processes using wavelength

spectra and polarization measurements. The next step will be the actual

application of high-resolution laser techniques to the study of HQLE ions.

The Stanford Recoil Ion Source? is based on the Stanford FN Tandem Van

de Graaff accelerator as a source of hammer ions for the production of

recoil ions.
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STRIPPER

FOIL

500
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250

REPELLER

-4+

450 500 550 600 650

MAGNETIC FIELD (G)

7 0 0

Fig. 1a: Experimental arrangement Fig. 1b: Neon recoil ion current
vs. analyzing magnet current
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The full beam emerging from the high-energy end of the accelerator is used.

Best results are achieved with a bromine beam of 70 MeV energy and average

charge state of +9.5. This beam is focussed by a set of quadrupol lenses

onto a neon gas jet emerging from a 100 pm diam nozzle. A second foil 5 cm

upstream of the target is used to poststrip the beam to an average charge

state of +19. Although a Tandem is not the ideal source for this purpose,

it turns out that with careful design of the target and extraction region

it is indeed possible to produce recoil ion currents that are large enough

to permit the application of spectroscopic techniques in the visible.

Recoil ion currents up to 300 pA of He-like neon and 10 pA of bare neon

have been obtained. The energy of the analyzed recoil ion beam can be as

low as 50q eV.

After charge state separation the recoil ions are focussed into a

secondary interaction region. Here an alkali vapor jet target is produced

by an effusive alkali beam oven. Electron capture from the alkali target

populates highly excited Rydberg-levels of the HQLE ions.

Photons emerging from the interaction region are collimated by a lens

(solid angle *0.31 sr) onto the photocathode of an RCA 8850 photon-

counting photomultiplier. The latter has a quantum-efficiency greater than

5% in the spectral range 290-550 nm. A series of narrow-band interference

filters were used to determine the wavelengths of the photons emitted from

the interaction region. A polaroid sheet filter was then added to this

arrangement for the polarization measurements. See Table 1 for the results

of the polarization measurements.

Our optical studies in the visible and near UV have shown the

spontaneous radiation emitted after capture from Na into Ne+<3 recoil ions

with q=10 to 8 to be strongly linearly polarized along the ion path.^ This

clearly indicates that the substate distribution after capture is not a

statistical one, for which symmetry demands that no polarization be seen.

We find good agreement with recent calculations of electron capture from

atomic hydrogen into slow (v£1 au) fully stripped ions.9 This primary

charge-exchange process populates m=0 states almost exclusively. Rotational

mixing is incomplete, with the result that the m=0,+1 magnetic substates

dominate the final m-distribution. Subsequent Stark-mixing of the

degenerate levels in the field of the residual target ion transfers

population from low to high angular momentum states which dominate the
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optical emission.

If the incoming ions have L-shell electrons in their cores we find the

spontaneous radiation after capture to be significantly depolarized.10 In

these cases the degeneracy between the angular momentum sublevels is

removed. Post-collision Stark mixing processes may be partially inhibited,

depending on the relative size of Stark splitting and fine-structure

splitting.

In order to answer this question we have obtained optical spectra with

a grating spectrometer , which resolve the fine structure of the

transitions. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 : Charge-selected neon ions

are directed onto a Na vapor-target.

The resulting photons are focused

onto the slit of a grating spectro-

meter. A photon-counting image system

positioned in the spectrometer

focal plane allows the acquisition

of wavelength spectra.
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Charge-state selected Ne9+ recoil ions with q = 10 to 5 and energies

of 500q eV are focussed onto an atomic Na vapor jet target, produced by an

effu£5ive alkali beam oven maintained at a temperature of approximately

400° C. Photons emerging from the Nec5+ + Na interaction region are

focussed onto the slit of an Instruments SA HR 320 grating spectrometer;

the photocathode of a Hamamatsu photon-counting image acquisition system

(PIAS) is positioned in the spectrometer focal plane. Two-dimensional

images of the focal plane are monitored as they accumulate in real time and

are later processed into wavelength spectra. The combination of PIAS

spatial resolution, spectrometer focal plane dispersion and spectrometer

slit width gave a spectral resolution (full width at half maximum) of
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50 pm. Acquisition times varied from 20 minutes to 3 hours; the resulting

photon counts indicate typical light intensities of 102 photons/cm2 sec

incident on the photocathode.

III. RESULTS

Examples of the accumulated spectra are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. All

spectra show evidence for photons emitted in transitions following electron

capture into states whose principal quantum number is given by the

classical barrier model (CBM)11. Using the Hartree-Fock code RCN-RCG,12 we

have calculated the level structure of the systems under investigation.

This code includes relativistic corrections and the effects of

configuration interaction. The spectral line positions predicted by these

calculations are indicated on each of the spectra. The indicated

wavelengths are for Afl, =- 1 transitions; the AS, =+ 1 transitions all have

branching ratios smaller than one percent and are negligible. The ion

cores are assumed to be in their ground states.

-434.2110.06 nm

485 480
WAVELENGTH, nm

475 11O 135
WAVELENGTH, nm

Fig.3a: Ne 8 +* (n=10 -> n=9) Fig.3b: (n=9 -> n=8)

For the Ne9+ + Na collision system, the CBM predicts that electron

capture will proceed predominantly into n = 10 states of the he -.urn-like

species Ne^+*. The spectrum for the subsequent n = 10 to n = 9 transition

is shown in Fig. 3a. For the Ne°+ + Na collision system, the CBM predicts

that electron capture will proceed predominantly into the n = 9 states of

the lithium-like species Ne?+)t; the spectrum for the subsequent n = 9 to

n = 8 transition is shown in Fig. 3b. Both spectra show single unresolved

spectral lines whose wavelengths are equal to the corresponding hydrogen-
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like values. According to the results of the Hartree - Fock code, photons

contributing to the spectral lines in Fig. 3 are emitted in transitions

originating in upper states having angular momentum quantum numbers IZ5.

Since the branching ratios for the decay of states with low fc-values via

An =- 1 transitions are known13, one can, from the absence of structure in

Fig. 3, establish upper limits on the population of these low angular

momentum states. The partial cross sections for capture into s and f

states have to be smaller than the average cross section for population of

a high S,-state. The partial cross sections for population of p and d

states have to be smaller than three times the value for a high H-state.

These results are compatible with the predictions of Salin's complete

Jl-mixing model.9

The Hartree-Fock calculations indicate that metastable cores would

interact with the outer (captured) electron strongly enough to give rise to

resolvable fine structure for all I sublevels. The absence of any such

structure in the Ne?+* spectrum suggests that less than five percent of the

ions which emit visible photons possess metastable cores. Recoil ion

sources, on the other hand, are well known to produce large amounts of

metastable ions.1jj Because the transit time through our analyzing magnet

is 1.5 ys, any metastable recoil ions created in the (1s2s)3S state, with

a lifetime of 70 us,15 will survive to reach the interaction region. From

x-ray spectra taken with a gas-flow proportional counter, we know that the

ratio of K- to L- x-rays is about one to three; this suggests that a large

fraction of the recoil ions reaching the sodium target is indeed in

metastable states. These ions capture an electron as readily as ground-

state ions and the competition between autoionization, x-ray emission and

visible emission determines the major decay path. Using the RCN-RCG code^

and first order perturbation theory, we have calculated the relative rates

of these decay branches for quartet- and doublet-states that can exist

after capture. For capture into high angular momentum states (always

assuming a triplet core), we found that the radiative An=-1 transitions

completely dominate over Auger-decay for all terms (doublet and quartet are

strongly mixed for these states), typical radiative and Auger decay rates

being 1u9 1/s and 10^ 1/s, respectively. A metastable recoil ion core

capturing an electron into a Rydberg-state should thus contribute to our

optical spectra, if the core is conserved in the capture process. Core-
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conservation has been demonstrated by Brazuk et al.^° for capture from Li

into 0^+, N3+,and C^+. In our case capture takes place at even larger

internuclear distances, but we do not see any structure pertinent to

excited cores in our optical spectra. We must conclude that most of the

metastable cores are destroyed by a spin-flip collision or deexcitation by

x-ray emission following mixing of the 2s and 2p states by collisions in

the sodium target. The latter process is known^? to be the dominant loss

mechanism for He+ metastables in slow collisions with neutral atoms. The

application of basic scaling laws to those results shows that the same

process may be responsible for the destruction of metastables in our case.

In contrast to the Ne^+ + Na and Ne°+ + Na cases, structure is evident

in the spectra for transitions following electron capture into projectile

ions having L-shell (n = 2) electrons in their ground state cores.
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The n - 8 to n = 7 transition following capture into Ne7+ has a

hydrogen-like wavelength of 388.8 nm; the observed spectrum for this

transition is shown in Fig. 4a. The n = 7 to n = 6 transition following

capture into Ne^+ has a hydrogen-like wavelength of 3^3.5 nm; the observed

spectrum is shown in Fig. 4b. For the Ne^+*. Ne5+*, and N e ^ * sDecies, the

Hartree-Fock calculations indicate that the energy splittings created by

interaction with a ground state core will give rise to resolvable

wavelength splittings for transitions from all upper X, sublevels. The

predicted positions of the transitions between thest. î igh angular momentum

Rydberg-states do not critically depend on spin-orbit coupling and

configuration mixing. The observed structure is probably due to £-

sublevel splitting via core interactions, although the predicted and
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observed splittings agree only qualitatively. Work is in progress to

identify the various spectral features of these transitions and to explore

the influence of excited core configurations, spectator electrons, and

spin-other-orbit coupling on the ionic energy level structure.

A summary of CBM predictions, hydrogen-like wavelengths, observed

wavelengths, and emission cross sections is presented in Table 1. The

error limits of the emission cross sections refer to a relative scale. The

absolute scale is only certain to within a factor of ten.

IV. DISCUSSION

The emission cross sections in Table 1 can be compared with the total

capture cross sections determined by the energy-gain method.10 While the

total cross section is only weakly dependent on the core charge, the

optical emission cross section shows a dramatic decrease for ions which

have L-shell electrons in their cores. These ions also show structure in

our optical spectra. This suggests that electron capture proceeds

predominantly into low angular momentum states (which decay preferably by

x-ray emission) if the degeneracy of the final levels is removed. Such a

behavior was also suspected by Dijkamp et al.19 for capture into low-

n states.

It is generally agreed20'21 that the influence of the ionic core on

the capture process is small as long as the populated levels have hydrogen-

like binding energies. This statement should be quantified. We have

calculated the Stark splitting of the pertinent levels in the field of the

residual target ion at an internuclear distance equal to the crossing

radius as predicted by the CBM (see Fig. 5).

Fig.5 : Ratio of Stark splitting to

fine-structure splitting at an inter-

nuclear distance equal to the

crossing radius according to the CBM; Si

as a function of core charge, for

capture in collisions Ne3+ + Na.

% 3.

CORE CHARGE,
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It turns out that the fine-structure seen in our spectra for ions

having L-shell electrons in their cores is larger than the Stark splitting.

First-order Stark mixing is thus inhibited for these ions. If there are no

L-shell electrons in the core, the Stark-effect splitting is larger than

the fine-structure splitting and all the A-sublevels are expected to be

completely mixed. The magnetic quantum number (m), though, is still a good

quantum number. In preliminary polarization studies (see Table 1), we have

seen that optical radiation emitted in the transitions whose spectra show

structure is significantly depolarized relative to radiation emitted in the

transitions seen as structureless. This could come about because the

Stark-effect fails to transfer m=0 population from low-X, to high-2, states

(which dominate the optical emission), if the Stark-splitting is smaller

than the fine structure splitting

V.CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have obtained 50-pm FWHM resolution optical

wavelength spectra for visible and near UV transitions following electron

capture into high lying n-states of slow, highly ionized neon produced in a

recoil ion source. For ions having only K-shell electrons in their ground

state cores no structure is seen in the spectra and large optical emission

cross sections are obtained. If the incoming ions carry L-shell electrons

in their cores, structure is seen in the spectra, and the fine-structure

splitting is larger than the Stark splitting during the capture process,

thus inhibiting first-order Stark mixing of low-Jl and high-K, states. In

these cases much smaller optical emission cross sections are measured.

This supports the view that a fully successful description of electron

capture must take proper account of Stark mixing. In the future, we will

extend our wavelength coverage and spectral integration times to see more

fine structure components in the transitions. Thus, we expect to gain some

knowledge of the 2,-distribution of capture and, via polarization

measurements, of the m- distribution within each d-sublevel.

While no fundamental information on the structure of H-like and He-

like systems can be expected at this level of wavelength resolution, our

results show that it is indeed possible to do useful optical spectroscopy

on samples that contain as little as one atom per cm3.
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On the other hand, for highly-charged Ions having more than two

electrons the line positions are not known with an accuracy sufficient for

an immediate laser experiment. In this respect, measurements using a

classical grating spectrometer are a prerequisite for any high-resolution

spectroscopic study of these systems.

It is hoped that the spectra reported here will lead to future studies

of such Rydberg transitions by high resolution_laser spectroscopy.

TABLE 1

Comparison of observed and hydrogen-like wavelengths after charge exchange

collisions:

Uei* * Na —> Ne^i"1)** + Na+.

nCBM ! principal quantum number expected from classical barrier model.

aemlssion: optical emission cross section.

q nCBM Transition H-like A Observed A "emission Polarization
[10-15 cm2]

10 10.9 n-10 to 9 388.5 nm 388.5 ± 0.15 nm 2.2 ± 0.2 0.32 ± O.O'l

n- 9 to 8 277.9 nm 277.9 + 0.15 nm 2.1 + 0.2

9 10.0 n-10 to 9 479.62 nm 179.61) ± 0.05 nm 2.0 ± 0.1 0.31 ± 0.02

n- 9 to 8 313.07 nm 343-07 ± 0.07 nm 3.2 ± 0.2 0.23 ± 0.03

8 9.1 n- 9 to 8 434.19 nm 434.21 ± 0.06 nm 2.5 ± 0.1 0.30 ± 0.01

n- 8 to 7 297.68 nm 297.68 ± 0.04 nm 2.6 ± 0.1 0.23 ± 0.04

7 8.1 n- 8 to 7 388.81 nm 388.53 ± 0.04 nm O - 3 8 ± 0. 0 2 0.23 ± 0.03
386.56 ± 0.06 nm

343.76 ± 0.07 nm

6 7.2 n- 7 to 6 343-18 nm 342.93 ± 0.07 nm 0.54 ± 0.03 0.11 ± 0.02

341.15 ± 0.07 nm

297.68 ± 0.08 nm

5 6.2 n- 6 to 5 298.23 nm 296.80 ± 0.08 nm 0.07 + 0.02

296.28 ± 0.08 nm
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Atomic Physics at the LBL ECR. Ion Source

M.H. Prior

Materials and Molecular Research Division
U.C. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; i

Atomic physics research with low energy, highly charged ions has been carried out at
LBL using slow recoil ions produced by fast heavy ion impact di gas targets. This work has
included electron capture collision studies and spectroscopy of two-electron ions, at the SuperHI-
LAC and determination of recoil production cross-sections using U ion beams at the Bevalac. The
author has participated in some of this work and outgrowths of all these efforts are continuing.
Recently a program was begun to take advantage of the multiply charged ion beams available
from the LBL Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) ion source for atomic physics research. The
charge states available from a modern ECR source are approximately similar to those from the
recoil technique, but the currents available are generally higher and the range of elements is not
restricted to those found in gases. Practically speaking, although an ECR is not without its
degree of complexity and cost, these are substantially below those of a heavy ion accelerator com-
plex. For the very lowest energies, i.e. a few eV, the recoil technique will remain attractive, and
details of the recoil ion production process are interesting topics of study.

The LBL ECR source was constructed in 1984 to provide heavy ion beams for injection
into the 88-inch cyclotron, largely for nuclear physics research, but the low energy beams are also
available for atomic physics research during periods when the cyclotron is shut down or operating
with alternative ion sources. This availability amounts to about 40 hours per week. The nuclear
physics and operating staff at the 88-inch cyclotron have been very open to atomic physics and
there have been some benefits realized by the cyclotron from the atomic physics presence.

The LBL ECR Ion Source

A schematic drawing of the LBL ECR source is shown in Figure 1. It is a two stage dev-
ice with ECR heating at 9.2 GHz («100W) in the first stage, through which gas is fed, and at 6.4
GHz (~350W) in the second stage, which contains a minimum B magnetic "bottle". The mag-
netic field is formed by a series of solenoids along the axis and by SmCo permanent magnets
arranged to produce a sextupole radial field in the second stage. The source operates at a positive
potential up to about 15 kV; it is typically run near 10 kV. Gases are generally admitted through
the first stage, vapors are injected into the second stage from an oven located between one pair of
SmCo magnet bars, and solid material is fed into the second stage via a vacuum manipulator
which penetrates radially between another pair of magnet bars. Tables 1 and 2 contain partial
lists of beam currents produced by the LBL ECR source. In addition to those listed, beams of
Na, Nb and Bi ions have been developed to varying degrees and fully stripped Ar18+ has been pro-
duced at particle counting levels. Recently C. Lyneis1 has reviewed ECR ion sources with
emphasis on the LBL device and extensive material on performance and operating methods as
well as a discussion of theoretical models may be found in his report.

Low Energy Beam Facilities

The LBL ECR source is located on the vault roof of the 88-inch cyclotron. The low
energy (q x 10 KeV) charge analyzed beam is transported a distance of about 20 meters to the
center of the cyclotron magnet for acceleration. For atomic physics research, a number of
modifications to the beam line have been made, which allow switching the beam out to experi-
mental stations, or spectroscopic observation of the beam. Figure 2 shows a plan view of the
vault roof with the source and beam lines as currently configured. The newest addition to the
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TABLE 1

Currents for the LBL ECR: Hydrogen through Silicon

3He 12C 14 N 16Q 19 F 20Ne 28Si

1+
2+
3+
4+
5+
6+
7+
8+
9+
10+
11+
12+

300 300
200

27
37
*
31
6.5

82
117
106
110
93
19

118
143
152
*
96
82
14
0.95

43
55
53
37
17
11
1
0.05

51
63
78
58
45
21
11
1.1
0.04

32
34
28
44
34
18
8
6.3
2.2
0.1

20
33
69
72
47
30
17
7
2.7
0.5
0.2

32S

TABLE 2
Currents for the LBL ECR: Sulfur through Xenon

3 9 K 4 0 A r 4 0 C a 4 S T i 8 4 K r 127X 129Xe

cs3+
4+
5+
6+
7+
8+
9+
10+
11+
12+
13+
14+
15+
16+
17+
18+
19+
20+
21+
22+
23+
24+
25+
26+
27+
28+
29+
30+

10
*
20
*
63
*
36
*
5
*
.4
*
.001

4
4.5
5
8.5
11
18
37
22
12
2.4

38
82
*
60
66
106
72
*
18
13
5
1.4
*
0.03

23
24
*
37
38
36
31
*
22
11
3.2
1.1
*
0.03

2.4
*
12
10
8
*
1

9
12
22
25
22
19
*
21
*
16
8
7
*
2
0.9

0.1

4.2
4.9
5.7
7.5
8.5
11
*
12
15
15
14
*
11
10
8.3
5.6
2.1
0.83
0.2
0.05
0.009

4.1
4.7
5.1
5.2
5.2
5
4.3
4.6
4.3
4.4
4.8
4.8
4
3.5
3.1
2.7
2
1.1
0.34

All currents in e|iA measured at 10 kV extraction voltage.
* Indicates not measured because a mixture of two ions with identical charge to mass ratios were
present.
Natural isotopic abundance source feeds were used except for 3He and 22Ne10+
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Figure 2. Plan view of the 88-inch cyclotron vault roof showing the ECR source and beam tran-
sport lines. The new facility for atomic physics research is the lower branch. The 40 degree mag-
net will bend the beam into any of three lines.
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facility is the low energy beam line which branches 70 degrees from the original transport line fol-
lowing the 90 degree charge analysis magnet. The second (40 degree) magnet along the new line
provides for steering the beam to one of three experimental stations or lines. This new beam line
facility is nearing completion (some test beams were run into the line in December 1986); the
project is a joint one with the atomic physics group from V Division of LLNL (R. Fortner, P.
Egan) and LBL. The LLNL group has provided the construction funds and will occupy one of the
new lines with a program to study electron excitation of multipy charged ion targets. In addition
to the new facility, there exists an electrostatic mirror, which can bend the beam 90 degrees into
a chamber or beam line, as well as some viewports along the transport line for spectroscopic
observation of the beam.

Atomic Physics Projects

At the present time, three experimental efforts are underway or in advanced stages of
preparation at the LBL ECR source. Each of these require intense low velocity beams.

I. Forbidden Emission Line Spectra from Highly Charged, Metastable Ion Beams.
M.H. Prior, LBL, and H.A. Shugart, UCB Dept. of Phys.

It is now widely appreciated that beams from ECR sources often contain large fractions
in long lived, " metastable", excited states. This fact can cause ambiguities in interpreting colli-
sion experiments unless methods are used to determine the various metastable fractions or
separately measure their effects. Alternatively, one can view their presence as an opportunity to
carry out some new experiments. For many years, forbidden emission lines have been used by
astrophysicists to determine plasma properties in stellar or other hot sources, and, more recently,
many such lines have been observed and used for diagnostic purposes at CTR plasma laboratories.
These lines are magnetic dipole or electric quadrupole emissions, usually among excited states of
the ion ground configuration, although there are some lines from transitions within excited
configurations and between levels of two different configurations. Here, the discussion is restricted
to singly excited states of ions with four or more electrons. There are, of course, important meta-
stable levels in H- and He-like ions which continue to be a subject of study by the beam-foil
method in ions up to U90+, and many interesting efforts devoted to metastable doubly excited
species.

Direct measurement of forbidden line wavelengths has both the applied value to plasma
diagnostic programs (on earth and elsewhere), and intrinsic value in establishing structure in the
lowest lying electron configurations. For most highly ionized systems, this structure is known
only from observation of allowed transitions in the XUV or X-ray spectral regions. Although
these large wavenumber transitions may be measured with high precision, the differences which
yield the spacing of the low lying metastable levels are determined with far less precision. Thus a
direct measurement, even with a low dispersion instrument, can often improve knowledge of these
metastable structures.

The experiment described here has succeeded in observing forbidden emission lines from
many ECR produced beams and has improved the wavelength measurements for most of them.
This is accomplished by viewing a portion of the ion beam about 5 meters from the ion source.
Radiation emitted from the beam is analyzed with a small (0.25 m) spectrometer which is
equipped with a position sensitive photomultiplier mounted at the exit plane. Figure 3 is a sketch
of the arrangement. For calibration purposes, hollow cathode lamps are mounted opposite the
spectrometer. The position sensitive photomultiplier, and associated electronics, provides two
output pulses for each photo event. The pulse amplitudes are a measure of the x and y position
from which the photo-electron originated at the photocathode. The detector is oriented with y
axis parallel to the spectrometer dispersion and the y pulses can be histogrammed with a mul-
tichannel pulse-height analyzer. Alternatively, a microcomputer accumulates x,y pairs from
which an image of the spectral lines can be formed. The flight time to the spectrometer from the
source is such that only excited states with lifetimes greater than 5-10 //sec are present in the
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Figure 3. Sketch of the arrangement for observing forbidden emission spectra from tnetastable
beam ions. The position sensitive photomultiplier (POS PMT) is adjusted so that its photo-
cathode lies in the exit plane of the spectrometer with y axis parallel to the dispersion. The spec-
trometer is located about 5 meters from the ion source.
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beam. Thus all states which decay by electric dipole (El) emission (lifetimes ^10"* sec or less)
have decayed before reaching the spectrometer. The beam is thus nominally "dark" except for
the forbidden emission from the metastable components; the approach could be termed "beam
no-foil spectroscopy".

Figure 4 shows an example of some of the data obtained by this technique and Table 3
summarizes observations of 14 lines from 12 different ions. Measured wavelength values have
been reported2. Many of these observations are "firsts" and nearly all have not previously been
seen in the laboratory. Because of the availablility of a wide range of charge states of virtually
any element and the efficiency of position sensitive photon counting, the technique outlined here
has a potentially large future.

II. Electron Excitation of Multiply Charged Ions.
P. Egan, S. Chantrenne, R. Fortner, LLNL, M.H. Prior, LBL

The goal of this effort is to extend electron impact excitation cross-section measurements
to atomic targets with high charge states. For ions with more than 2 units of charge this is
largely an area untouched experimentally. Beyond their value to basic atomic collision physics,
the importance of such measurements is high because of the obvious relevance to high tempera-
ture and non LTE plasmas such as present in recent X-ray laser experiments at LLNL3'4.
Detailed measurements of relative excitation cross-sections for optically allowed vs forbidden tran-
sitions would be a valuable contribution to understanding the population mechanisms for lasing
states in neon-like systems. The solution to the puzzle of the missing J=l-0 transitions in these
experiments may require the measured relative impact cross-section values.

To make this work feasible a "high" density target and a scheme for detecting a large
fraction of the excitation events are required. The ECR source will provide the intense ion beams
and their excitation will be studied using a novel merged electron ion beam energy loss spectrome-
ter. The technique uses the new beam line facility to deflect and direct the charge selected ECR
beam longitudinally into a solenoid magnetic field. Inside the solenoid, a variable energy electron
beam, initially moving parallel to, but offset from, the ion beam, will be merged with the ion
beam by cross field drift in a transverse electric field. After a merged path of some 20 cm, the
electron beam will be "de-merged" by a second crossed field region, and inelastically scattered
electrons will be analyzed by a position sensitive electron multiplier. Figure 5 is a sketch of the
spectrometer. This scheme has the potential of detecting nearly all electrons which have been
elastically scattered and measuring their energy loss. Similar spectrometers have been built by G.
Dunn (J1LA-U. Colo) for studies at the ORNL ECR source and by A. Chutjian at JPL, for work
on lower charge state ions. An initial candidate target ion is Ar8+, because of interest in the neon
sequence and the high current available from the source.

HI. Quasi-Molecular X-ray Interference.
H. Schmidt-Bocking, R. Dorner, U. Frankfurt, C.L. Cocke, M. Stokli, KSU,
J. Pederson, U. Aarhus, M.H. Prior, A.S. Schlachter, LBL

During the collision of a highly charged projectile and an atomic target atom, a transient
entity is formed which is termed a quasi-molecule. If the projectile is hydrogen-like, it carries
into the collision a vacancy in the K shell, the quasi-molecule is formed in an excited state and
there can be a significant probability that the vacancy will be fi'led by emission of an X-ray dur-
ing the collision period. The X-ray energy can have a value between the K X-ray energy of the
projectile and the separation AEjffRn,;,,) of the molecular levels at the distance of closest approach
Rmin, this energy is bounded by the united atom K X-ray energy. For a given impact parameter,
AEjf can, in general, have a given value Ex, at two times located symmetrically before, t_, and
after, t+, the time of closest approach; that is, on the "way in" and on the "way out" of the colli-
sion. If an experiment does not select either time, then the transition amplitudes must be added
coherently and interference will modulate the X-ray emission probability according to the phase
developed by the superposed quasi-molecular stales during the interval At=t+-t_. This effect was

1 a
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Figure 4.. The magnetic dipole fine structure transition 2p6 ^3/2.1/2 from Ar8+ (lower) and cali-
bration lines (upper) from a Mo hollow cathode lamp. The wavelengths are air values in
Angstrom units. The Ar9+ data were accumulated in about 30 inin from a beam of about 45
/lamp (electrical). A mechanically scanned instrument with an ordinary photomultiplier, would
have required about 50 hours to accumulate the same data.
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Table 3. Forbidden Line Observations at the LBL ECR Ion Source.

Transition Ion X(nra, air)

2p5 2P3/2-i/2 Ar9+ 553.34(13)

K10+ 425.51(9)
Ca11+ 332.59(18)

2p4 3P2_! K11+ 527.72(18)
Ca12+ 408.55(9)

2p 2Pi/2-3/2 Ar13+ 441.23(9)
K H + 344.53(13)

(4p 2P1/2-3/2) Nb10+

(4s4p 3P,_2) Nb1 1 +

3d9 206/2.3/2 Nb1 4 + 427.91(9)

3d8 3F4_3 Nb1 6 + 477.20(9)

3d8 3F2-3P2 455.23(18)

(3d8 3P2- 'D2)

3d7 4F9/2-.7/2 Nb l a + 533.09(18)

Transitions in ( ) have been observed, but not fully analyzed.
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Figure 5. Sketch of the LLNL merged beam, electron energy loss spectrometer. An electron
beam from a gun mounted parallel to the ion beam is merged with it inside the solenoid. "De-
merged" electrons are analyzed by a position sensitive multiplier after traversing a common path
of about 20 cm.
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first observed using accelerated-stripped-decelerated Cl18+ in collision with Ar atoms at BNL6'6.
The process is illustrated by Figure 5 which is adopted from one in Ref 6. The interference struc-
ture is observed via the impact parameter selected X-ray emission spectrum, S(EX), which is given
by:

where A<J> is the total phase advance during At and is given by,

The derivative 6A$/6EX is simply,

, 2n-At(Ex)

<5EX h

Observation of interference structure in the X-ray spectrum then yields A$(EX), from which
At(Ex) can be extracted, which in turn yields AEtf{R), assuming a Rutherford trajectory. One
thus obtains spectroscopic information, i.e. level spacings, of the quasi-molecular energy levels
involved. This effect is, of course, analogous to classical double slit interference, or more closely,
to the separated loop technique developed by N.F. Ramsey7 for study of molecular beam magnetic
resonance spectra. Here the effect is seen in emission, rather than via stimulation or absorption
by radio or microwaves incident on a beam and the energy and time scales are vastly higher and
shorter respectively. Both approaches yield molecular structure although in widely differing
regimes.

The pioneering experiments at BNL showed three or so interference maxima at 2.5 MeV,
with less distinct structures at higher energies. This experiment at the LBL ECR source is aimed
at extending measurements of this type to much lower collision velocities. Clearly, at lower velo-
cities more phase advance can occur during the collision interval and the interference structure
will show a larger number of maxima. This will improve the extraction of AE[f(R) and the under-
standing of the collision process. The lower collision velocities will improve the probablilty of
quasi-molecular X-ray emission as well.

This study will use H-like ions such as Ne9+, Na10+, Mg11+ and S16+ in collision with Ne
or Ar targets. Position sensitive detection of the scattered projectile in coincidence with the
quasi-molecular X-ray spectrum, will display the interference structure. The projectile energy will
be determined by the source potential and a variable negative bias on the target. This will allow
boosting the energy above the maximum of about q x 15 KeV available from the source alone. A
model calculation by C.L. Cocke has shown that at an energy of 150 KeV, the collision system
S15++S requires an impact parameter resolution of about 20% (or 5 degrees) at a scattering angle
of about 70 degrees, in order to resolve well the predicted interference structure. The experimen-
tal apparatus is largely a product of the Frankfurt and KSU laboratories of H. Schmidt-Bocking
and C.L. Cocke et al and will be mounted on the the new beam line facility in late Jan 1987.
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Figure 6. Illustration of the quasi-molecular X-ray interference process with H-like projectiles.
The upper curves show the pertinent quasi-molecular levels versus time for a given impact param-
eter. The lower curves are qualitative magnitudes of the transition amplitudes for emission of an
X-ray of energy Ex. The relative phase of the amplitudes is proportional to the shaded area in the
upper portion of the figure.
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H E A V Y I O N S T O R A G E R I N G S

Reinhold Schuch
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6377 USA

A brief overview of synchrotron storage rings for heavy ions, which are

presently under construction in different accelerator laboratories is given.

Ions ranging from protons up to uranium ions at MeV/nucleon energies wi l l be

injected into these rings using multiturn injection from the accelerators

available or being bui l t in these laboratories. After in ject ion, i t is

planned to cool the phase space distr ibution of the ions by merging them

with cold electron beams or laser beams, or by using stochastic cooling.

Some atomic physics experiments planned for these rings are presented.

I . INTRODUCTION

A number of projects for building heavy ion synchrotron storage rings are

under way at present. Among these are: ASTRID at the University of

Aarhus,1 ESR at GSI in Darmstadt,2 TSR at MPI fur Kernphysik in Heidelberg,3

and CRYRING at AFI in Stockholm.1* Proposals for such rings exist from other

laboratories, such as HISTRAP at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.5 I f one

also considers Li as being a heavy ion, then TARN I I at Tokyo6, the Indiana

University Cooler Faci l i ty (IUCF),7 the CELSIUS at Uppsala,8 and COSY at

Ji i l ich9 can also be included in this family. In Fig. 1, the expected startup

times for the different projects are given. Except for the IUCF and TARN

I I , the concentration of these projects in Europe is obvious. The storage

ring fac i l i t y at Novosibirsk, USSR where the f i r s t electron cooling experi-

ments were made, was le f t out because the status of this ring was not known.
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It can also be seen that after a time of light-ion storage rings there will be

a concentration of starts of heavy-ion cooler rings in 1988.

The injected ions range from protons up to uranium with energies up to

500 MeV/nucleon and will be obtained from accelerators built or existing in

the laboratories. They will be injected using multiturn injection into the

storage rings. After injecting the beam in the ring, it is planned to cool

the phase space distribution of the stored ions, e.g., by merging them with a

low temperature electron beam,10 or with a laser beam,11 or by using

stochastic cooling.12 In all of the storage rings shown in Fig. 1, electron

cooling apparatus will be installed. The light ion storage rings will have

stochastic cooling systems similar to the one presently operating at LEAR. An

investigation of laser cooling is planned for the ASTRID facility.

The storage times of ions in the ring are determined by charge changing

collisions with the residual gas, by collisions with an internal target, and

by recombination with electrons in the cooling section. The importance of

these processes will be discussed later. The studies of recombination of

highly charged ions with electrons will be one of the first experiments per-

formed in the coolers. The cooling device is very attractive for performing

such electron ion collision experiments because its high current electron beam

has a very small energy spread and few spatial disturbances.

After cooling, the beam is expected to have a low emittance (= -sum mrad)

which taken together with the high current of the circulating beam should

prove very useful in, e.g, high resolution studies and ion-ion collision ex-

periments. The excellent vacuum conditions should result in a very low back-

ground for the electron-ion and ion-ion collision experiments. In several

workshops and conferences, the experimental programs to be performed at the

different rings13"17 have been discussed. Here some examples for atomic

physics experiments proposed for the rings will be given.
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II. STORAGE RING PARAMETERS

The different storage ring projects have similar values for certain general

parameters, as for example the circumferences, which range from 50 m and

100 m. The rings themselves also have a similar appearance. Their design is

based on 45° or 60° deflection angle in the dipoles, which together with the

focussing elements (quadrupoles, sextupoles, etc.) determine the symmetry of

the lattice. Because of these similarities in the design of the rings, we

concentrate in the following on the description of the HISTRAP project at Oak

Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The floor plan of the HISTRAP is shown in

Fig. 2. The ions can be injected either from the Hoiifield 25 MV Tandem

accelerator, which delivers ions of masses A around 30 with 12 MeV/nucleon and

around A = 100 with 6 MeV/nucleon, or from an ECR source with RFQ accelera-

tion to 200 keV/nucleon.

The multiturn stacking of the ions obtainable from the injector into the

ring limits the maximum number of stored ions in the case of the HISTRAP to

the order of about 10 1 0 for masses of about 40. Other limits such as inco-

herent space-charge tune shift or microwave instabilities are not expected to

be important in this case. The circumference of the ring will be ~50 m.

There are 8 dipole magnets with bending angles of 45° and magnetic rigidity of

2.6 Tm. The dispersion will be zero in all straight sections. One straight

section in the ring will be used for injection and RF acceleration (see Fig.

2), the second for extraction, the third one for experiments, and the fourth

for electron cooling. In the ESR, HISTRAP, and TSR, it is planned to cool

and store ions of different charge states. The acceptance of, e.g., the

HISTRAP is AQ/Q = 4%.

The principle of electron cooling is "bathing" the circulating hot ion

beam in a continuously replenished "cold" electron beam moving at the same
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velocity.10*18 The velocity spread of the two particle beams can be charac-

terized by two temperatures, the ion temperature T-j and the electron

temperature Te. In the case of HISTRAP, it is planned to have an electron

beam 2" in diameter with variable energy between 1 keV and 60 keV, a current

of up to 5 amperes, and a transverse temperature of 0.2 eV. In cooling con-

ditions, the average electron velocity <u> is equal to the average ion velo-

city <v>. In this frame of reference, the temperatures can be related to

the spreads of the two velocities:

Av = (2kTi/mi)
1/2, Au = (ZkTe/me)1^, (l)

where in, and me are ion and electron mass, respectively. During cooling, the

ions transfer energy to the electrons (initially T. >> T ), and at thermal

equilibrium T^ = Te and AV = (me/mj )1/'2AU. This would result in very small

ion velocity spread if there were no beam heating processes, such as intrabeam

scattering, target scattering etc. Because beam cooling is in equilibrium

with heating, this determines the ion temperature. Because of heating from

intrabeam scattering, the energy spread of the beam in HISTRAP is estimated to

be in the order of AE/E = 1Q-1*. This number is proportional to the number of

stored particles and values in the order of 10~5 can be reached by reducing

the stored particle density.

Once the beam is cooled, it is expected that the electron beam velocity

can be varied relative to the ion beam velocity for electron ion collision

experiments. However, the change must be rapid compared with cooling times

which are in the order of a second.

III. ELECTRON-ION COLLISION EXPERIMENTS

A. Radiative recombination

During cooling, radiative recombination of very highly charged stored ions

with cooling electrons (A°)+ + e" -> A ^ - l ) * + hv) can occur with a large
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probability of up to the order of ow?. percent per second. The electrons can

be captured into certain bound states of the ions (binding energy E. ) thereby

emitting a photon of energy:

E Y = Eb + (me/2)w
2,

where w is the relative velocity between electron and ion. An important fea-

ture of radiative recombination is the fact that its cross section19'20 peaks

at w -> 0. For recombination into quantum states n with Ry (Z2/n2) » E r, the

partial cross section varies with 1/n, which gives ~30% into Is, 13% into

n = 2, 8% into n = 3, and 6% into n = 4.

With the 10 1 0 S ions expected to be stored in the HISTRAP and a "flattened"

electron distribution with kTe = 0.2 eV, the total radiative recombination

rate would be in the order of 107 sec"1. The emitted photon spectrum and

intensity allows one to measure the binding energy and reflects the relative

velocity distribution between electron and ion.

One might not expect surprising results for radiative recombination of bare

ions. However, the calculations for the cross sections for radiative recom-

bination into low n states of few electron ions cannot be expected to be valid

because electron correlations are neglected in the formula derived for bare

ions. Hence, these cross sections are interesting enough to deserve investi-

gation. As radiative recombination is the time reverse of photoionization,

such studies would give important information on the photoionization of few

electron ions with highly energetic photons. Furthermore, the measurement of

the recombination photons from bare or few electron ions with high resolution

X-ray spectroscopy is of interest for the diagnostics of the cooling process

itself and for direct measurement of Is, 2s, ... binding energies for atomic

spectroscopy, e.g., the determination of the Lamb shift.
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B. Dielectronic recombination

Whereas in radiative recombination the third body sharing energy and

momentum is a photon, in dielectronic recombination,21 it is an electron

bourd in the ion. This process can be viewed as the time reverse of the Auger

process. An electron in the cooler can recombine with the ion if the released

Coulomb plus kinetic energy matches the excitation energy of a bound electron.

For recombination, the doubly excited state produced has to stabilize by

emitting photons:

A<]+ + e" + (me/2)w
2 <- •> [A^- 1)*]** + [A^- 1)*]* + hv

For DR, in addition to the Coulomb energy, a well-defined kinetic energy is

required and, unlike radiative recombination, one has to detune the electron

velocity after cooling. A characteristic feature of dielectronic recombina-

tion would be sharp resonances in the recombination rate as a function of the

relative energy between electrons and ions.

In electron ion collision experiments performed up to now single resonan-

ces could not be observed22 because of the limited energy resolution. The

small luminosity of the crossed and merged beam experiments allowed only the

study of An = 0 transitions to the intermediate states with small energy

separations but large cross sections.

The expected low emittance of the ion beam after cooling and the low tem-

perature of the electron beam promise a high resolution in such an electron

ion collision device (in the order of 1 eV). Additionally, the high current

of the circulating beam gives large values for the luminosity (in the order of

10 2 6 cm2 sec"1). These features taken together should allow the observation

of separated resonances in the dielectronic recombination cross section using

the HISTRAP facility.

The multicharge state operation of the HISTRAP is very useful for recom-

bination experiments. It not only allows the measurement of the resonances
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by simply determining the fraction of charge-changed beam as function of the

electron velocity, but also allows accumulating and storing the recombined

beam for use in further experiments. This could open a new field of precision

spectroscopy of few electron ions for studies of, e.g., atomic structure,

Q.E.D. effects* and parity violation in atoms. One could think of having a

laser beam crossed with this recombined ion beam in a dispersive part of the

ring. As the closed orbit trajectories lead to well defined times (phases)

for the photon interaction amplitudes with a repetition rate of 106 sec"1,

coherence for certain transitions could exist. This would lead to strong

interference patterns in the respective transition probabilities, similar but

much stronger than those seen in the so called Ramsey effect. It should be

pointed out that measurements of dielectronic resonances could give important

information also on electron and ion beam properties.

C. Laser induced recombination

By merging a laser beam simultaneuosly with the electron and ion beams, the

photons could stimulate radiative recombination into state E^ if their energy

fits within the level width with the recombination energy.23 Using presently

available lasers, one can obtain a rate of 600 sec"1 for induced recombination

into n = 30 of S 1 5 + applying a laser power of about 10 MW/cm2 (pulsed) with a

total pulse length of At = 10"5 sec per sec. In comparison with a total

radiative recombination rate of 3 x 107 sec"1, this induced rate is not very

large, however, if the ring has multicharge operation one can store these

Rydberg ions. An estimation of the field ionization limits caused by the

bending magnets show that depopulation due to this effect should be small. By

a fine adjustment of the ion velocity, the laser recombined beam could be

synchronized with the laser pulses in the cooler. This would allow the

buildup of a pulsed beam of Rydberg ions, which would be separated from the

primary beam in the dispersive sections of the ring.
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The presence of a laser field could also induce dielectronic recombination

into a specific n,JJ. state. With a reasonable high rate, one could induce

stabilization into an intermediate metastable state, by tuning the laser on

such a radiative transition. The multicharge state mode of the HISTRAP is

again important by allowing the storage of such beams.

D. Ionization and excitation

In previous experiments on electron impact ionization and excitation of a

number of multiply charged ions, large deviations from the "Lotz formula" were

found.24 These measured cross sections exceed by far the Lotz prediction and

show structure. This is due to the formation of autoionizing states by exci-

tation of inner shell electrons, but limitations in electron beam energy

spread preclude the observation of the expected sharp threshold energies of

excitation.

The enhanced luminosity and energy resolution of the electron cooling

device in a storage ring should also allow here the removal of present-day

limitations in single pass experiments. In the cooler ring experiments, sharp

thresholds in the energy dependence due to inner shell excitation should be

observable. Such measurements would allow a much more stringent test of

inelastic electron-ion scattering theories and of energy levels of excited

states of multiply charged ions.

IV. ION ATOM COLLISIONS

A. Recoil ion sources

In recent years several experiments were performed which demonstrated

that high energy heavy ion beams can be very useful in producing highly

charged recoil ions at low energies (eV - keV). 2 5 An accelerated heavy ion,

which is often called a "hammer", is able to ionize in a single collision

almost all electrons of the target atom without transfering much kinetic
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energy to the target nucleus. The recoil ions are usually extracted by an

electric field from the interaction region, and can be used for further

experiments.

To use the stored ion beam as a hammer beam, a gas target must be installed

in the ring. This can have important consequences on the lifetime of the

stored beam. Charge changing processes, multiple scattering, and energy loss

can cause a significant loss of particles (a discussion of the effectiveness

of a storage ring compared to a single pass machine is given below). In this

respect the combination of multicharge state operation, to allow the storage

of most of the charge-changed part of the beam, with electron cooling, to

compensate for energy loss and multiple scattering, is important for the

efficiency of such a recoil source in a ring. Therefore, nearly the full

advantage of the ring in cycling the hammer beam 106 times per second through

the recoil source could be preserved with the HISTRAP.

An atomic beam gas jet with, e.g., <10 1 2 Ar atoms/cm2 thickness and placed

in a nondispersive section of the ring should not have much affect on the life

time of the stored ions.26 From measured cross sections,27 one can estimate

that with 10 1 0 iodine ions circulating at 10 MeV/nucleon and the above target

thickness, one would get about 10 1 0 bare recoiling Ar nuclei per second. Such

intensities of very low energy Ar 1 8 + ions have not been reached up to now and

they would open new possibilities for studies with very slow highly charged

ions, one of which is discussed in Section V below.

B. Decelerated beams

A storage ring in the synchrotron mode could also be used as a decelerator

for obtaining very highly charged ions at low velocity. The ions which are

stripped to a high charge state before injection into the ring would be decel-

erated by the RF in the ring after cooling. With such beams of low velocity

highly charged ions, studies of, e.g., the interference structures in charge
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transfer processes and quasimolecular X-ray emission could be performed. A

review of such experiments done to date with decelerated beams is given in

Ref. 28. The advantage of a storage ring for deceleration would be the

possibility of using cooling to reduce the phase space spread introduced by

deceleration of beam. Thereby, one could, in principle, obtain a low velocity

high quality beam in the ring. In practice, there will be storage time limi-

tations due to the increasing capture cross section with decreasing velocity.

Assuming single-charge state operation and a pressure of 1 x 10" 1 2 Torr, the

storage time for Ne-like iodine or the He-like bromine, e.g., drops from hours

at 5 MeV/nucleon to a few seconds at 0.1 MeV/nudeon.

After deceleration and cooling, the beam could be extracted and used in

single pass experiments. In this mode of extracting the beam, the efficiency

would depend on the duty cycle for filling, cooling, deceleration, and extrac-

tion. A very rough estimate of the intensity would be a few times 109 ions

delivered at intervals a few seconds apart.

In-ring experiments with an atomic beam gas target would be highly

desirable, even considering the more complicated situation of in-ring experi-

ments (vacuum <10"11 Torr, fast variable apertures because of variable beam

size, etc.). The quality of the beam in the ring and the requirement of very

dilute atomic beam targets (from vacuum considerations) together offer the

possibility of studying low cross section events such as, multiple electron

transfer or multiple excitation in single collisions which are otherwise

disturbed by multiple collision events of single electron processes. In-ring

experiments are also of interest for, e.g., high resolution spectroscopy

(see, e.g., V).

The effectiveness of a ring for overcoming source limitations can be viewed

in the following way. Starting from a continuous source of particles, injec-

tion by multiturns is necessary in order to gain in effective current with a
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storage ring compared to a single pass machine. Still only very small time

interval of some 10 (j.sec to some 100 usec of the continuous beam can be used

for multiturn injection. Here, we assume that injection takes the time x. and

cooling %^t where both could in practice be of the order of one second. After

cooling, the target would be switched on. From then on the beam intensity

decays exponentially with a slope of exp(-nvcrnt), where a is the sum of cross

sections (mainly the capture cross section) leading to the loss of particles,

n is the target density, and TJ is the fraction of the circumference of the

ring where the target is localized. Refilling is necessary when the current

of the circulating beam reaches the value of the continuous beam current from

the source. The decay factor is, therefore, (the losses during stacking and

cooling are in the factor e) equal to ke, where k is number of turns which can

be injected. In stacking experiments at TARN I, e.g., up to k = 1000 turns

could be stacked.

For the same target thickness in the ring compared with the one in a single

pass arrangement, the gain factor would be

f =

• n v t r r '

For the example of a beam of 1 MeV/nucieon, a = 10~ i 8 cm2, n = 10 1 2 cm"3, k =

1000, e = 1, T. = Tr = 1 sec, and r\ - 4 * 10"
4 one would have a gain of f =

102. In single pass experiments, there could be cases where the target

density na outside the ring could be higher than in a storage ring. Then one

could gain in a ring only if n < f x n,
a

Now one should keep in mind that these considerations were made with the

assumption of having the same beam quality in the single pass experiment as

that obtained in a cooler ring. A single pass experiment needing storage ring

beam emittance might require considerable collimation with the attendant loss

of intensity.
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Also, the gain factor whould be much higher in case of a pulsed source, in

particular when pulse width and duty cycle can be matched with the injection,

cooling and storage times. The addition gain factor would be in the order of

102 using a pulsed ion source at a tandem like Hoiifield compared to a con-

tinuous beam source.

C. Electron capture experiments

Single and multiple electron capture at high collision velocities has

become of large interest because of difficulties in the theoretical under-

standing of these fundamental processes in ion-atom collisions. At higher

collision velocities (large compared with the Bohr orbital velocity) higher

order terms in the Born description electron capture become important.29

Contributions from these terms have been obsrved in a peak ("Thomas peak") in

the angular differential capture cross section at the very small angle of

0.027°.30>31 The accuracy of such measurements was, however, strongly limited

by beam intensity at the requisite emittance. Because of this limitation and

the rapidly decreasing cross section (~E~6), experiments of this kind could

not be performed for energies above a few MeV/nucleon. Also, in a single pass

experiment, one can not compensate for the decreasing cross section by

increasing the target thickness, because multiple collisions with electron

loss and angular straggling then become important. In this way, one could not

even think of investigating multiple electron capture single collision events

at higher energies in a single pass arrangement. Instead, one would exploit

the low target thickness in a ring to avoid multiple collisions. The gain

factor in luminosity for in-ring experiments compared to single pass was

derived above.

With the high effective current of a low emittance beam circulating in a

storage ring through a very dilute gas target, measurements of angular dif-

ferential single and multiple capture cross sections such as those done in
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Refs. 30 and 31, but with higher precision at higher beam energy could be

performed. Assuming a number of N = 10 1 0 particles in the ring, a revolution

frequency of v = 1 MHz and otherwise the same parameters as in IV.B, the

luminosity would then be 2 * 10 2 8 cm"2 s"1. This value shows to which order

the cross section could be still measurable in a ring.

V. HIGH RESOLUTION X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY

The motivation for investigation of atomic structure is given by

J. Sapirstein and a description of such experiments with decelerated beams is

given by R. Deslattes in their contribution to these proceedings.

Here, we want to mention the three types of such experiments which could be

performed in cooler storage rings:

- the measurement of radiative recombination photons from the cooling
section as discussed in III.

- deceleration of bare stored nuclei and single electron capture in an
internal gas target. The electron cooling should reduce the Doppler
width by improving the emittance of the beam (further consideration
of the gain factor relative to single pass experiments is in Section
IV.B).

- Single electron capture by extracted slow recoil nuclei in an external
gas target (IV.A). Here the Doppler shift would be practically zero.

The recoil ion can be produced in larger quantities for lower nuclear charges

(Ne, Ar, and Kr), but here the required accuracy in the measurement of the

Lyman-a radiation is high (<10~7 for a 10"1* measurement of the Is Lamb shift).

At higher nuclear charges (Xe, Pb,..) the stored cooled ion beam could be

advantageous. These ions will be stored in the ESR at GSI in a large quantity

of about 10 1 0 particles.

In order to obtain the Is Lamb shift of Xe 5 3 + with 10"3 accuracy the wave-

length of the Lyman-a transition has to be measured with 1.5 10"6 accuracy.

From the Doppler formula \-|ab = X c m y(l- pcosa) one obtains:

6\/\ = psina/(l - pcosa) Aa + [py2 " (cosa/(l-pcosa))]AP
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Assuming deceleration of Xe 5 4 + to about 8 MeV/nucleon and observation of the

Lyman-a X rays at about 90° relative to the beam, one would need from the above

relation an angular accuracy of 10"^ rad and beam energy accuracy of AE/E =

4 x 10~\ Since the beam size is not critical in these experiments it should be

possible to reach the required small angular spread with the good emittance

after cooling, especially in high p section of a ring.

VI. ION-ION COLLISIONS

In principle, the storage and in some cases even cooling of two beams with

slightly different momentum p over charge q should be possible in rings with

large apertures like ESR, TSR, and HISTRAP. At HISTRAP, one thinks about

storing beams with the same momentum over charge value, p/q, but different

masses. This would be possible by injecting the beams subsequently from the

Holifield tandem and the ECR-RFQ. In the storage mode, one would have the two

beams merged along the circumference of the ring. If the beams are very dif-

ferent in velocity, they could even be cooled separately.

At GSI, it is proposed32 to cross two beams of the same mass but slightly

different p or q. The crossing angle a of the beams reached between the

focussing elements determines the collision energy in the center-of-mass system.

In a nonrelativistic limit, it is

ECM = mred/2 <v s1n a / 2 ) 2 -

For beams of 10 MeV/nucleon energy, e.g., the center-of-mass collision energy

varies between zero *nd 100 keV/nucleon for a between zero and 200 mrad. Such

a crossing angle could be attainable in a ring.

The physics to be done with such a system would probably be the same as

in ion-atom collisions with decelerated beams (see Ref. 28), however, with the

advantage that the collision partners both are in well-defined charge states.
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With the higher energies and heavier ions of the ESR, studies of positron

emission from collisions of bare nuclei are of interest.3 3

VII. CRYSTALIZATION OF COLD PARTICLE BEAMS

As discussed above, the temperatures of electron and ion beams equilibrate

in the cooling process. If beam heating processes are small, the ion beam

should ultimately reach the electron temperature. This is, as we have seen

above, extremely small, particularly in the longitudinal direction where it

can reach 10"6 eV. So the key to obtaining very cold ion beams is the reduc-

tion of beam heating processes which are, in absence of internal targets,

mainly intrabeam scattering and scattering in the residual gas.

During the pioneering electron cooling experiments at NAP M in Novosibirsk

the formation of extremely cold proton beams was observed31* by decreasing the

number of particles stored in order to decrease intrabeam scattering below a

critical value. This was measured by detecting the Schottky noise emitted

from the circulating beam. A phenomena similar to a phase transition was

observed which can be viewed as follows: In the reference frame of the ion

velocity, the cooled ions have very small longitudinal velocity components.

They are fixed in the longitudinal phase space and cannot pass each other

because of the Coulomb repulsion. Therefore, every particle rotates on a

small disc perpendicular to the beam direction. On this disc of about 0.1 mm

diameter the particle performs betatron oscillations which are dictated by

the focussing forces and the particle's transverse momentum. Intrabeam scat-

tering is suppressed automatically in this ordered structure of the beam. The

much higher Coulomb forces between heavy ions should be favorable in pro-

ducing tins ordering effect and has led to the speculation35 that even three

dimensional crystals might be formed.
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VIII. SUMMARY

This overview of future experiments with heavy ion storage rings has only

concentrated on a few atomic physics topics. The whole field of nuclear

physics has been omitted. But even in the subject of atomic physics there are

many more experiments on electron-ion, ion-atom, and ion-ion collisions which

can be performed in a fundamentally improved way using storage rings as com-

pared to the present experimental techniques. It is not only the energy

resolution of the cooling device but also the large luminosity of a storage

ring which may open new areas for these kinds of collision experiments.

Finally, and most important, are new areas in physics which are not yet known

and might be stimulated by these new machines.

The author wishes to thank the HISTRAP and TSR groups for many

enlightening discussions.
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Fig. 1. Time table of expected starting times of different storage ring projects with electron cooling.
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ABSTRACT

The production of multiply-charged heavy ions at Brookhaven National

Laboratory and their use in different types of experiments are discussed. The

main facilities that are used are the Double MP Tandem Van de Graaff and the

National Synchrotron Light Source. The capabilities of a versatile Atomic

Physics Facility based on a combination of the two facilities and a possible

new heavy-ion storage ring are summarized. It is emphasized that the

production of heavy ions and the relevant science necessitates very flexible

and diverse apparatus.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiply-charged ions are produced in multifarious ways. Well-known

methods include: tokamak-plasma discharges, laser-induced plasmas, stripping

of high-energy ion beams and the Electron-Beam (EBIS), Electron-Cyclotron-

Resonance (ECRIS), Recoil-Ion (RIS), and PHOton-Beam (PHOBIS) ion sources.1

The charge-state, energy, and angular distributions of any source of

multiply-charged ions depend on the mechanism of production, source geometry,

and conditions of operation. The development of many diverse ion sources is

essential because each has its advantages and its limitations.

The success of numerous experiments in atomic physics an^ other fields of

science depends critically on having a nearly-free choice of charge state and

energy of any desired atomic 01 molecular species. One experiment may

require beam energies of meV, while another may need MeV, GeV, or variable

energies in between. A "multiply-charged ion" could be anything from doubly

ionized to fully stripped. Some experiments require beams, while others study

ions in situ as they are produced, emit radiation, eject electrons, or

interact with other systems.
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Ion beams for atomic physics experiments at Brookhaven have usually been

provided by the dual MP-tandem Van de Graaff accelerators that comprise the

Tandem Accel-Decel Laboratory (TADL). This versatile combination of two

tandems has provided negative, neutral, and positive ion beams for an

impressive range of atomic species and energies. In the four-stage

accel-decel mode of operation, a few nA of such highly-charged, low-velocity

ion beams as Cl 1 6 at 2.5 MeV have been produced and used for atomic-physics

experiments. In high-energy modes of operation, beam energies of a

few-hundred MeV can be achieved for medium Z ions up to fully stripped and for

very-high-Z ions up to about half stripped.

Very energetic, fully-stripped ions at energies of 17 GeV/u are now being

produced by further acceleration of tandem ion beams in the Alternating

Gradient Synchrotron (AGS). Plans to utilize these beams for atomic physics

experiments are being developed.

Fig. 1 illustrates the operational ranges of various ion sources, which

cover raost of the periodic table and seventeen orders of magnitude in beam

energy per nucleon. An inherent limitation in most ion sources, however, is

ion density or beam current. Although currently available sources produce

sufficiently intense beams for a wide variety of single-pass experiments

(e.g. studies of ion-atom interactions using solid targets, gas cells, or

atomic ovens), they produce only a few species copiously enough to allow for

beam-beam experiments (e.g. studies of ion-ion or ion-photon interactions).

Fig. 1. Schematic indication of operational ranges of various ion sources.
The histogram bars nes-.r 100 keV/u illustrate the ion beam
capabilities of TADL, and the vertical sheet at 17 GeV/u indicates
the fully-stripped heavy Ions from the AGS.
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The recent development of heavy-ion storage ring concepts2 will

overcome these limitations and dramatically expand the realm of feasible

atomic physics experiments. When a storage ring is fed with ions from a

suitable ion source and injector system, then stored ions with very good

energy resolution will recirculate a million times a second to provide

multiple opportunities for ion-atom, ion-ion, ion-electron, or ion-photon

interactions. There are many new experimental possibilities. For example,

lasers can be used to selectively probe the outer-shells of ionic species

which are unobtainable with conventional sources. To extend these studies to

inner-shell excitation, more energetic photons are required. Therefore, if a

heavy-ion storage ring is situated at a high-brilliance electron-synchrotron

facility, such as the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at Brookhaven,

then deep inner-shell excitations of highly-charged heavy ions can be probed

in complementary studies of ion-photon, ion-electron, and ion-ion

interactions. This combination of experimental capabilities would result in a

truly versatile Atomic Physics Facility (APF).

In this paper past, present, and future directions of research at BNL

with multiply-charged ions are summarized; the development and atomic-physics

use of the dual MP tandem facility (with particular emphasis on the

four-stage accel-decel mode of operation) are discussed; and the encouraging

initial results on the production and storage of multiply-charged ions with

synchrotron radiation (SR) are presented. Even though TADL has been producing

accel-decel beams for several years, it still represents the most powerful and

reliable operational capability in the United Ststes for the production of

very-highly charged ion beams at energies of a few MeV/amu. The NSLS is the

premier SR facility in the US and it has enormous potential for "beyond the

state-of-the-art" experiments in atomic physics, as well as many other fields

of science.

II. PRODUCTION OF IONS USING THE BNL DOUBLE TANDEMS

The BNL dual tandems are used to produce ions by 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-stage

accelerations. The single stage mode is used to produce negative ion beams up

to 10 MeV. The two-stage mode represents the operation of a standard tandem

Van de Graaff. The three-stage mode uses the first tandem with a terminal ion

source running with a negative terminal potential to inject the second tandem.
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The higher ion energies at the second terminal give a higher stripping

efficiency and therefore higher energies and final charge states if

post-acceleration stripping is employed. The accel-decel mode represents the

use of a full four stages where the first machine is run as a standard tandem

while the second is used with a negative terminal potential so that the ion is

first accelerated, then stripped to a higher charge state, and finally

decelerated to close to zero energy. The principles of the operation of TADL

are shown in Fig. 2. The charge states and energy range of ions produced by

the facility in all modes of operation are shown as part of Fig. 1.

E • E s • V.s • VMRO

3-STAGE
^T3-i

Fig. 2. Modes of operation for the TADL facility at Brookhaven.

III. EXPERIMENTS WITH LOW-ENERGY ACCEL-DECEL BEAMS

The accel-decel capability has been used for different types of

experiments. Two examples are presented here. They show the need for

production of ion beams over a range of energies to study what are essentially

low-energy phenomena.
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A. Quasimolecular X-Ray Spectroscopy

The direct spectroscopy of quasimolecules formed during slow collisions

of ions and atoms had been a long-standing and elusive goal of many

research efforts. The use of accel-decel beams at TADL allowed for the first

experimental determinations of molecular-orbital transition energies versus

internuclear distance in slow Cl 1 6 + + Ar collisions.7"10

Beams of Cl 1 6 + projectiles were produced at 20, 10, 5, and 2.5 MeV.

Because K-shell vacancies were brought into nearly-symmetric collisions with

Ar atoms, the excited states of the transient quasimolecules could decay by

x—ray emission either on the incoming or on the outgoing parts of the

collision trajectory. Fig. 4 shows the resulting interference structures in

the quasimolecular x-ray spectra. Fig. 5 shows the results of two

complimentary analyses of the data which yield 2pir-lscr transition energies as

a function of internuclear distance.
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Fig. 3. Emission probabilities of
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Cl 1 6 + + Ar collisions at
fixed impact parameter b.
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Fig. 4. M0 transition energies AE vs.
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B. Resonant and Nbnresonant Transfer and Excitation

Another important application of accel-decel is the measurement of non~

resonant transfer and excitation (NTE). In an ion-atom collision when

projectile excitation and

charge transfer are

correlated, the process is

called resonant transfer

and excitation (RTE), but

when they are uncorrelated,

it is called NTE. The

signature of NTE is given

by the product of the

excitation cross section

and the capture

probability, which gives

rise to a low energy "bump"

in the energy-dependence of

the cross section for x-ray

production coincident with

capture, while RTE gives

rise to a higher energy

"bump". To study both NTE

and RTE for a single system

it is therefore necessary

to be able to vary the

incident ion velocity for a

given charge state over a

wide energy range. Fig. 6

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

E(MeV)

Fig. 6. Projectile K x-ray cross sections for
S 1 3* + He collisions; aKag is the
•̂ross section for total sulfur K x-ray
production and o^gi""* is the cross
section for sulfur K x-rays coincident
with single electron capture.

shows the

calculated

curve) and

data 11 and the

NTE12 (solid

RTE13 (dashed

curve) cross sections.
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IV. PHOTON-ION ATOMIC PHYSICS USING SYNCHROTRON RADIATION

The high brilliance of the NSLS photon source offers many new

possibilities for the study of photoionization and photoexcitation of ions,

including the development of PHOBIS: the PHOton Beam Ion Source.llf~15 Three

major classes of experiments are now in progress and being planned. The first

is to study the production and trapping of room temperature ions by using

broad-band synchrotron radiation to produce ions in situ from a gas target.

The second class of experiments is to use conventional ion beams for

single-pass crossed or merged beam experiments. The third class is to use

recirculating ions in a heavy ion storage ring strategically situated on an

NSLS beam line.

A. Pfaotoproduction and Trapping of Room Temperature Ions

During the past year three distinct experimental techniques have been

used to characterize the photoionization of argon gas target atoms produced by

broad-band synchrotron radiation from the "white light" bending magnet port

X-26C on the NSLS x-ray ring.

Fig. 7 shows some results of the first study16: synchrotron radiation

fluorescence (SRF) specfroscopy. Because the incident photons pass through Be

windows before entering the interaction region, photons below 3 keV are

strongly attenuated and the most probable event is K-shell vacancy production

followed by multiple electron ejection. This produces excited states in

multiply-charged argon ions, but some of the features in Fig. 7 are attributed

to transitions in excited neutrals produced through ion-atom interactions in

the ambient gas.

50C 700 900 1100 1300
WAVELENGTH ( A )

1500

Fig. 7. A VUV fluorescence spectrum of argon produced by filtered white
synchrotron radiation and measured with an 0.2m normal incidence
spectrometer.
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More direct determinations of argon charge state distributions were

performed using a Penning ion trap and a recoil-tirae-of-flight (RTOF)

spectrometer.1^ Figs. 8 and 9 show typical results from these experiments.

In the trap multiply-charged ions are allowed sufficient time to interact with

ambient neutrals, while in the RTOF measurements the ions are quickly

extracted after production. Note that the relative intensities for charge

states 4+ through 6+ are similar for production plus trapping (Fig. 8 ) , and

production only (Fig. 9 ) , but that the intensities of 3+ and 2+ are much

higher in the trap (Fig. 8). The very large 2+ fraction is attributed to a

low charge exchange cross section between Ar + and neutral Ar, but the cause

for the large 3+ concentration is not presently understood. In both cases the

mean temperature of the synchrotron produced ions is estimated to be about 40

meV (480 K). 3y chopping the incident photon beam and measuring the decay of

stored ion number in the Penning trap, rate coefficients for Ar^-Ar charge

changing collisions at these very low collision energies were also measured.

1800 2400 3000
TIME OF FLIGHT (CHANNEL)

Fig. 8. Spectrum of argon charge
states stored in a Penning
ion trap irradiated by
"white light" synchrotron
radiation.

Fig. 9. Spectrum of argon charge
states determined by time-
of-flight spectroscopy for
the same radiation used in
the Penning trap study.

The next step in these three photoproduction studies will be to apply

higher photon fluxes. At the X-26 beam line this will be done by using a

focussing mirror and unflltered white light. Other avenues are to use the

several types of insertion devices to be installed at the NSLS during 1987.
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B. Photoionization Studies with Conventional Ion Beams

For complete flexibility in atomic physics studies, it is essential to be

able to study nonclosed shell atoms and atoms of arbitrary ionization state.

One approach is to use a crossed or merged ion-photon beam arrangement. The

combination of modern ion sources and a modern synchrotron facility now make
18

these experiments feasible, but very few measurements have been performed.

Fig. 10 shows a generic crossed ion-photon beam layout to be used in

initiating an ion-photon beam program on the X-26C Atomic Physics Beam Line.

Two types of conventional ion sources are being developed: a

duoplasmatron and a sputter-type ion source. The duoplasmatron is good for

producing high beam currents of either positive or negative ions. The sputter

source gives a wider choice of elements, but only negative ions. Both sources

are limited to producing singly-charged positive or negative ions and are

thereby only a partial solution to the needs of atomic physics experiments.

In order to extend the accessible charge states, it is desirable to

consider the use of other ion sources such as an Electron Beam Ion Source

(EBIS) or Electron Cyclotron Resonance Ion Source (ECRIS). The EBIS is

attractive because of the very high charge states that can be produced, but

development is difficult, and the construction costs are much higher than for

the ECRIS. Funding to acquire an ECRIS has been requested and plans to

install the source at the NSLS are being studied. The wide range of elements

and charge states provided by an ECRIS source would greatly enlarge the

possibilities for studies on the photoionization of ions, but since beam

currents decrease dramatically for the very highest charge states there would

still be limitations on performance.

Fig. 10 Layout of crossed ion-photon beam experiment on X-26C at the NSLS.
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C. Photoionization of Ions in a Heavy-Ion Storage Ring

The use of a heavy-ion storage ring with photons from the NSLS is

possibly the most flexible and exciting solution to the problems that are

involved in the study of ion-photon interactions. The combination of the

types of experiments discussed above with the ion storage ring on an insertion

device beam line at a high brilliance synchrotron light source is an Atomic

Physics Facility (APF) of great versatility.4"5

The storage ring concept is advantageous because the circulation

frequency of the stored ions represents a multiplicative factor that increases

the effective ion current by a factor around 10^. Currents that are hundreds

of particle microamperes should be reached with highly-charged ions. The

emittance of the beams is excellent, especially if electron cooling is used.

The beams can thus be used in merged beam experiments to study electron-ion

collisions at low energies with very high energy resolution, something that is

difficult to do with the usual low-energy ion source configuration. Low

emittances also imply low Doppler broadening, and the beams could be used for

precision spectroscopy experiments.

The possible implementation of the APF at the X-13 beam line of the NSLS

is diagrammed in Fig. 11. The ion ring is filled from the tandem facility so

that many ion species can be used. Other ion sources would be put into

operation if it should happen in the future that the technologies advance

sharply. /
APF AT NSLS - f ///-

DIAGRAM

Fig. 11 The proposed APF on insertion device port X-13 at the NSLS.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Methods for producing multiply-charged ions at different charge states

and energies were discussed in the context of the facilities and capabilities

that are part of the atomic physics program at Brookhaven. Examples were

given of some of the experiments that have been accomplished. It was shown

that ions with energies from a fraction of an MeV to ions with an energy of

several hundred MeV are necessary to properly investigate the scienr:s of

low-energy multiply-charged ions.

The use of synchrotron photons will be a fertile method for extending the

field of ionic studies. The incorporation of a heavy-ion storage ring into a

broadly-based Atomic Physics Facility will be an important step to consider in

the development of new experimental capabilities for atomic science research.
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1. Introduction and Background

During 1979 the atomic physics group at Kansas State University did a

study of the needs of facilities for atomic physics in the U. S. and the

rcle Kansas State could play in meeting these needs. We had weekly

meetings to discuss various developments in accelerator and ion source

technologies. We were looking primarily into methods of producing a

broader range of highly-charged ions and a larger energy range of these

ions. The range we were interested in included lower as well as higher

energies.

By the end of 1979 we were convinced there was a need to upgrade

existing accelerators in the U. S. to perform atomic physics research and

an even greater need to have ion sources capable of producing highly

charged ions as stand-alone units to study atomic collisions at low

velocity. We sent a position paper to the Department of Energy expressing

our support for raising funds to allow these types of activities within the

DOE atomic physics budget.

At the same time we became convinced that the J. R. Macdonald

Laboratory could undertake a. project in which our present tandem laboratory

could be upgraded by the addition of a booster accelerator. We were

particularly encouraged by the success of the Argonne superconducting LINAC

heavy-ion booster, which was tested in 1978 and being completed in 1980.

This looked to be the highest quality, lowest cost approach. One of the

considerations with a booster was to do accel-decel as well as accel-accel.

Because of the development of a program in low energy atomic

collisions at the laboratory using recoil ions, primarily by Lew Cocke at

that time, the physics served as the emphasis for undertaking also a

project to build a source for production of highly-charged ions as a

stand-alone unit. This was just at the time when the ECR and EBIS sources

were being developed. Because of the possibility for obtaining higher

charge states with the EBIS than with the ECR, we opted for proposing the

EBIS development.

In September 1983 we submitted a request to DOE for capital equipment

funds for a LINAC and a CRYEBIS on our regular operating contract. We

later modified the request for the project as a separate construction

contract but with the associated salaries and miscellaneous costs still in
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our operating contract. This therefore required other procedures. We

submitted a Conceptual Design Report to DOE in October 1984 assuming this

philosophy, and a final revised version in January 1985 with all of the

costs included in the one construction contract rather than spread over two

contracts. DOE felt that the project could be better monitored and

controlled in this manner. The project was funded May 15, 1985 and in June

1985 we submitted oi>r project Management Plan, The learning curve during

these proceedings v. ; very steep at times. We were looked at with some

suspicion at times for two reasons: we had no prior construction

experience, and the Atomic Physics Division under the Division of Chemical

Sciences had not undertaken such a large project at a University prior to

this one. Hopefully our learning curve and the breakthrough to the

construction funds will be of benefit to the Atomic Physics community as a

whole in the future. The fact that all University research projects,

including Kansas State, are now funded by grants rather than contracts

presents different problems from the time we started our negotiations with

DOE. The main one is that grants are not allowed to request funds from the

capital equipment area. While on the subject of difficulties, we ran into

the problem of not being able to generate any design study funds from DOE.

Fortunately we were able to obtain a small amount of preconstruction funds

from the University. The fact that we requested a very small amount of

funds (50K$) from DOE seemed to hurt our cause since we were competing with

several hundred thousand to million dollar requests.

One condition for being funded by DOE, was that KSU would provide the

funds for the building expansion and would fund a 5 man-year effort into

the construction project. Both of these commitments were agreed upon by

the University and the Kansas Board of Regents in 1984. The building was

designed between January and June 1985, and construction began September

1985. DOE was impressed with the short time scale under which we were able

to accomplish this. We are just this month moving into the new addition.

II. J. R. Macdonald Manpower Considerations

One of the key questions we had to address before embarking on this

program was the manpower question. Since we are a University and not a

National Laboratory, we do not have large technical divisions to call upon

to do electronics design or construction, building design, etc. The only
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way we could proceed was to get the atomic physics faculty members

interested and involved in the upgrade. This has been one of the joys of

the project in that every faculty member has taken on a major responsi-

bility. The University agreed to supply the faculty with some release time

from teaching for a three year period. For example, this year we have two

full-time visiting faculty assisting with the teaching load.

J. R. MACDONALD LAB UPGRADE FACULTY RESPONSIBILITIES

Patrick Richard Program Management

Tom Gray Linac Construction

Lew Cocke Cryebis Construction

Jim Legg RF and Digital Electronics

Basil Curnutte Tandem Upgrade

Siegbert Hagmann Beam Transport

The second problem involves finding a qualified technical staff to

assist in the construction. We estimated a need for a total of 9 full-time

staff in addition to the faculty effort. It became immediately clear that

we could not find or afford to hire trained technicians or experienced

staff from other facilities. At that point we decided to look within and

to hire and train our own staff. In the process we hired one of our

research associates, one new Ph.D. physics graduate, and three M.S. physics

graduates. These people came from KSU and other U. S. and Canadian

Universities, This has worked out extremely well.

J. R. MACDONALD LAB UPGRADE STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES

Research Staff

Martin Stcckli Cryebis

Kevin Carnes RF and Digital Electronics

Assistant Scientists

Vince Needham

Chrysostomos

Hadj istamoulou

Peter Engar

Linac

Linac

Linac
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Technical Staff

Bob Krause

Al Rankin

Mike Wells

Glenn Shaffner

Steve Kelly

Laboratory Operations

Tandem

Cryogenics

Cryebis

Electronics

The third problem we faced was that we wanted to maintain the same or

an increased level of research effort on our research grant. The upgrade

has only a very minor effect on the physical layout of the present lab and

therefore does not interfere with the daily operation of the tandem Van de

Graaff. By keeping one research associate or visiting professor to work

with each of the four groups, we have indeed been able to keep up the same

level of research. The work load is a little larger on the faculty, but is

not at a stretched point to be detrimental to the laboratory in the long

haul. In fact, the overall level of enthusiasm has definitely increased.

We have taken advantage of one of the assets of being at a University,

namely, the undergraduate engineering and physics students. We have hired

12 of these undergraduates as hourly employees. They have assisted

immensely in performing tasks from drawing, designing, machining, assembly,

cleaning, welding, to sweeping floors. We have no unions at Kansas State

to balk at these efforts and secondly these students get valuable training

while helping to pay their way through the university.

ITT. The Proposed System

Two important considerations went into our proposal: (1) We wanted to

add leading edge, or at least state-of-the-art technology in any upgrade

effort, and (2) we wanted the project to proceed primarily by technology

transfer and not by technology development. We felt both were strate-

gically wise and that we could take the existing technology and hopefully

by learning from the mistakes of others add to the technology in the end.

We felt that the great success and the documentation of the Argonne

heavy-ion booster and the Atlas project definitely satisfied both of our

considerations, if we could have the Nb superconducting split-ring resona-

tors built for us at Argonne. Florida State had already opened the door

for that possibility by obtaining resonators from Argonne for their
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project. The other advantage of dealing with Argonne has been the extreme

cooperation we are receiving from Lowell Bollinger, Ken Kliewer, Ken

Shepard, Richard Pardo, Paul Markovich, Don Gemmell and other staff from

Argonne.

We thus proposed to build in-house a booster accelerator consisting of

fourteen 97 MHz Nb split-ring resonators capable of accelerating ions from

our tandem an additional 8 Q MeV. In a test run at Argonne, it was also

demonstrated that it was possible to extract a decel beam from such a Linac

booster.

We also proposed to build in-house a Cryebis of similar design to

CRYEBIS II and DIONE, EBIS sources in development at Orsay and Saclay,

France, respectively. The heart of the Cryebis is the superconducting

solenoid and cryostat which we designed based on consultations and extended

visits by Lew Cocke and Martin Stb'ckli to the other EBIS facilities in

France; Frankfurt, Germany; and Cornell. It is our feeling that by

incorporating the coil winding technology developed by Frankfurt and

Cryogenic Consultants Limited, London, that the basic CRYEBIS II design

will be enhanced. We also proposed to put Cryebis on a high voltage

pedestal to allow for acceleration of the ions.

The thus envisioned project requires a building expansion to house the

LINAC, CRYEBIS, and the new experimental areas as shown in Fig. 1 (site

plan), Fig. 2 (J. R. N.'icdonald Lab prior to expansion) and Fig. 3 (expanded

facility). The new adidtion now completed has its own 1 Megawatt

electrical power input, additional chilled water and air service

capabiliity, and a new water tower for cooling capabilities.

The Linac and Cryebis projects require several new major systems such

as (1) a liquid He refrigerator with compressors and He storage vessels,

(2) a cryogenic distribution system, (3) a power and control system for

operating the Linac in phase lock, (4) a tandem prebuncher, (5) beam

handling systems, and (6) a new data taking - data analysis computing

system. The technical baseline objectives of the project are specified

below:

1. LINAC Characteristics

a) Mass Range of Projectiles

The linear accelerator booster is designed to

accelerate all ions available from the tandem

Van de Graaff with masses up to 80.
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b) Accelerating Voltages and Beam Energy

The present tandem has a 6 MV terminal voltage and

can provide sufficient velocity to ions in the range

of 1 to 80 u to be accepted and accelerated by the

Linac. The sum of the maximal accelerator voltages of

the Linac resonators is expected *.o be at least 7.5 MV

(~2.5 MV/m x 3m). The largest energy gain will be for

the masses between 20 and 70 u. The calculated perform-

mance curve is given in Fig. 4.

c) Beam Currents

A beam intensity of one particle nanoamp for a F+°

beam at an energy of 80 MeV will be used as one of our

primary benchmarks. No specific requirements will be

placed on the beam pulse time width. One particle

nanoamp of CJt,+^' at an energy of 120 MeV will be our

secondary performance benchmark.

2. CRYEBIS Characteristics

a) Ion Mass - Ion Charge Range

To deliver beams of bare Ne(M=20, q=10) and bare

Ar(M=40, q=18).

b) Energy

To accelerate ions from a 150 KV pedestal up to

energies of 150q KV (1.5 MeV Ne + 1° and 2.7 MeV

A r + 1 8 ) .

c) Beam Intensities

Beams of sufficient quantities to perform atomic

collision experiments (10^ partic]es/sec up to

10^ particles/sec).

Figs. 5 and 6 depict a schematic of CRYEBIS and a sample of the

magnetic field profile along the electron beam from the e~ gun to the

e~ collector.
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BELOW ARE THE BUDGETS FROM DOE AND THE STATE OF KANSAS
FOR THE INDICATED ITEMS IN K$

DOE: LINAC 2,573

CRYEBIS 485

COMPUTERS 200

SALARIES, BENEFITS, TRAVEL,
SUPPLIES, INSTALLATION, AND
INDIRECT COSTS 1,117

CONTINGENCY 725

D O E T O T A L 5,100

KSU: BUILDING 1,095

FACULTY RELEASE 204

5 MAN-YR STAFF 260

K S U T O T A L 1,559

P R O J E C T T O T A L 6,659
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IV. Work Breakdown Schedule

Accelerator and Ion Source Systems

The principal task of the ICPF project is to construct the accelerator

system shown in Fig. 3 and the Cryebis shown schematically in Figs. 5 and

6. The concept of the accelerator is discussed in our proposal dated

January 1983. This proposal draws entirely from the concepts of the

Argonne National Laboratory proposal dated February 1978 and the addendum

dated December 1978. Some additional details of the ICPF are given in our

Conceptual Design Report (Revised Version) dated January 1985.

The main components funded by the project are listed below:

a) LINAC

1) a new tandem prebuncher suitable for phase lock

with the Linac booster, and an improved tandem

upgrade.

2) one cryostat containing a 0.06(3 superconducting

resonator for superbunching into the Linac system.

3) three resonator cryostats containing 12

superconducting resonators of which 8 are $ = 0.06

and 4 are P = 0.105 design.

4) six superconducting solenoid focussing magnets.

5) a cryogenic system consisting of a LHe refrigerator

and compressors, He and LHe storage, distribution

and transfer lines, and LN2 transfer and storage.

6) r.f. and digital electronics for accelerator

operation and control.

7) an energy rebuncher for improved transmission of beam

through the analyzer and switching magnets.

8) a beam transport system connecting the tandem, Linac,

and experimental areas.

b) CRYEBIS

All components of a cryogenic electron bombardment ion

source are to be funded by the ICPF project and are

listed below:

1) high voltage stand for 150 KV operation.

2) source components consisting of a 5T superconducting

solenoid, cryostat, magnetic shield, electron

gun/mount, drift tubes, electron collector/mount,
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and support structure.

3) support vacuum system.

4) electronics for operation including high voltage

power supplies and control electronics.

5) beam transport and experimental equipment.

For the sake of completeness, the various accelerator and Cryebis

tasks are given in Figs. 7 and 8.

V. The LIKAC Addition

Status of the Tandem Upgrade

The tandem upgrade consists of installing a new Cs negative ion

sputter source, upgrading the vacuum system for the tandem, providing new

quick closing valves between the Linac and the rest, and new slits for the

deflected beam destined for the Linac.

Just prior to the beginning of the upgrade we installed four new

sections of KVEC inclined field beam tubes. These tubes were purchased two

years earlier.

We have replaced our UNIS source with a new cesium sputter ion source

based on the designs of Middleton (R. Middleton, A Versatile High Intensity

Negative Ion Source, Nuclear Instruments and Methods 214 (1983) 130). The

source housing was designed and built by Egon Jens of Aarhus to fit an

existing injection accelerator. A schematic drawing of the source and the

accelerator is shown in Fig. 9. This source has been in operation for

about a year and a half to date. It has become the source of choice for

all ions except hydrogen. Part of the reason that this source has become

the workhorse of the lab is the beam quality; the transmission through the

tandem for beams from the new source is much better than the transmission

of beams from our diode ion source and the loading on the tandem ii»

reduced. The source gives very steady beams and seldom requires attention.

The time required to get a usable beam from a cold start is of the

order of an hour and a half. The time required to cool the source, change

the sputter cathode and get a usable new beam is about two hours. The

following is a list of beams which we have obtained from this source since

it has been operative.
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ION
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MATERIAL

graphite cathode

AJI2O3 and Cu powder

In Cu cathode

CaF2 and Cu powder

in Cu cathode

Si powder in Cu cathode

Cu cathode

Ag in Cu cathode

Au in Cu cathode

The vacuum upgrade consisted of installing two new cryogenic pumps

(one near the tandem exit and one on the new beam line section) and placing

freon traps on the pumps following the switching magnet.

Status of the LINAC Project:

At the present time the prebymnher is completely constructed,

assembled and vacuum tested. It is not yet installed on the tandem so as

not to interfere with our existing pulsing and bunching system which is

being used for tandem experiments.

The cryostats for the time buncher and energy rebuncher (Argonne basic

design) have been built, He leak-checked, electropclished, and are de-

livered. They were constructed at C. E. Raymond Manufacturing, a division

of Combustion Engineering, Enterprise, KS (*-30 miles west of Manhattan).

Tom Gray has recently completed the engineering and design of the large

cryostats. They are of the FSU style, namely a horizontal cylinder with

the top section cut away to form the cover plate. Many features are

different from the FSU design such as bottom-loading, fixed space reference

points (tooling surfaces) and an Af, LN2 heat shield rather than Cu. A

sectional view of the cryostat is shown in the first 35 mm sliJe (no small

drawing available - contact Tom Gray for a copy). The first two cryostats

have four low-B resonators and two solenoids each and the third cryostat
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has four high-P resonators and two solenoids. The order for the three

large cryostats has also been placed with C. E. Raymond Manufacturing and

is scheduled for June delivery.

The liquid helium (LHe) refrigeration system was specified by us and

put out on bid. The contract was given to C.C.I., Allentown, PA to supply

an integrated turn-key system consisting of a LHe cold box, a He com-

pressor, gas management system, 1000.lt LHe dewar and a LHe distribution

system to mate with the five cryostats. The compressor and gas management

systems were rr-ceived in December, the dewar in January, and the remaining

parts of the system are due by February 1. The cold box and distribution

system are being constructed by Meyer Tool Co., Chicago under subcontract

from C.C.I.

We have constructed five test pots with variable heat load to simulate

full accelerator operation. This will allow us to perform tests on the

cryogenics system and run it through its acceptance criteria prior to

installing the accelerator. These tests should be completed prior to June,

when the large modules are expected.

A schematic of the system is given in Fig. 10. The compressor

provides a He mass flow of 67.5 gm/s at 16 atmospheres and is powered by a

450 hp motor. It is a 400 Kw unit. The LHe refrigerator is designed to

provide 300 W of continuous refrigeration at 4.5°K without LN2 precooling

and 50C W with precooling. The cold box has two reciprocating expansion

engines, We do not expect to exceed the requirement of ~ 200 W of refri-

geration at 4.5°K based on the Argonne and Florida State University

experiences. This extra refrigeration should prove very beneficial in the

future.

The fourteen Nb split-ring resonators are being built at Argonne

and are scheduled for completion by May of this year- Two of the low-B

resonators L14 and LI5 are completed. Resonator LI4 was tested by Tom Gray

and Vince Needham using the Argonne test facility and subsequently

delivered to KSU. The remaining resonators will be taken to KSU for

testing, after the final clean-up and assembly.

The RF electronics for the Linac are modeled directly from the Argonne

system. A complete set of test electronics has been ordered and is ready

for use in resonator testing. Our plan is to obtain blank boards from

Argonne. Kevin Carnes has been organizing and working on these problems.

He has had very good cooperation from Richard Pardo, Gene Clifft, Mark
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Waterson, Floyd Munson, Bill Erdtnan, and Gary Zinkann in the Argonne

Electronics Shops. Kevin has located a new source of power amps to run the

resonators which are capable of successfully eating the reflected power.

This will hopefully be of value to all the Linac facilities in the future.

The Linac control will be a near direct copy of the Argonne system.

We plan to upgrade our PDP—11/34 to be compatible with the Argonne

software. The PDP-11/34 is our present data acquisition/data analysis

system. These functions will be replaced with a new computer system

discussed in the final section of this paper.

The beam transport system is being designed using standard beam optics

technology. Several key questions about the basic performance of the beam

optics must be answered to estimate the performance of the accelerator

system. Questions such as the position of beam waists, time focusses, and

minimum energy are critical. The design and calculations are being

performed by Siegbert Hagmann.

The next seven figures (if the editors decide to delete any of the

figures, they can be obtained directly from Siegbert Hagmann) Figs. 11-17,

depict respectively:

Fig. 11 - the scaled layout of the experimental areas with the

indicated experimental apparatus, diagnostic boxes, quadrupole, and

magnets. TMP stands for Turbo Molecular Pumps and FC for Faraday Cup.

Fig. 12 - first beam waist: survey plot of area between Tandem and

Linac.

Fig. 13 - the beam profile (x and y in mm) for the area depicted in

Fig. 12. The items shown are in order from left to right: the quadrupole

triplet, 45° magnet, slits, 45° magnet, superbuncher and quadrupole

triplet. An appropriate beam waist can be obtained between the magnets at

the position of the slits and at the entrance to this accelerator. The

calculations also show (see Argonne proposal) that a time focus is obtained

at the entrance to the Linac.

Fig. 14 - survey plot in area of electron spectrometer for use in the

determination of the beam energy, by observing the forward and backward

emitted (in C M . system of the moving ion) electrons on either side of the

cusp electrons. This is the original idea of Siegbert Hagmann. He

proposed this at the Atlas Argonne National Lab Users' Workshop in October

1986.
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Fig. 15 - survey plot of beam lines.

Fig. 16 - a sample beam profile on the 30° beam line from the survey

plot in Fig. 15.

Fig. 17 - a sample beam profile for a beam from the oinac to the

Cryebis.

VI. The CRYEBIS

In this section, I will present briefly the specifications of Cryebis,

the Cryebis layout and the final design drawing of the superconducting

solenoid and cryostat from C.C.L.

The specifications are given in Fig. 18. The central field (magnitude

and extent), electron beam energy, and electron beam density, give a

maximum positive ion trap capacity of 10** ions. The vacuum and the

alignment of the electron beam - B field - drift tube determine the Jx (in

c/cm~) one can reach and the time for the ionization to occur. These final

quantities which determine the beam output can be found only by operating

the source. The theoretical values tell us that 10^ particles/sec should

be possible for bare argon. The source will be on a 150 KV high voltage

pedestal to allow bare Ar beams in an energy range of ~ 20 keV to 2.7 MeV.

Figs. 19 and 20 show the top view and side view of Cryebis,

respectively. The outer T-shaped line represents the high voltage cage;

the inner T-shaped lines represent the high voltage platform and shields;

the ion-gun assembly will be to the left, the solenoid in the center, and

the electron collector to the right. The 90° magnets and beam iires are

indicated. The upper part of the upside down T is the electronics rack

with the isolation transformers below. The position of the 500J, LHe dewar

for batch fill is also indicated. The corresponding elements are drawn

from the side view in Fig. 20.

Fig. 21 is a detailed, albeit highly reduced, drawing of the innards

of the Cryebis after some redesign by C.C.L. More detailed drawings can be

obtained from Lew Cocke or Martin Stockli.
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J. R. MACDONALD LABORATORY CRYEBIS SPECIFICATIONS

CENTRAL FIELD

ELECTRON BEAM

e-CURRENT DENSITY

ION TRAPPING REGION

VACUUM

Jx GOAL

BARE Ar ENERGY RANGE

HIGH VOLTAGE PLATFORM

FIELD STRAIGHTNESS

5T

10 KV at 2.0 A

-1.6 KA/cm2

0.5 m

< 10" 1 0 Torr

MAXIMUM TRAP CAPACITY AT 0.5 m 10 1 1 e

~ 300 A a/cm2-

20 keV to 2.7 MeV

150 KV

5 x 10~4 over length

of coil

Fig. 18
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The high voltage stand including the isolation transformers are in

house. The electron gun has been set-up in a pulsed node and tested using

a small conventional solenoid magnet. The tests were performed at a

temporary site in the tandem laboratory. The source has recently been

completely broken down, cleaned, and packed in bags for transferring to the

new laboratory location (as indicated in Figs. 11 and 19). The

superconducting solenoid is scheduled for completion at CCL, London at the

end of March. Martin Stockli will travel to CCL to inspect the system as

it undergoes preliminary tests prior to shipping to KSU. We expect to

receive the solenoid and mount the entire system during the summer and

fall. Initial tests on the whole system should begin January 1988.
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V I I . DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

A schematic of the system we propose is given below.

FUTURE

EXPAN.

SET-UP

TESTS

DAS 3

I

I

cc
/

MAJOR

PERIPHERALS

CC = Central (Mother) Computer for Data Transfer and Data Analysis

DAS 1 = Data Acquisition System #1 for LINAC experiments

DAS 2 = Data Acquisition System #2 for CRYEBIS experiments

DAS 3 = Data Acquisition System #3 for set-up experiments and tests
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The above diagram Illustrates the philosophy of our new data

acquisition/data analysis system. We plan to switch from a relatively

large single processor computer system to a network of several relatively

fast and inexpensive microcomputers. We, in addition, will standardize on

the VAX architecture because of the wide use at laboratories all over the

world and thus the large available library of multi-parameter data

acquisition and analysis programming. This could save us several man-years

in programming time.

The laboratory upgrade will pay for the two stand-alone computers

DAS-1 and DAS-2 which will be dedicated to LINAC and CRYEBIS experiments.

The computers are Microvax II workstations with the appropriate bus

converters to form a networking system. The computer labeled CC and the

necessary peripherals are also on order and will be the central computer

dedicated to data transfer, programming and data analysis. It will have

large disk storage and appropriate printers and plotters. This computer

will be a VAX 8200.

The final stage of the initial system, the DAS-3 computer, will be

ordered during the year. DAS-3 is the computer system, also a Microvax II

workstation, that will allow us and in particular outside users a placo to

set up their own imported or our programs for data acquisition. We feel

this will free up the DAS-1 and DAS—2 systems for their intended use,

namely data-taking with working computer programs.

We will initiate the hardware and install existing programs such as

MONA, LISA, and Q for our own use. These will form our starter kit from

which to build, but should serve many of our own users as well as outside

users. We anticipate that the initial two computers DAS-1 and DAS-2 will

be in operation by August and the computer CC in operation by December

1987. The computer DAS-3 should be in operation by May 1988 which is the

construction project completion date.

The two contact people at KSU for getting more information will be Jim

Legg and Kevin Carnes.

This project is supported by the Division of Chemical Sciences, Office

of Basic Energy Sciences, Office of Energy Research, U. S. Department of

Energy.
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DIRECT SOURCES OF LOW ENERGY MULTIPLY CHARGED IONS*

V.O. Kostroun
Nuclear Science and Engineering Program, Cornel 1 University

Ithaca, NY 14853

Over the past twenty years, a number of sources of multiply charged ions have been developed

for nuclear particle accelerators. Two of these, the Electron Cyclotron Resonance Ion Source

(ECRI5) and the Electron Beam Ion Source (EBIS) are, and probably wi l l remain for some time,

the mcst convenient sources of beams of low energy, highly charged ions. They are finding

increasing use in atomic physics and with either one or the other, it Is possible, In principle, to

obtain ions of almost any element. The ECRiS can generate intense beams of highly charged low to

medium Z elements, while the EBIS has produced the highest extractable charge state of any

source, in one case X e ^ + has been obtained.

General Properties of Multiply Charged Ion Sources

An ECRIS or an EBIS can be characterised by the following parameters, E, the bombarding

electron energy, n the electron density and r. the ion confinement time in the high density

electron environment. For efficient ion production, the bombarding electron energy must be

2-3 times the ionization potential of the last electron removed from the ion, and nr must be

large enough to produce the desired charge states. The parameters E, n and r are limited by

practical considerations and thus fix the ion yield, charge distribution and highest degree of

ionization attainable from a given source. Both the ECRIS and EBIS have E and nr greater than

duoplasmatron, PIG, laser plasma.etc. sources and are therefore capable of producing very high

charge states.

The basic principle of operation of each source is as follows. In an EBIS, figure 1, an

energetic, high current density electron be*rr is launched inside, or into a solenoidal magnetic

field which prevents the beam from spreading under its space charge. The electron beam ionizes

atoms or ions introduced into the ionization region of the source, and multiply charged ions are

formed by sequential electron impact ionization. The ions formed are trapped radially in a

potential well due to the electron beam space charge as we!! as magnetic field lines, and axially

fay a suitable potential distribution applied to cylindrical electrodes concentric with the beam.
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After a predetermined containment time, the axial potential distribution is modified and the ions

expelled from the ionization region. At the electron collector-ion extractor the electrons are

separated from the ions and collected while the ions are refocused and continue on.

Figure 2 shows a simplified sketch of an ECRIS adapted from ref. 1. The source consists of two

cavities, Cj and C2 placed inside solenoidal magnetic mirrors M ̂  and M2 which form magnetic

bottles. Bottle M2 has a minimum B structure, obtained by superimposing a solenoidal and

multipoiar (usually hexapoiar) magnetic field. The cavities Cj and C2 ere fed microwave power

at a frequency around 10 GH2. (This corresponds to an electron cyclotron frequency in a

magnetic field of about 3600 gauss.) Since the microwave wavelength is small compared to

cavity dimensions, the cavities can be considered multimode. A plasma of cold ions is formed in

cavity C1 and allowed to drift into C2. C2 contains a hot electron plasma in which electrons are

heated by electron cyclotron resonance when they cross the magnetic field surface at which the

electron gyrofrequency equals the microwave frequency. Since minimum B structures generally

supress plasma turbulence and improve both electron and ion lifetimes through quiescent

ambipolar diffusion, the ions take an appreciable time to pass through C2. ~ 10"^ s. While

diffusing through the plasma, the ions are bombarded by energetic electrons and multiply

charged ions are formed. The ions are extracted from the source at the low magnetic field end by

a more or less conventional extraction system.

The expected charge state distribution from an EBIS or ECRIS can be calculated. Since the

calculation for an EBIS is much simpler and contains many of the salient features, it is outlined

first. In an EBIS, electron-ion and ion-ion recombination processes are negligible as is the

probability of production of multiply charged ions by Auger vacancy cascades following the

creation of deep inner shell vacancies in electron bombardment.2 The ion charge state

distribution can therefore be calculated from a simple balance model in which the net rate of

production of ions of charge i is equal to the rate at which ions of charge i are produced from ions

of charge i-1 less the rate 8t which they are depleted to form ions of charge i+1 , i.e.,

= ( 1 - ^ ) Q j . 1 n i . , - ( i - c t J ) Q 1 n i , 1 = 0,1,2, ,% (1)

and 5y is the Kronecker delta symbol. This system of equations can be solved by the method of
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Laplace transforms to give the number density n^(t) of ions of charge i at time t in terms of

no( 0), the neutral atom density present at time t=0:

nj(t) * ( n ^ O ) / ^ ) / Oje-Qik I jok /( o k - a«)) (2)

where Qj =( J/e) o j , J is the bombarding electron current density, e the electronic charge and

a ^ j + j is the ionization crossection for going from charge state j to j +1. The prime on the

product sign excludes the term k=j. The expression for n}(t) (eq.(2)) consists of a sum of

exponentials each with a characteristic time T\ = 1 /Qj =e/J 0j. The confinement time necessary

to obtain the charge state £ is thus determined by the electron bombarding energy E, the current

density J and confinement time r. From eq. (1) it follows that:

,-(t) (3)

To investigate the time variation of the n^Os, the following approximate crossecttons can be

used:3

^ (e ) = (1.6x 10"13/[ lJH> j+](eV)32)lne/e cm2 (4)

where e = E/ !j ̂  + j is the bombarding electron energy, measured in units of the ionization

potential U -« +1 of the most easily removed electron in going from charge state j to j +1. (See

ref. 4 for calculated values of U ^ +1 for various elements.)

His customary to express the charge state development, eq. (2), as a function of the

"ionization factor" j r (Coulombs/cm2), rather than the confinement time r, and figure 3, taken

from ref. 1 shows the time evolution of the ion charge state population of argon bombarded by 10

(ceV electrons. From the figure we see that in order to produce Ar' 8+one needs at least 100

Coul/cm2. For an electron beam current density of 1000 A/cm2, this requires a containment

time of 100 ms. Table ), based on data taken from ref.5 shows the j r product and electron
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energy needed to produce completely bare nuclei or hydrogen- and helium- like ions of some

elements. ( j r is related to m by nr = }T /e<v> where <v> is the mean electron speed.) In

practice one quarter or less of these quantities is needed to produce usable ion beams.

Element He-like ion H~like ion Bare nucleus

Ne

Ar

Kr

Xe

U

0.55

1.70

7.30

20.0

60.0

0.80

20.0

300

2.0 x ! 0 3

2.4 x 10^

• p\ ".v v

1.40

7.30

33.0

72.0

233

7.50

96.0

2.0 x

l.Ox

1.1 X

1/ VIII /

103

104

?05

1.60

9.00

39.0

75.0

276

/ V^ \ WWW 1/ Ul

32.0

225

4.8 x 103

2.4 x 104

2.7 x 105

TABLE !. Kinetic energy of bombarding electrons, current density J (A/cm^) and ion

confinement time T{ sec) needed to produce 10055 yields of bare, hydrogen and helium-like

ions of selected elements. (After reference 5.)

The ECRIG cannot be subjected to such a simple analysis as an EBIS since the electron

bombarding energy is not constant and one is dealing with motion of charged particles in

combined dc magnetic and ri electromagnetic fields. Furthermore, rate equations similar to (1)

are involved except that more terms have to be included to take into account electron-ion

recombination and ion- ion charge transfer, as well as ion losses due to diffusion to the walls

etc.. The Q; s involve energy and time varying electron densities and energy varying crossections.

The most difficult part of the calculation is to obtain the electron energy and density variation in

the plasma. Calculations of ECRIS charge state distributions based on a specific model of the

plasma have been carried out by Uongren.^

EBIS and ECRIS Sources in the US

In this rather brief review of direct sources of low energy highly charged ions, it is not

possible to present an overview of all the existing EBIS and ECRIS sources. Accordingly I w i l l

restrict my attention to only those sources in the US and make no claim as to the completeness of

this information. There are at present one planned and two operating ECRIS sources in the US.

The operating sources are at ORNL, Oak Ridge, and LBL, Berkeley. The ORNL ECRIS7 is devoted
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solely to atomic physics experiments, while the LBL s o u r c e ^ \5 usecj & an j O n source for the

88" LBL cyclotron as well as for atomic physics. Both sources are similar to the MINIMAFIOS

source designed and constructed by (Seller at Grenoble.1 The minimum B field configuration is

obtained by superimposing a solenoidai magnetic field upon a hexapolar field created by SmCog

magnets. This results in a compact ion source with an interaction length of 50 cm which

consumes less than 100 kW of electric power. About 2 kW of 10 6Hz microwave power are

required to create snd heat the plasma. The steady state operating pressure in cavity C j ( into

which gas is injected) is 10"^ torr, while in cavity C2 the pressure is 5 0 " ^ torr. Inside the

closed magnetic surface within C2 across which electron cyclotron heating occurs, the pressure

is about a factor of 10 or more better. Ions are extracted through an 6-8 mm diameter hole at

extraction voltages between 1 and 20 kY. Table 11, adapted from ref. 9 shows typical Ion yields

(in electric microamperes) obatained from the LBL ECRIS ^

Element

1*2+3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+

N 73 96 104 76 64 7 *

0 74 87 85 79 89 82 8 .37

He 51 63 78 58 45 15 4.2

S 10 * 20 * 63 *

Ar 38 40 * 54 66 106

Kr 8 7.8 14

TABLE II. Ion currents from the LBL ECRIS. All currents are in electric microamperes at 10 kV

extraction voltage. * Indicates that a mixture of two ions with the same q/A were present.

(Adapted from ref. 9)

!n addition to the above mentioned existing ECRIS, there is another source planned for the

ATLAS facility at Argonne National Laboratory. It is described elsewhere in these proceedings.

At the time of writing, the only operating cryogenic and superconducting EBI5 source in the

US is at Cornell University. The Cornell EBIS1 ° is built around a 3 Tesla, 15 cm diameter warm

bore, 0.96 m long superconducting solenoid. The source, shown in figure 4, consists of an

external gun, entrance solenoid, main solenoid, cryopumping panel array cooled to LHe

Charge State

9+

15.

36

72

18

10+ 11+

005

* 5

* 18

20 20

12+

*

11

12

13+

.40

3.3

15

14+

.73

10

15+

001

6.8

16+

4.2

17+

2.8

18+

1.5
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temperature, drift electrode structure, electron collector, ion extractor and focusing nptios. The

collector and focusing optics are inside a magnetic nickel shield, and the shielded collector is

located directly at the exit of the main solenoid. The total electron beam path is 1.25 m, and half

of it is in the ionization region. An external electron gun with a well shielded cathode injects the

electron beam into a uniform magnetic field to establish a beam which is then adiabatically

compressed by the field produced by the superconducting solenoid. By separating the formation

of the electron beam from compression, we are able to use different electron guns to cover a

range of electron beam energies (currently 2-16 keV). The extraction optics at the collector is

designed to allow us to look at radiations emitted by excited atoms trapped inside the high

current density electron beam without being swamped by the bremsstrahlung radiation emitted

by collected electrons. The source can be operated either In a pulsed or dc electron beam mode. In

the pulsed mode we run with a 0.6 A, 8-10 keV electron beam in the ionization region (4.5 kV

on the cathode, 3.5-5.5 kV on the drift tubes), while in the dc mode the current is 0.2 A and the

energy 5.5-7.5 keY (2.0 kV on the cathode, 3.5-5.5 kV on the drift tubes). An electron beam

current density of 800 A/cm^ has been measured directly by a beam scanning apparatus,'' and

densities in the 1000-2000 A/cm^ range have been inferred from the extracted ion charge

state distributions for different confinement times. Extracted ion currents measured by a

faraday cup located 0.75 m downstream from the extractor are typically 0.2-2.0 electric

microamperes. The source utilizes gaseous injection for the moment, though in the future we

expect to inject singly charged ions of various elements into the EBIS from a MicroMEVVA' 2

(metal vapor vacuum arc) ion source as well as from a PIG ion source with end extraction'3 in

order to expand the renge of ions that can be generated.

The currently under construction EBIS sources are the Kansas State University

superconducting solenoid, cryogenic EBIS or KRYEBIs'4 and the Sandia National Laboratory

Livermore superconducting solenoid, cryogenic EBIS. The Kansas State EBIS design is based on

the French sources DIONE15 at Saclay and CRYEB IS 11 * 6 at Orsay. A 1 m long, 5 Tesla, 8 cm

diameter cold bore superconducting solenoid is used to create the main magnetic field. The cold

bore allows cryopumping in the ionization region directly without the need for a secondary

cryopanel. The source wi l l operate with an externally injected 10 kV, 2A electron beam.

The Sandia Livermore ESIS design is based on the Frankfurt cryogenic EBIS'7. The source is

built around a 1.2 m long, 5 Tesla, 15 cm inner diameter cold bore superconducting solenoid.

Unlike the two above mentioned sources, i t wi l l use an immersed electron gun which at 50-150

kV and 1 A should produce a 1000 A/cm^ electron beam. With such a beam it should be possible
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to produce such species as He-like Kr and neon like ions up to and including lead.The advantage of

immersed electron flow over external injection is that the former is much easier to set up.

Standard methods for setting up flow from a magnetically shieded cathode do not work in EBIS

sources because the diameter of the focused electron beam is much smaller than the diameter of

the electrostatic waist of the beam produced by the electron gun. Furthermore, the correct

magnitude, slope and spatial variation of the magnetic field in the vicinity of the electron gun are

difficult to obtain due to the high magnetic fields used. With immersed flow these problems are

avoided. The only disadvantage of such flow is thai it cannot produce as high current densities as

are possible with external injection. An interesting feature of the SNLL EBIS is that i t is

mounted vertically. It also has radial access ports through the solenoid that allow viewing of

ions trapped inside the electron beam. In order to produce very high charge states, this source

wil l have to rely on very long confinement times, 0.5-5 s and this requires UHV in the W~^

torr range.

Possible Future Developments in Source Technology

Present day advanced positive ion sources are sti l I to a large extent in a developmental stage,

and neither the ECRIS nor the EBIS has approached its potential level of performance. The

underlying physical phenomena relevant to the operation of these sourcese are well understood,

but their role, importance and interplay are not always clear. This not only complicates source

design, it also presents a challenge in making a source operational once constructed. In this

respect it is interesting to follow the development of the ECRIS'8 and the EBIS19 over the past

ten years and see how the charge state distribution, beam quality etc. has evolved in these

sources.

To generate higher charge states, the parameters.E, n, and r have to be increased. In an

ECRIS, the electron energy can be increased by dumping more r f power, P r f into the plasma.

Stochastic electron heating predicts that E~P r ^^ , but in actuality, ECRIS results appear to be

more consistent with E~Prf ̂  • In any case there is a l imit to the power that can be both supplied

to and absorbed by the plasma. The electron density n can be increased by increasing the

microwave frequency « r f since n ~ t,> rf
2. Recently Seller reported an upgrade of the Srenoble

ECRIS MINIMAFIOS in which the microwave frequency was increased from 10 to 16.6 GHz. The

lower charge states followed the predicted n ~ w r f 2 variation and a factor of 3 increase
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( (16.6 /10)2 = 2.75) in ion intensities for the lower charge states was observed. However, the

increase in the higher charge states was more spectacular, in some cases a factor of almost 50

was observed. This dramatic increase is thought to be due to the longer ion confinement time

caused by slower ion diffusion times in the stronger magnetic field required by the higher

microwave frequency (B ~ orf). The ion yields for various elements from the recently

upgraded Grenoble MINIriAFiOS ECRIS20 are presented in table III.

Element Charge State

1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 10+ 11+ 12+ 13+ 14+ 15+ 16+ 17+ 18+

N 5 40 150 200 250 120 10

0 5 50 100 120 200 250 80 (10)

Ne 5 30 80 100 120 100 60 30 10 (0

S 1(10)20(30)40(65)90(100)100(80)50(35)8 (3)(.2)(.O2)

Ar 1 15 10 15 (30) 40 80 150 130(80)45 15 2 .02(.002)

TABLE 111. Ion yields ( in electric microamperes) from the 16.6 GHz Grenoble MINIMAFIOS

ECRIS at an extraction voltage of i 0 kV. The values 1n brackets indicate that more than one

species with the same q/A is present. ( After ref. 20.)

Increasing the source size also lengthens the ion confinement time. The ion yield from large

superconducting ECRIS sources shows a higher abundance of very high charge states than that

from smaller sources like rilNIMAFIOS.21 Using computer simulation of an ECR plasma,

Jongren suggested that the differece in ion distributions is probably caused by the lower average

electron energy in the smoll sources. Electron energy is limited by energy dependent Kimuthal

drift in the radial magnetic field gradient. Higher energy electrons drift faster and quickly reach

regions where ion confinement is not possible. Since small sources have inherently higher

magnetic field gradients, they lose higher energy electrons faster, in order to reduce magnetic

field gradients while keeping the magnitude of the field the same at the vacuum chamber wall,

the sextupole magnet in the LBL ECRIS was replaced by an octupole. The replacement resulted in

a substantially improved ion charge state distribution at the higher charge states and a factor of

10 or more was observed in most cases.2' However, when another sextupole with the same

diameter as the octupole was put in, the performance with the larger sextuple was comparable to

that obtained with the octupole. It therefore appears that an increase in the volume of the second

stage, which allows for more efficient coupling of the r f to the plasma and thereby increases the

average electron temperature, and not the field gradients is responsible for the improved ion
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yields. The effect may be more significant in the LBL ECRIS because it operates at a lower

frequncyof6.46GHz.9

One would expect the ion yield from ECRIS sources to gradually improve as more and more

operating experience is gained with these sources. However, significant gains in output wi l l

depend on the availabilty of higher frequency gyrotrons to generate the microwaves, and 16.6

GHz is about as high a frequency as is currently available. 100 GHz gyrotrons seem to be at the

technological l imit, and if available, would require superconducting solenoids to generate the

mcgnetic fields required by the higher frequencies. It would appear that beyond 16.6 GHz the

cost and complexity of the ECRIS increases very rapidly. In any case, just what the highest

attainable charge states from an ECRIS are possible is difficult to say at this point. Thus far, Ar

' 7 + * * and Ar ' s + have been produced by the Grenoble ECRIS. This means that bare nuclei of

the elements around Z= 17 and He like nuclei of atoms up to and including the 4d transition

metals can now be produced by ECRIS sources.

On the other hand, the EBIS has demonstarated that it is possible to produce very highly

charged ions. Donets at Dubna, USSR has reported production of 2 x 106 Xe 5 2 + (He-like

xenon) ions per pulse with KRION-2, a superconducting solenoid, cryogenic EBIS.22 In order to

produce X e 5 2 + , a 10 s confinement time and a 22 kV, 150 A/cm2 electron beam was needed. The

parameters E, n and r can be increased in an EB IS in a more or less straightforward manner. The

technology for producing high voltage, (up to 300 kV) electron beams is available as is that for

constructing 5-6 Tesla superconducting solenoids of the required length, field straightness and

uniformity The confinement time is limited by the vacuum in the ioni2ation region. By cooling

the ionization region and surroundings to LHe temperatures, pressures in the 1 0 " ' 2 can be

obtained and hence confinement times in the 1 -10 s range are possible.

As mentioned above, in order to produce very high charge states, the quantity of interest in an

* It is interesting to note that the A r ' 7 + ion output from the 16.6.GHZ Grenoble ECRIS is

comparable to that obtained from CRYEBIS I. The 16.6 GHz r f is pulsed with a pulse length of

. 15 rris once every second2^. This means that the total Ar ' ^ + ion charge for the 0.02

cui rent, table III above, is 3.1x 1 0 " 9 Coulomb. On the other hand, CRYEBIS I can generate 1.3 x

r 17+ j O n s pe r pU ]se ( j n a | §Q m s e c confinement t ime)2^. This means that the total

charge is 3.54 x 10" '^Coulombs per pulse, and at 5 pulses per second, the ion charge from

CRYEBIS I in the same one second time period is 1.8 x I O " 9 Coulombs.
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EB1S (or any ion source for that matter) is nr or Jr. One can increase the confinement time r

by improving the pressure, or one can attempt to increase the current density J (or both) to

increase Jr. The current density can be increased by going to higher magnetic fields. For a

laminar electron beam, i.e. one in which all the electron trajectories are parallel to one another

and do not cross, the current density J in the electron beam confined by the magnetic field B is

~B 2 If the beam is non-laminar, J is ~B . Thus increasing the magnetic field from say 2.5 to 5

Tesfa increases J by a factor of 4 in one case and 2 in the other. The quality of the electron beam,

its laminarity, is related to the electro-optical qualities of the gun forming the beam. By

improving the optical qualities, higher beam current densities could be obtained. For externally

launched electron beams, the amount of magnetic field threading the cathode also plays an

imnnrtant role If one could launch a beam from a perfectly shielded cathode at O°K, the current

density that could be obtained in a magnetic field B, the so called Br illouin current density Jg is

J B = ? ? 3/2 6 o V a 1/2 B 2 / 2J /2 = 4 6 1 8 x i (T 7 tV a (V ) ] 1 / 2 [B (<3 ) ] 2 (A/cm2) (5 )

That is, a 10^ V electron beam in a magnetic field of 30 x 10^ gauss could have a density of

42,000 A/cm2 ! The finite temperature of the cathode, which at 1000° C contributes an

effective cathode flux of about 1 gauss for a 1 cm diameter cathode, as well as any residual

magnetic field present, e.g. the field due to the hole in the magnetic shim which defines the

appropriate rise of the field, reduce the above value to several thousand A/cm2- Nevertheless,

by paying more attention to the beam launch conditions than has been done t i l l now, i t may be

possible to increase the current density significantly in those EBIS sources using external

injection An additional motivation for improving the launch conditions for externally launched

beams is the possibility of so called "beam collapse of Brillouin beams".

The possibility of beam collapse was raised by the Orsay group working with CRYEBISI who

observed that very highly charged ions were being formed in anomalously short confinement

times, and which could be explained by an almost factor of 100 increase in current density over

the nominally 1000 A/cm2 beam present in the source.24 Since an increase in current density

corresponds to a decrease in the beam radius when the current is constant, this phenomenon is

known as beam collapse. Recently, Yao has shown that neutralization of the electron beam space

charge by ions in the beam can lead to beam collapse2^. The results follow from a single particle

model, a fluid model and from a one and a half dimensional magnetized electrostatic particle code

written to simulate beam collapse.
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Conclusions

The ECRIS and EB15 are, and probably wi l l remain for some time, the most convenient

sources of beams of low energy, highly charged ions. With either one or the other of these

sources, it is possible in principle, to obtain ions of almcst any element. The ECRIS is capable of

producing very intense ion beams of highly charged low to medium I elements, while the EBIS

can produce lower intensity ion beams of the highest possible charge states of medium to high Z

elements. Where the production of the highest charge states overlaps, e.g. in the production of

A r ' 7 + b y both sources, the ion outputs from the two sources are comparable.

* Work -Supported in part by the US Department of Energy, Office of Energy Research, Division

of Chemical Sciences
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Figure 1, (a) Schematic showing main components of an EBIS. (b) Electron
beam confining solenoid magnetic field profile and (c) potential
distributions applied to trap electrodes.
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic showing main components of an ECRIS. (b) Axial
and radial confining magnetic field profiles. (Adapted from ref. 1)
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DISTRIBUTIONS OF IONS IN AXISYW1ETRIC TRAPS

Robert W. Schmieder

Sandia National Laboratories
Livermore, CA 94550

ABSTRACT

Classical dynamics is used to analyze the motion of ions in
axisymraetric traps. A typical trap consists of an electron beam
propagating along a uniform magnetic field plus a set of external
electrodes. Ionizing collisions cause the ions to proceed through
a sequence of charge states. By means of a series of trans-
formations, equilibrium phase space distributions of the ions
are determined for arbitrary radial and axial trap potentials.
These calculations will be useful for interpreting experiments on
trapped ions and for understanding the behavior of advanced ion
sources.
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INTRODUCTION

One of several schemes for trapping heavy ions involves
radial trapping in a magnetically confined electron beam, and
axial trapping by electrostatic potentials applied to external
electrodes. This configuration currently is being implemented for
various purposes such as ion cooling and experiments on
collisional processes, and is the basis of the Electron Beam Ion
Source (EBIS) [1].

In all these devices, the ions are distributed radially and
axially in space, and have distributions of velocity and charge
states. The proper interpretation of experiments clearly depends
on understanding these distributions and accounting for them by
proper modeling. For instance, reaction rates measure the quantity
<CTv>, where the brackets indicate an average over a phase space
distribution. Also, high resolution emission spectroscopy demands
knowledge of the velocity distribution to account for the
lineshape. The progress of ionization depends on the spatial
distribution of the ions in the beam. Finally, in developing an
ion source, we are interested in the emittance and how the ions
gain energy from the beam, both of which require knowledge of the
phase space distributions of the ions.

In this paper, a procedure for calculating the equilibrium
distributions of ions in an axisymmetric trap is developed. Of
significant interest is the evolution of these distributions as
the charge state increases. It will be shown that exact analytic
solutions for the distributions can be obtained as quadratures.
Numerical calculations of a few examples are presented.

PHYSICAL MODEL

We assume that the ions are trapped on an electron beam
propagating parallel to a constant uniform magnetic field. Arrayed
around the beam is a set of electrodes (e.g., drift tubes) to
which are applied static potentials. Although the geometry of the
electrodes is arbitrary, it is assumed that their distances from
the beam are much greater than the diameter of the beam. The
potential due to the electrodes ̂ (z) is therefore essentially
constant in the radial direction but varys arbitrarily along the
axis. The electron beam is cylindrically symmetric and axially
invariant, and may have an arbitrary radial density profile. The
azimuthal magnetic field produced by the beam itself, and the
variations in beam geometry due to the varying axial potential,
are neglected. The potential due to the beam ^>(r) is therefore
essentially constant in the axial direction but varies arbitrarily
in the radial direction.
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With this model, the hamiltonian describing a single ion in
the trap is:

2̂ 2
H = (l/2m) fpr

2 + (l/r2)(pe-^qBr
2)

where 4>(r) is the potential due to the beam and v(z) is the
potential due to the external electrodes. Since the hamiltonian is
time-independent, it is a constant of the motion, equal to the
total energy E.

The following assumptions are made about the physics of
ionizing events: (1) the ion charge changes from q to q'; (2) the
position and velocity of the ion is unchanged; (3) the events
occur at random times; (4) the mean time for ionizing events is
much larger than the mean period of oscillation of the ions in the
trap.

TRAJECTORIES

The trajectories are found by solving the Hamiltonian-Jacobi
equation for the hamiltonian Eq. (1) [2], The results are:

(Oj T dr

= 9 + J f AT 1/r2

* 3 = ^

where

R(r) =

S(z) =

, t = m i

2m (W -

2m(K -

dz 1/ Vs(z)

- (l/r2)(J - |qBr2)2

The three constants of the motion are W = radial energy, J =
angular momentum, and K = axial energy. The total energy is E =
W + K. The frequency al = qB/2m is the cyclotron frequency, and
the frequencies <0. and &3b are functions of W, J, and K
determined by the specific form of the potentials ^>(r) and
tp(z). The phase angles replace time as a parameter.
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The trajectories describe motion in which the ions bounce
back and forth between the axial potential barriers while
independently oscillating between two extreme radii as they rotate
around the beam axis. Projected on a radial plane, the motion
produces Lissajous patterns: multi-lobed flower-like loci that
intersect the axis only if the angular momentum J is zero.

A particularly simple result is obtained if the potentials
are harmonic:

£(r) = iar2 4>(z) = *kz2

Evaluating the integrals with these expressions gives

r =k/i(R +VR - M cos 2«A) z = L sin <PQ
1' j

where the amplitudes R,L are

/ o /
R = A/(2mW + JqB)/2«, L =./2K/qk

and the frequencies CO., o l are

Oj =f/qa/m + (qB/2m)'

2 2
The quantity M = J lot. enters when the ion has angular

momentum. When M = 0, the radial trajectory is the same form as
the axial trajectory:

r = R sin ^

The trajectories are parametrized with the constants E = (WfJ,K)
and phase angles V = (̂i »̂ o»̂ 3̂ » o r eQuivalently with amplitudes
such as A = (R,M,L) (which are known functions of W,J,K) and the phase
angles. We can abbreviate these parametrizations as (E,V) and (A,V),
and note that they are equivalent. The trajectory equations
r(E,<P), v(E,<p) generate the transformation from coordinates and
velocities (r,v) to energies and phases (E,t/I). This will be
advantageous in calculations of distributions, since the phases
will be assumed to be random variables and will be eliminated.
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IONIZING COLLISIONS

The fundamental physical assumption about the ionizing
collision is that neither the position nor the velocity of the ion
is changed. Thus, in the reaction q > q1, we have r1 = r
and v1 = v, or

'CE'.V) = r(E,<P) v'(E\V') = v(E,<P)

These equations can be solved for (E',<^r) as functions of
(E,<P), namely E'(E,V>), <P'(E,V). They thus generate transformations
of the trajectories from the ion q to the ion q' during an
ionizing event.

DISTRIBUTIONS OF IONS

The quantity G(r,v) dr dv is defined as the number of ions at
r,v within dr dv. The trajectories transform the distribution
G(r,v) to a new distribution F(E,<P), given by

F(E,<p) = J(rv/E<P) G(r,v)

where J(.../...) is the Jacobian (which can be evaluated
directly from the trajectory equations). Having obtained the
distributions F(E,*P), we can carry out further transformations to
obtain other distributions. In particular, we can carry out
transformations for ionizing events F(E,<P) > F'(E',<P')«

In order to impose the condition that the phase if is randomized
at each collision, we transform the phase to some variable s

F(E,s) = J(E«#Es) F(E,<P)

and then find the distribution over s by integrating over all E:

f(s) = |F(E,s) dE = j J(E#Es) F(E,V) dE .

The <p-randomization condition can then be imposed by assuming
that F(E,V) is independent of <P, allowing the last integral to be
carried out.
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AXIAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Because of the independence of the r and z motions, the
distribution F can be factored: F(E,V)=F12(W,J.^.V^F^K,^). In
this section explicit formulas are obtained for the axial position
and velocity distributions, starting with F.,(K,<(L)' F°r

simplicity, we drop the subscript "3" for tne rest of this paper.

The axial energy-phase distribution transforms as

F'(K,s) = J(K<C/Ks)

The Jacobian is J(K</>/Ks) = |J<P/3sJ, which follows directly
from its definition. Now assuming that V is uniformly and randomly
distributed in the interval 0 < <P <TT/2, we can define an
energy-only distribution f(K) as

= (2Ar) f(K)

The distribution of s only is therefore

f'(s) = ( F'(K,s) dK

| „ f(K) dKf
where the subscript Ks indicates that |^V/<5s| is to be written as a
function of K and s. Thus, for any quantity s, we simply evaluate
\3<P/3sL from the trajectory equation and perform the above integral
to get tne distribution f'(s). We will examine three examples.

1. Axial energy. Let s = Kf. Evaluating (S'P/QK'lin terms of
K.K' gives

Jf'(K') = (2/TC) j • j — f(K) dK ,
[2m(q'K - qK')(q'-q) |d^/dz|KK,

where |d4VdzL,,, is to be written in terms of K,K'. This
equation provides a recurrence relation: given the distribution
f(K) in energy K for any charge state q, we can find the
distribution f'(K') in energy K' of the charge state q'. Normally,
we will assume single ionization events, i.e., q' = q + 1.
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2. Axial position. Let s = z. Evaluating Î P/̂ zl in terms of
K,z gives

g(z) = (2/rr) (mtl)

3. Axial velocity. Let s = v = dz/dt. Evaluating Î fp/Svl in
terms of K,v gives

f , ,
J d<P/

h(v) = (2/W) (mol/q) | . . f(K) dK

IKV

where jd'P/dzJ „ is to be written in terms of K,v.

These relations provide a means for exactly determining the
distributions of ions of any charge state from the distributions
of ions of lower charge state. The procedure,, is, to assume a
distribution f(K), iteratively determine f (K ) for
higher charge states, then use these distributions to determine
the position and velocity distributions.

These relations are valid for arbitary axial potential Y ( Z ) .
For the specific case of harmonic motion, the distributions can be
obtained by substituting '/'(z) into the above integrals. It is
convenient to write these integrals in terras of the amplitude L =
V2K/qk. We define the distribution & by 3T(L) dL = f(K) dK. Thus,
£?'(Lf) = q'kL' f'(K'), and we find

= (2/TT) J -r-^ q ,, r &(L) dL-
Z - (q/q')L2)

r i
g(z) = (2/w) j j-5 T 3?<X) dL

J y L - z
r i

h(v) = (2/rr) ( • |, IL 9T(L) dL
J V(qk/mHT - v^

These expressions allow direct calculation of the
distributions &(L'), g(z), h(v) when a previous distribution
is specified, without calculating the trajectories explicitly.
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MOMENTS

The moments of the distributions are easily calculated. For
instance, the averages of function P(z), Q(v) over the
distributions for charge q are

Pq> = fp(z) gq(z) dz <Qq> = J<Pq> = fp(z) gq(z) dz <Qq> = J Q(v) hq(v) dv

from which we easily find

<zq> = (2/n) <Lq> <vq> = (2/*0caq <Lq>

<zq
2> . (1/2) <Lq

2> <vq
2> = (1/2) oiq

2 <Lq
2>

<z 4> = (3/8) <L 4> <v 4> = (3/8) o^ <Lq
4>

<zq
6> = (5/16) <Lq

6> <vq
6> = (5/16) cdq

6 <Lq
6>

The moments <L n> for any ion of charge q can be foundThe moments <L > for an
using the recursion relation:

<Lq> = (2/n) E(Vl7q) <Lq-1

<Lq
2> = (

<Lq
4> = (l-l/q+3/8q2) <L .S

<Lq
6> = (l-3/2q+9/8q2-5/16q3) <L ^ S

where E is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind.
These relations can be iterated to generate <L > for any q in
terms of Lo = position at which the ion was created (from a
neutral atom q = 0). For instance, for n = 2

<Lq
2> = (2q)!/22q(q!)2 <L*> >

where the last relation follows from Stirling's approximation to
the factorial for large q.
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From these relations, using u) = njqV./m (=;y2^o)» we find
the dependence of the MS position and velocity on cnarge state
(for large q):

<Zq
2>

These relations confirm our intuition that as the ionization
proceeds, the ions become more confined to the center of the trap,
while their velocity distributions become broader.

RADIAL DISTRIBUTIONS

The radial distributions are obtained by a similar procedure.
In fact, for zero angular momentum, J = M = 0, the trajectories
are r = sin<P,, the same form as the axial trajectories, hence
all the formulas of the previous section are valid if we replace
(K,<P) by (W, V , ) . If there is angular momentum, the relations
are more complicated, but the procedure is the same.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis presented here is not limited to the specific trap
configuration of the EBIS. Indeed, any axisymmetric trap for which the
axial and radial potentials can be separated is described by the
same hamiltonian and trajectories. For instance, the Kingdon trap utilizes
a negatively biased wire on axis, producing a radial potential

4>(r) = V, + Vo ln(r)

As another example, ions can be trapped on a flat transparent grid
which produces an axial potential

<J»(z) = V. e

Finally, ions can be trapped within a parallel-plate capacitor with
a central grid, which produces an axial potential

<P(z) = (Vj/D) z

The distributions of ions in all these traps, and others, are
easily evaluated from the general formulas given in this paper.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - Typical trajectories of ions trapped in an electron beam,
viewed parallel to the beam axis. Curvature of the traj-
ectories is due to the magnetic field. The conditions
simulate a typical EBIS: a i A beam in a 6 T field. The
ions always stay within the beam. The actual trajectory
envelopes are circular; these computer plots have
distorted them into ellipses.

Fig. 2 - Typical evolution of amplitude distributions for several
ion charge states. Initially 10000 ions of charge Q = 1
are located (a) at L = 100; (b) uniformly between L = 0
and L = 100. It is also assumed that the ions execute
simple harmonic motion. These plots apply equally well to
radial motion of the kind seen in Fig. 1 and to axial
motion in a harmonic trap. Monte Carlo techniques were
used to calculate these distributions.

Fig. 3 - Typical spatial distributions for several ion charge
states. Initially 10000 ions of charge Q =1 are at
(a) L = 100; (b) uniformly distributed between L = 0
and L = 100. These distributions are calculated by
integrating over the distributions in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 - Mean radius (a) and mean velocity (b) of Xe ions as a
function of charge state, from q = 1 to q = 54. These
values were calculated by Monte Carlo techniques in which
actual trajectories were followed for 1000 ions.
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The ATLAS Accelerator Facility

R. C. Pardo

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439

Introduction

The ATLAS accelerator facility provides beams of heavy ions in the

mass range 7 < A < 120 for research in nuclear and atomic physics. The

facility consists of an electrostatic tandem injector and an independently-

phased superconducting resonator linac. The system can be operated in a

variety of modes including deacceleration of beams which have been stripped to

highly-charged states for atomic physi'cs. This paper describes the ATLAS

facility in detail and discusses the deacceleration mode for some specific

cases.

Physical Description

Research with heavy ions at Argonne is performed using beams from

the Argonne Tandem-Linac Accelerator System (ATLAS). An overview of the

accelerator facility is shown in Fig. 1 where beams are provided to two

experimental areas; Target Area II (Tandem plus 24 Resonators), and Target

Area III (Tandem plus 42 Resonators). The major elements of the system in use

today are:

1) a negative-ion source and injector system,

2) an upgraded FN Tandem electrostatic accelerator capable of a

maximum terminal voltage of 9 MV,

3) a linear accelerator consisting of 42 independently-phased,

superconducting resonators,

The submitted manuscript has been authored
by a contractor of the U. S. Government
under contract No. W-3M09-ENG-38.
Accordingly* the U. S. Govornment retains a
nonexclusive, royalty-free license to publish
or reproduce the published form of this
contribution, or allow others to do to, for
U. B. Governmant purposes.
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4) a bunching system which produces beam pulses of * 100 ps FWHM

for acceleration by the llnac,

5) a rebuncher/debuncher for each experimental area which allows

the experimenter to Manipulate the longitudinal phase ellipse

for optimized timing or energy resolution on target, and

6) a beam sweeper for control of the beam duty cycle.

a) Ion Source System

ATLAS has two independent high-voltage injector systems which may be

used as the operating source system. The source used will generally be one of

three designs. Two of these designs are fundamentally of the inverted sputter

source type from Florida State University. The third source used is a SNICS

type design based on work at the University of Wisconsin. The choice of

source and high-voltage platform is dictated by the isotope to be accelerated

and occasionally by other considerations such as the desired beam current or

emittance.

The beams produced by these sources possess good transverse and

longitudinal emittance. The transverse emittance properties are necessary in
4,

order to obtain good transmission efficiency through the system and to

minimize any energy-resolution degradation due to transverse dependence of the

accelerating fields. The longitudinal emittance must be minimized in order to

achieve good bunching of the beam pulse. Beam pulses must be injected into

the llnac wii:h width of the order of 100 ps so that the acceleration process

does not increase the beam energy width significantly.
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b) FN Tandem Accelerator

The first stage of acceleration, after the ion source, is

accomplished with an upgraded FN Tandem electrostatic accelerator. This

accelerator has undergone extensive improvements consisting of the

installation of:

1) a NEC accelerator tube,

2) a NEC pelletron charging system,

3) a corona-voltage-distribution system using an SFg atmosphere

separate from the main tank atmosphere, and

4) an electrostatic quadrupole triplet focussing element for the

terminal.

These improvements have resulted in a machine that operates in a highly-stable

mode at a terminal potential of up to 9 MV. The standard operating potential

when used with the linac has been 8.5 MV to date, with occasional excursions

to 8.8 MV. Anjrone desiring to obtain beams which appear incompatible with

operation of the tandem at a terminal potential of 8.5 MV should discuss their

needs with Argonne personnel.

The tandem uses a single carbon foil stripper in the terminal of the

machine. Currently there is no provision for gas stripping. Instead

2 pgm/cm carbon stripping foils are used for all beams in order to achieve

optimum transmission and emittance characteristics.

The beam passes through a second stripper foil after acceleration

through the tandem in order to raise the charge state prior to Injection into

the linac. The second stripper is located upstream of the tandem 90°

analyzing magnet. Foil thicknesses of 5 jigm/cm and 10 ugm/cm are most often

used at this location.
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c) Bunching System

In order for the linac to provide acceleration without introducing

significant energy spread to the beam, the injected beam must be bunched into

packets with a time width of approximately 100 ps as they enter the first

resonator. This is accomplished with a three-stage bunching system.

The first stage is a room-temperature gridded harmonic buncher

located in the low-energy injection beam line to the tandem. The buncher

operates at one of two fundamental frequencies; 12.125 MHz or 48.5 MHz. It

forms a time focus of approximately 1 ns FWHM at the terminal where the first

stripper foil is located. Approximately 70% of the D.C. beam is found within

f 1 nii of the bunch centroid.

The second stage of the bunching system is a room-temperature

chopper which removes approximately 30% of the D.C. beam not properly

bunched. This chopping procedure is necessary in order to avoid producing

components of the beam which have significantly different energies than the

main bunch.

The last stage of bunching refocusses the 1-ns wide beam bunch to

produce a time focus just upstream of the first linac resonator with a FWHM

- 100 ps. This is accomplished with a single superconducting resonator

operating in the bunching mode (<j> - 90°) located some six meters upstream from

the linac.

d) Superconducting Linear Accelerator

The final stage of acceleration occurs in the superconducting linear

accelerator. The linac Is divided into two major sections as shown in

Fig. 1. The first section Is colloquially known as the "booster" linac while

the latter section is Identified as the "ATLAS" linac. The "booster" linac
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consists of 24 Independently-phased superconducting resonators and the "ATLAS"

linac contains 18 resonators. The first eleven of the resonators are

constructed so that particles with velocities of 0.06c are synchronous with

the accelerating field. The remaining 13 resonators in the booster and the

first 9 "ATLAS" resonators have a synchronous velocity of 0.105c. These

resonators are tuned to operate at a frequency of 97 MHz. The final nine

resonators in ATLAS have a synchronous velocity of 0.16c and operate at a

frequency of 145.5 NHz.

A cutaway view of one of these resonators is shown in Fig. 2. These

three-gap structures are known as "split-ring" resonators; so named because

the supporting arms for the drift tubes are formed, conceptually, by splitting

and then deforming a ring. The drift tubes and supporting arms are formed

from pure niobium. The outer housing and end plates are made from a composite

material of niobium explosively bonded to copper. The resonator is cooled to

4.5s K by liquid helium which flows in at the base and through both support

arms and drift tubes.

Superconducting solenoids are used as focussing elements. These

soler.oids are capable of peak fields of 7-8 Tesla. The present linac uses a

total of 22 solenoids interspersed between the resonators.

The resonators and solenoids of the linac are grouped into a total

of 7 cryostats. Figure 3 shows the internal arrangement of one of these

cryostats which is typical of the entire linac.

The helium cryogenic system is driven by two refrigerators, a

CTI-1650 and a CTI-2800. The total refrigeration capacity is approximetely

450 watts at 4.6°K.
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Beam Properties of the Tandem-Llnac Accelerator System

a) Available Beams

Indicated In Fig. 4 by the curves are the maximum beam energies

expected in the various target areas. The tandem-linac accelerator system

presently offers a variety of beams in the mass range 6 to » 120. These

beams are made available to experimental stations in the area identified as

Target Area II and Target Area III in Fig. 1.

Table I lists the beams now routinely available for experiments in

Target Area II, and indicates the beam intensity and maximum energy which can

be anticipated. It is suggested that the values shown in Table I be used in

making plans for experiments. If higher beam currents or energies appear to

be necessary in order to successfully accomplish an experimental goal, some

increase may be possible in either maximum energy or beam intensity. It may

be possible to sacrifice beam intensity in order to obtain higher energy by

choosing a charge-state combination on the high charge-state side of the

optimum equilibrium charge state. Alternatively, one can opt for the use of a

single stripper In order to obtain a significant increase in beam current but

at a sacrifice in maximum energy.

Beams which are not run routinely but are available are also listed

in Table I. These beams may be requested for experimental purposes but may

entail some loss of experimental time beyond what can normally be expected,

due to the difficulty in obtaining or lack of experience in using these

beams. If you have an interest in any of these beams or in beam-parameter

requirements other than indicated in Table I you should contact the Outside-

User liaison Person at Argonne to discuss your needs.
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b) Beam Micro Structure and Phase Space

The bunching system operates at 12.125 MHz or 48.5 MHz, producing a

beam time structure with 82.5 ns or 20.6 ns period. The time width on target

is normally about 0.5-1.0 ns FWHM. The bunch time width on target can be

significantly reduced by using the rebuncher to form a time waist on target.

Typical time resolution in Targat Area III of 150 to 200 ps FWHM can be

obtained with the rebuncher in use.

The energy resolution on target from the linac is typically a few

hundred keV, depending on ion species. Energy resolution and time resolution

are coupled through Liouville's theorem demanding phase space volume

conservation; therefore, it is not possible to demand the best time resolution

and simultaneously the best energy resolution. For 0, the longitudinal

phase space has been measured to be approximately 20 keV-ns FWHM.

For experiments which demand good energy resolution, it is possible

to use the rebuncher in a debunching mode which minimizes the energy spread

from the linac. Energy resolution of 150 keV FWHM has been observed in

elastic scattering of 107 MeV 1 2C 5 + from a thin gold target. This data was

obtained with the split-pole spectrograph and was in fact limited by the

detector resolution. The spot size on the target is typically 2-3 mm

diameter. For nickel the normalized transverse phase apace is estimated to be

19TT mm-mrad-i'MeV.
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Table I

Beams Available From Superconducting Llnac

Ion

6*,7*L1

io*,nB
12,13*c

IV
16fl

17*,18* Q

19F
2 AMg
27A1
28,30*sl

32,34*,36S*

35,37 a

4 0 Ca
48,50T1

56,57Fe*

59Co
58,60,62,64*N£

6 3» 6 5Cu
78,80,82Se

79,80Br

9 3Nb f

92,93,94,95,96,98Mot

107,109Agt

1 2 0Sn t

127 jt

Maximum8

Energy
Area II

74

116

137

154

177

177

202

252

259

279

387

314

317

319

411

411

411

410

458

458

399

418

404

295

251

(MeV)
Area III

107

176

206

236

270

270

308

394

404

435

448

488

492

495

652

652

652

649

730

730

637

675

635

401

335

Maximum Currenta

at Maximum Energy
(pnA)

30

13

70, 30

3

50

9.0, 25.0

10

3

5

10, 5

16, 15, 0.8

12, 6

0.8

3.0, 0.2

1.0, 0.4

4

5, 2, 0.2, 1.3

3, 1

1, 2, 0.3

3.0, 2.4

2.0

0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.2

0.2, 0.2

0.1

0.6

aCommas are used to separate values for different isotopes. Examples
of energies and currents available with lower charge states are given
in parentheses.

Isotoplcally enriched source material used. Arrangements should be made
by user.

Beams that have been accelerated but are not considered routine.
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Deacceleration with the Argonne Tandem-Llnac Accelerator

The "booster" linac section of ATLAS has been used to deaccelerate

fully-stripped and hydrogen-like ions. Beams of 36.0 MeV 0 5 and 76.5 MeV

OQ .4-

Si 8 were delivered by the Argonne FN tandem accelerator. These beams were

further stripped to charge states 8 for oxygen and either 13 or 14 for

silicon and Injected into the superconducting linac. The stripped beams were

then deaccelerated by the linac which was tuned to deaccelerate using a phase-

focussing angle of 165.0 degrees.

The booster linac consists of 24 superconducting three-gap

resonators of the split ring design. The resonators are divided into two

classes characterized by the velocity of particles which receive the maximum

acceleration from the resonators. The first eleven resonators have a matched

velocity of 6% the velocity of light (.06c), and the remaining thirteen have a

matched velocity of 0.1c. The effective field an ion experiences in

traversing such a resonator is given by the product of the actual r.f. field

and a "transit time" factor: Ef = E a * T T P ( v ) . T h e transit time factor (TTF)

for these two classes of resonators is shown in Fig. 5.

The deacceleration process does not differ materially from that of

acceleration until velocities significantly below the matched velocity of the

resonator are reached. The first zero point for the Argonne low-beta (0.06c)

resonators in the transit time factor occurs at a velocity of approximately

0.033c. In these tests, the first zero in the TTF of the low-beta resonators

was never reached and, therefore, deacceleration in these resonators was

completely "normal". Deacceleration with the high-beta resonators began with

a particle velocity between .037c and ,040c which placed the particles near

the peak of the second lobe of the high-beta resonator TTF. As the particles

continued to deaccelerate, the bunches approached the crossing point of the
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second lobe. The spectrum shown in Fig. 6 indicates the results of such a

crossing for the Si 13+ ions. The beam has been split into two groups due

to the finite emittance of the beam; one with an energy of 10.8 MeV and the

other with an energy of 21.A MeV. This rather dramatic effect can be

understood when one notes that the energy spread of the beam at these low

energies is around 10% of the central value. This large energy spread and low

velocity produces large time spreads in the beam bunch. These large time

spreads produce nonlinear acceleration. These effects are further exacerbated

by the rapid variation of the TTF in the velocity regime near a zero. These

effects also couple to the transverse emittance and cause effective emittance

growth due to the nonlinear defocussing of the resonators.

It is possible to avoid an exact match with a zero in the TTF by

judicious choices of energy into a resonator and resonator amplitude. The

transit time factors shown in Fig. 5 are calculated assuming constant particle

velocity. When the change in particle velocity is included, the TTF zero

shifts somewhat. This effect is most pronounced at low velocities. For

example, the zero occurring at .029c shifts to approximately .028c for

Efi = 1 MV/m and
 1 ^ 0 8 + . That is to say the exact zero point in the TTF can be

shifted by changing the resonator amplitude. This effect allows one some

freedom in negotiating the region near zeroes in the TTF.

These teats show that a linear accelerator can serve quite well in a

deacceleration mode. The results point to some improvements which may be

desirable in a facility designed for deacceleration as well as acceleration.

The velocity at which the particles reach a zero in the TTF occurs physically

at approximately the same physical resonator position for a wide variety of

particles. By Interspersing low-beta and high-beta resonators in this region,
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it may be possible to maintain beam quality to lower velocities than would

otherwise be possible without significantly compromising the design of the

machine as an accelerator.

This research was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy,

Nuclear Physics Division, under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.
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is the manifold through which all instrumental lines are fed. Item (b) is a
solenoid extending into the decoupled snout. The end plate (c) has a vacuum
valve built into it.
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Uranium Upgrade of ATLAS

K. W. Shepard

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439

Introduction

Ths Argonne tandem linac accelerator system (ATLAS) is a heavy-

ion accelerator consisting of a superconducting linear accelerator

injected by a 9 MV tandem electrostatic machine. The linac consists of

two sections, each providing roughly 20 MV of effective accelerating

potential. ATLAS was designed for the needs of high-resolution nuclear

physics and achieved the goals of greatly extending the energy available

from a 9 MV tandem., while preserving the excellent beam quality and easy

energy variability characteristic of electrostatic accelerators.

Performance of ATLAS is, however, limited in two important

respects by the electrostatic injector. The beam intensity is smaller

than desired by some users, and ions in the upper half of the periodic

table cannot be obtained from the tandem. The mass limitation results

from the requirement of foil stripping in the high-voltage terminal of the

existing tandem, the short lifetime of stripping foils for the heavier

ions, and the voltage of the present machine.

This paper describes a project currently underway to replace the

tandem electrostatic accelerator with a new injector system. Figure 1

shows the layout of ATLAS with the new injector. This system will consist

of a positive-ion source on a 350 kV platform, and a very-low-velocity

superconducting linac. The ultimate goal of the project is to provide an

injector system which will allow ATLAS to accelerate uranium ions, and

which will provide beam quality at least as good as obtained from the

tandem.2'
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Elements of the Positive-Ion Injector System

The Ion source will be an electron-cyclotron-resonance (ECR)

source, capable of producing very high positive charge state ions of

virtually all elements. The technology of the ECR ion source is well-

developed, and our design builds directly on the work of others. Major

design features are that both the first-stage and second-stage plasma

ATLAS HEAVY MAOUENT
UASS-ENEftGY

OP ANALTZEfl
U A H LINE M ^

OP

LTD

ACCELERATOR
CONTROL

ROOM

TARMT AHEADj
- — _ . f ^ s B A T A ROOM 0 10 10 30 40 SO

Figure 1. Layout of the ATLAS and (on the left) the planned layout

of the positive-ion injector.
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regions are driven by a single 10 GHz transmitter, and the second-stage

chamber is fairly large (~ 10 cm diameter). Since the source must be

mounted on a high-voltage platform, the reduction of power requirements is

a strong consideration. Since our source must be able to produce ions

from many types of solid materials, good access to the plasma region is

being provided.

Ions from the source will be mass analyzed and bunched before

entering the low-velocity linac. The linac will consist of an

independently-phased array of short superconducting resonant cavities,

closely interspersed with superconducting solenoid focussing elements.

The rapid alternation of radial focussing and longitudinal focussing

elements maintains the beam in much the same way as does a Wideroe

structure with quadrupoles in the drift tube, but with the increased

versatility and reliability of small, independently controllable elements.

Four different types of accelerating structure will form the

linac, each of the four-gap interdigial geometry shown in Figure 2. The

first three types will operate at 48.5 MHz, and the fourth at 72.75 MHz.

SCALE (inchw)

Figure 2. Cross section of an interdigital type of superconducting

resonant cavity. The unit shown has an aperture of 15 mm,

and an active length of .10 cm.
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These four resonant geometries will span a velocity range from .008 c

to .06 c, as shown in Figure 3.

The first two of the four required resonator types have been

prototyped and successfully tested. At the design level of four watts of

RF input power, the prototype uciits operated at an average of 5,9 MV/m

effective accelerating gradient, substantially in excess of the 3 MV/m

that had been our initial, conservative performance projection.
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z 600h
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|400H
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0.05

Figure 3. Voltage gain per unit charge versus entrance velocity for

the four resonant cavity geometries which will form the

injector linac. The dashed line is the velocity

acceptance at the entrance of the existing ATLAS

accelerator.
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Construction Plans and Expected Performance

The construction of the positive-ion injector will be carried

out in several phases, depending on the availability of funding. In

phase I, now underway, the technology is being developed, the ECR source

is being built, and a small 3 MV linac completed. The phase I linac will

consist of the four prototype resonators plus one additional resonant

cavity. Because of the very high positive charge states available from

the ECR source, even a 3 MV linac will permit all ions in the lower half

of the periodic table to be injected into ATLAS, and will compete

favorably with the tandem as an injector.

In the second phase, we will enlarge the injector linac to 8 MV,

enabling injection into ATLAS of ions of mass up to A = 200. In the final

and third phase of construction, the linac will be further expanded to

12 MV, which will enable ATLAS to accelerate ions of mass up to uranium

well above the coulomb barrier.
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Figure 4. Performance of ATLAS for several configurations of

the injector linac.
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The expected performance of ATLAS with the three different

phases of the injector linac are shown in Figure 4, which shows the beam

current out of ATLAS as a function of ion mass for a representative output

energy. The general behavior of such plots is similar for a wide range of

energies. All three phases of the injector linac provide an substantial

increase in beam current over the tandem injector. As the injector linac

increases in voltage, the mass limit of ATLAS will increase to include

uranium.

A preliminary beam-optics calculation indicates that the

injector system can also compete favorably with a tandem system in terms

of beam quality. This perhaps surprising result is due to the fact that

angular and energy straggling caused by stripping in the tandem terminal

dominates the tandem beam quality. This problem is entirely avoided with

the positive ion injector system. Any stripping that may be done after

the injector linac can be located at a waist in both longitudinal and

transverse phase space, and will then cause very little deterioration in

beam quality. Thus we expect the positive-ion injector system to provide

heavy-ion beams of exceptionally high beam quality.

xhis research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy,

Nuclear Physics Division, under contract W-31-109-ENG-38.
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Atomic Physics at ATLAS

R. W. Dunford

Argonne National Laboratory

INTRODUCTION

The ATLAS facility was built primarily for heavy-ion nuclear physics but it

also has considerable potential as a facility for studies in atomic physics using

highly-stripped heavy ions. Figure 1 is a diagram of ATLAS showing the areas of

interest for atomic physics. The first is the atomic physics beam-line located in

Target Area III where beams with the full ATLAS energy are available for atomic

physics. At the present time, a grazing incidence monochrometer located next to

this beamline is being used by an Argonne-Notre Dame collaboration for

spectroscopy of helium-like ions. The other region of ATLAS that is of particular

interest to atomic physics users is the new electron-cyclotron-resonance (ECR) ion

source which is being built as part of the uranium upgrade at ATLAS. This source

wil l directly produce slow, highly-charged ions which make it a useful tool for a

number of atomic physics experiments. The source is projected to be completed in

the summer of 1987 but wil l not be used to inject ATLAS for about two years.

During that time, the source wil l be available for about half the time for atomic

physics experiments and so we are setting up a beam line next to the source and

are planning an experimental program. One of the unique features of the ATLAS

ECR source is that it wil l be on a 350-kV high-voltage platform. This wil l

increase its usefulness for atomic physics because the ion velocities will be

variable over a wider range than has been possible in the past.
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In this report I wi l l list the atomic physics experiments that are currently

in progress at ATLAS; then I wil l tell you about future experiments that are being

planned for the facility. Finally I wil l describe the program of atomic physics

experiments we are planning for the ECR ton source.

ATLAS EXPERIMENTS

The experiments that are currently in progress at ATLAS include the

following:

1. Resonant Transfer and Excitation for Highly-Charged Iron and Nickel Ions, J. A.

Tanis, E. M. Bernstein, M. W. Clark, D. Schneider, E. Kanter, W. Graham, K. Berkner.

(Western Michigan U.. Hahn-Meitner Jnstitut, ANL, U. of Ulster, LBL).

2. Measurement of Atomic Transition wavelengths in Ni2 6 + . A. E. Livingston, A.

Zacarias, Y. Lu, H. G. Berry, and R. W. Dunford. (U. of Notre Dame, ANL.)

3. Fast Heavy-Ion Induced Desorption of Large Biomolecules. J. Hunt, M. Salehpour,

W. Kutschera. R. C. Pardo. (ANL).

4. Precision x-ray Wavelength Measurements in H-like and He-like ions. R.

Deslattes, R Lavilla, E. Kessler. R. Dunford. (NBS. ANL).

5. Spectroscopy of Auger- and Rydberg-electrons from Selectively Excited 200 MeV

Nil* (q=16,176.18) Ions. D. Schneider, E. Kanter, H. G. Berry, M. Clark. R.

Schectman, L. Curtis, R. Dunford, J. Tanis. (Hahn-Meitner Institut, ANL, Western

Michigan U., U. of Toledo)

This list indicates a significant increase in activity over the past year. It

is noteworthy that all of these experiments involve participation of outside users,

many from universities.
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For future experiments at ATLAS, an important theme wi l l be tests of

relativistic quantum theory and quantum electrodynamics (QED). This wi l l include

precision measurements of An=1 transitions in one- and two-electron ions and

measurements of lifetimes of excited states in few-electron ions. In addition, we

wi l l continue the program for precision measurements of the An=0 transitions in

helium-like ions which have already produced measurements1-2 of the 2 ' s ^ - 2

3 P 2 energy splittings in helium-like Ti and Ni.

Among the precision QED tests planned are measurements of the IS Lamb

shift which wi l l involve measurement of transitions 2S -> 2P using a crystal

spectrometer. One of the most difficult aspects of these experiments is the need

to obtain clean spectral lines. In conventional beam-foil experiments and

recoil-ion experiments, highly-excited spectator electrons give rise to slight

energy shifts which distort the Uneshape of the transition. In order to minimize

this effect, we wi l l use a gas target and the Accel/Decel procedure discussed by

R. D. Deslattes in these proceedings. At the present time we are planning to use

the Accel/Decel procedure at ATLAS in an experiment to study An=1 transitions in

40Ca. Calcium ions wil l be stripped after the Booster linac at about 200 MeV

(see Fig. 1 ), and after selection of the 20* charge state in the 40-degree bend,

the ions wi l l be slowed down in the ATLAS section of the linac to 87 MeV.

The present capability of ATLAS for decelerating ions is limited by the

deceleration efficiency of the resonators in the final stages of the linac which are

optimized for accelerating ions of relatively high velocity (£ = 0.16). We have

been considering ideas to improve the Accel/Decel capabilities of ATLAS. One

possibility would be to add an additional cryostat with lower-0 resonators at the

end of the ATLAS section or to temporarily replace the last cryostat in the ATLAS
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section with a spare cryostat containing lower 0 resonators (3=0.1). Another

scheme involving simultaneous acceleration and deceleration in the Booster and

Injector linacs was ruled out for technical reasons shortly after the workshop.

Although the latter scheme appeared to offer the advantage of relatively low cost

and modest manpower commitment, the schemes involving additional Hnac

development would be costly and would require deflection of effort from the

ATLAS uranium upgrade project3. Accordingly, we have decided not to pursue an

Accel/Decel improvement project at this time and instead we wi l l concentrate on

the atomic physics which utilizes the ECR ion source which is being built for the

uranium upgrade of ATLAS.

An area of interest for future work at ATLAS is to study the weak

interaction by looking for parity nonconservation in high-Z ions4. These

experiments would search for an asymmetry in the single-photon decay of an

electron-polarized hydrogen-like ion. The increased beam currents that wi l l be

available after the uranium upgrade wi l l be needed in order to obtain sufficient

statistical accuracy to measure the asymmetry. Such experiments are important to

the determination of the form of the weak neutral current interaction between

electrons and nucleons in the low-energy regime. At the present time, this regime

has only been explored in heavy neutral atoms such as cesium, thallium, and

bismuth where there is considerable uncertainty in the atomic physics calculations

for such multi-electron systems. The heavy ion experiments would be done in

one-electron systems where the atomic structure is known precisely.

Another program which wi l l require the uranium upgrade of ATLAS is a

study of the regime of supercritical electromagnetic fields and spontaneous

positron emission. If we could change the charge of an isolated nucleus until the
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binding energy of the electronic K shell becomes greater than 2mec2, it would

become energetically possible for an electron-positron pair to be created; the

electron would go into the K shell and the positron would go free. For a point

nucleus, this spontaneous positron emission occurs when Zo< exceeds unity (Z>137),

but when the finite nuclear size is taken into account, it is expected to occur at

Z»173. The positron would be emitted with a fixed energy equal to the K-shell

binding energy less 2mec2. In the laboratory, such a system with Z>173 can only

be created in a collision between two heavy nuclei but in this case the energy

levels are continuously changing so a continuous distribution in positron energy is

expected. Experiments5 at GSI have searched for such positron emission and, in

addition to a continuous distribution of positron energies, narrow peaks are seen.

Subsequent observation of e*e~ coincidence events associated with these positron

peaks has generated a great deal of theoretical activity. At present, these

experiments on spontaneous positron emission are being carried out only at GSI.

The uranium upgrade to ATLAS wi l l make this facility an ideal place to pursue the

study of supercritical fields and spontaneous positron emission so this wi l l be an

area of high priority for future experiments.

EXPERIMENTS PLANNED FOR THE ECR ION SOURCE

Our plans for the ECR ion source include both atomic structure experiments

and atomic collision experiments. In the following, we give a brief description of

our plans. Some of these experiments wil l be done in collaboration with outside

users.
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A. Tests of QED and Relativistic Quantum Mechanics

(1) Lamb Shift of hydrogenic phosphorous - We can extract bare or one-electron

P from the ECR source, followed by electron pick-up or just excitation from the

ground state into the hydrogenic 2s (J=1/2) state - followed by laser excitation to

the 2p(J=3/2) [a visible laser transition]. Detection wil l be either by measurement

directly of the Lyman-c* x-rays, or from Lyman-c* detection in a quenching electric

field.

(2) Measurements of the lifetimes of the 2S states in one- and two-electron

ions - Such measurements are important as tests of relativistic quantum

mechanics.

(3) Precision measurement of An=0 transitions of 2- and 3- electron ions -

These measurements wi l l be possible for an extended range of Z between 3 and 17.

The reduced Doppler problems compared with the most accurate beam-foil

measurements can lead to wavelength measurements close to a precision of a few

parts in 106, a factor of 10 better than has been done at present.

We hope that precisions of 1 part in 108 wi l l be feasible in 2-electron

ions of Z=3-5 by using direct laser excitation from the metastable states produced

either directly in the ECR ion source, or by gas collisions after acceleration.

(4) Measurement of metastable transitions and transition probabilities in ions

with outer shells of 2pk, 3pk and 3dm electrons (k=1 -5 and m=1 to 9) - Some of

these experiments have been begun by Prior6 using the Berkeley ECR source. For

the lifetime measurements, deceleration in the observing cell would be needed.

(5) Observation of multiply-excited states in the lithium and sodium

isoelectronic sequence - The lowest metastable states in the helium-like and

neon-like ions wi l l have lifetimes greater than 1 microsecond, and are produced
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efficiently in the ECR source, and have long enough decay times that a single gas

target with 1-electron pick-up into multiply-excited states wi l l be possible. The

photon and electron decays can be subsequently observed directly. For the more

highly-charged ions of these sequences, an additional dense gas target at the exit

of the ECR source (after acceleration) wil l be necessary to provide excitation to

these metastable states (with lifetimes significantly shorter than 4 microseconds).

A second gas target wi l l allow electron pick-up to the multiply-excited states,

followed by detection of the fluorescence or of Auger electrons.

B. Polarized Target

We plan to obtain (electron) polarized heavy-ion beams via ion-atom

collisions in an optically pumped alkali target. This technique has been used to

obtain polarized hydrogen atomic beams in the first stage of newly developed

polarized H" ion sources at Lampf. Triumf, and KEK. The technique has been

suggested for use with heavier ions7, but no experiments have been done to date.

An ability to selectively populate final states of the ion wi l l be essential to the

optimization of the polarization transfer. Recent results in obtaining electron-spin

polarized Na targets are encouraging. Target thicknesses of 1 0 ^ 3 - 1 0 ^ atoms/cm2

and polarizations of 60-90& have been obtained. The motivation for this work

includes the following experiments which would require spin-polarized heavy-ion

beams:

(1) Study of Weak Interactions by searching for parity nonconservation in

electron-spin polarized heavy ions,

(2) Measurement of the electron magnetic moment in the field of a

highly-charged nucleus,
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(3) Study of polarization transfer in atomic collisions.

(4) Nuclear Polarization - The hyperfine interaction wil l transfer polarization

from the polarized electron to the nucleus, thus providing a means for obtaining

nuclear polarization of heavy ions.

C. ECR Source Velocity Profiles

We wi l l use laser/fast-ion fluorescence techniques to measure the ion velocity

distributions of the ion-source beam. Highly-charged ions could not be studied

directly because of the lack of resonances at wavelengths accessible to dye lasers,

but several singly-charged ions could be measured as a function of operating

conditions. Present knowledge of ECR ion velocities is very fragmentary (an upper

limit of about 5 eV per q has been proposed on the basis of magnetic deflection

techniques.)

Work supported by U. S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy

Sciences under Contract W-31-109-ENG-38.
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